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Of course', we cons.ervationists have not-always won. More land in the lower
48 is under pavement 'than 'protected as Wilderness. During the laSt 25 years: the
Forest Service alone has de!!troye.d an average ofone million acres ofde facto wil
derness a year through logging and road-building. More species every year teeter
on the e'dge ofextinction. The brass offederalland agencies have too often.slipped
into bed Witll the Diamond Jims ofextractive industry. But despite the disappoint
ments and the frequent sapping ofconservation law, the public lands have remain~d
the public's land. Concerned citi'zens have kept a strong voice-though too often
drowned out by the clatter of silver dollars-in public land management.

• The making'of conservation. policy has been bipartisan, with Republicans from
Teddy Roosevelt to Representative Connie Morella (Maryland) working just as
hard as Democrats to safeguard our public lands legacy.

• American pl!.blic rands conseIYation policy represents ademocratic national con
sensus. The legislation making up our conservation policy has come about after
op~nand often lengthy public debate, not through under-the-table riders on bills.

• . From the establishment of Yellowstone National Park in 1872 to the California
Desert Protection Act in 1994, a heritage overflowing in tradition and consistency
has been set. (Someone qtight want to tell freshman Republicans in the HoUse that
respect for one's heritage is a bedrock.conservative principle.)
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Campfire.
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the

The United States otAmerica
is ackno~ledged as the world's leader in
conservation. That leadership comes from
our heritage of public lands conservation
policy. National Parks, for example, are
often considered America's greatest legacy. .

- During the first hundred years of the Republic, Congress's policy toward public
lands was to getrid ofthem, eitl~er through individual homesteads or through giveaways
to railroads, timber barons, and politically-cOlmected land speculators. lbis began to
chailge in 1872. After a he.ated debate, Congress set' aside the headwaters ofthe Yellow
stone and Snake Rivers as a "National Park." In deciding thatYellowstone should re
main as the public's land for all time and not be handed over to private interests, Congress
and President Ulysses S. Grant set a new course for tile Republic. During the next cen- ,
tury and a quarter, more than one hundred individual pieces oflegislation have cobbled
QUt a bipartisan American consensus on public lands conservation policy (see sidebar).

.In today's conservatioll debate, we often forget three f\ll1darnentai truths about the
legislation t'hat makes up our public lands conservation policy:

Around
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Around the Campfire, continued

But due to the 1994 Republican
take-over of Congress, our public
lands conservation heritage is as en
dangered as the Mexican Wolf. Show
cased in individual bills or hidden in
riders in appropriations legislation, the
radical gang in charge ofCongress has
proposed that conservation laws be
suspended to allow "salvage" logging
in the National Forests, that private
livestock grazing become the domi
nant use on public lands, that billions
of dollars worth of federal minerals
continue to be given away to corpora
tions, that the Endangered Species Act
be effectively repealed, that the coastal
plain of the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge be turned into a private oil
field, that Alaska's Tongass National
Forest be managed to produce logging
jobs, that some National Parks be
closed, that the public lands be handed
over to the states or to private owner
ship, that Wilderness Areas be down
graded and the Wilderness Act
shredded....

I'll stop here with this litany of
horrors-with which readers of Wild
Earth are all too familiar. Except for
the. terrible Logging Without Laws
rider, which suspends cpnservation
law to savage our last old-growth
stands, none of these bills has become
law-thanks only to the valiant work
ofconservationists. But all these bills
remain serious threats-especially if
the anti-conservation crowd retains
control of Congress and takes the
presidency this fall.

Lost in the dust of these various
attacks on the public lands is their un
'derlying unity. Don't think for a mo
ment that this clutter ofbills and riders
is a cacophony. It is a symphony
played by an orchestra in tune-a
carefully-thought-out, coordinated as
sault on America's hundred-year-old
bipartisan public lands conservation
policy.

We are also facing a different
band of yahoos than we did in previ
ous battles such as the so-called Sage
brush Rebellion. Not only are the
standard bunch of bankers, loggers,

The Keystones of Our Public Lands Conservation Policy
,

Because our public lands are federal land, national conseNation policy
has been built upon congressional acts or presJdential orders:

1872. YeliowstonEb National Park established.
1890. Following John Muir's tireless and eloquent promotion, Congress

establishes Yosemite National Park thereby showing that Yellow-
stone was not a unique event. '

1891. Congress authorizes the President to withdraw land from the
previously to-be-disposed-of public domain to create "forest re
seNes." President Benjamin Harrison immediately withdraws 13
million acres in the West.

1897. Congress passes the Forest Management Act-the basic legisla
tion for the National Forest System-leaving no doubt that the
United States has embarked on a new policy of retaining public

, lands and of setting guidelines for their long-term management
and protection.

1903. President Theodore Roosevelt designates Pelican Island in Florida
as the first National Wildlife Refuge.

1911. TheWeeksAct authorizesthe re-creation ofpublic land. The Forest
Service can now purchase private land to make National Forests
in the eastern United States, where no public land remains.

1916. Congress passes the National Parks Act, establishing National
Parks as a system and setting policy for their management..

1964. After an eight year debate, Congress passes the Wilderness Act,
establishing a National Wilderness PreseNation System of wild
lands in the National Forest, National Park and National Wildlife
Refuge systems.

1968. The National Wild & Scenic Rivers Act is passed, establishing a
nationalsystem ofrivers protected from damsand channelization.

1969. President Richard Nixon signs the National Environmental Policy
Act, requiring federal agenciestostudy the ecological impacts of
proposed actions. \

1973. Congress passes the Endangered SpeciesAct and sets a national
policy that we will not cause the extinction of any species.

1976. Ifthere has been any lingering doubtaboutthe national commit
ment to keep a vast heritage of public lands for all Americans, it is
laid to rest with the Federal Lands Policy and Management Act
(FLPMA). Hundreds of millions of acres of public land. not yet
withdrawn for National Forests, National Parks, or National Wildlife
Refuges, now are to be retained in federal ownership under the
Bureau of Land Management. The BLM is ordered to study these
lands for possible designations as Wilderness Areas. Like the
Wilderness Act a decade earlier, FLPMA is the product of long
discussion and many public hearings in the western United States.

1980. Congress passes the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation
Act. Following years of debate and hearings in which thousands
of American citizens spoke out, more than 100 million acres of
Alaskan public lands are established as new National Parks,
Wildlife Refuges, Wilderness Areas, and Wild & Scenic Rivers.

Beside these landmark laws stand dozens of other acts of Congress
establishing Ndtional Parks and Wilderness Areas.
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Ermine and Corn Lily, wat~rcolor by Bob Ellis

Around the Campfire

ranchers, miners, and dirt bikers better
organized and privy to slick PR help
now, but they have been joined by the
wackos ofAmerican politics. Since co
lonial days, a nativist, anti-intellectual,
paranoid, and gullible underground has
skidded along the outer edge of public
debate. Popping up as the Know-Noth
ings, riding the night in sheets as the Ku
Klux Klan, or as the Johti Birch Soci
ety, fearing Dwight Eisenhower as a
Communist agent, these violent, home
grown radical~ have t<:XIay resurfaced as
the "militia" and are coiled throughout

.the "Wise" Use Movement. Given voice
by Representative Helen Chenowith (R-.
Idaho), Rush Limbaugh, and Pat
Buchannan, the disparate factions of the
nutty' right are united iIi the modern at
tack onAmerica's public lands heritage.

Part of the reason that the anti-pub
lic lands crowd has ~come so power
ful is that we conservationists have
assumed that the national debates about
Wilderness Areas, National Parks, pub
lic lands, and Endangered species have
been won: Yet, bankrolled by corpora
tions, playing on the fears of rural
Americans, appealing to anti-govern
ment sentiment, and telling lies about
.the Endangered Species Act and pu~

lic lands "lockups," our enemies have
created a nasty debate about our·pub
lic lands heritage.

Conservation groups must jump
back into the d~bate with basic public
education about the value of public
lands, the importance ofWilderness Ar
eas, and the truth about the ESA. We
need to hone our message about our pub
lic lands heritage and tell it to the nation.

Our enemies have also learned
well from our organizing manual and
have done a crackerjack job of turn

ing people out. We must make our
activist voice better heard.

We f!1ust recognize, though, that
typical conservation groups like the
Sierra Club or Northwest Ecosystem
Alliance aren't ~ways the most effec
tive advocates for public lands. In
these cases we need to reach out to our
allies-and some of these allies you
might not expect:

• Hunters and fishers. The hook-and
billlet crowd is up in arms. Hunting
magazines are loading their editorial
thirty-ought-sixes against the raid on
public l~ds. The generally well-to
do and generally Republican members
of Trout Unlimited have come out
strong against logging and grazing
that destroy trout streams.

• Evangelical Chri~ans. The Evangeli
cal Environmental Network may be
the ultimate savior ofthe Endangered
Species Act. These Bible-beiieving

,Christians see the ESA as ~'the Noah's
Ark of our day" and are taking their
message oflove and responsibility for
Creation to Congress.

• Budget Hawks. Tension is growing
between true conservatives and sup
porters ofcorporate subsidies. The Si
erra Club and other· conservation
groups have joined with the Cato In
stitute, Heritage Foundation, Com- .
petitive Enterprise Institute, and
Taxpayers fOf Common $ense Foun
dation to oppose Senator Pete
Domenici's (R-New Mexico) bill to

hand the public lands over to ranch
ers. Other budget hawks are going
after the subsidies that allow mining,
logging, and energy corporations to
trash our public lands. The Green Scis
sors Report, a joint effort of conserva
tion and budget groups, identifies
billions ofdollars ofNature and health
threatening projects and subsidies that
could be cut from the federal budget.·

But make no mistake. Evenwith
these allies, we conservationists are in
the fight ofour life. We're in the fight
for life. We are seeing what could be
the last Great Barbecue where board
room fat cats and their congressional.
golf buddies rip off our public land
heritage. To let our land-in all its
.wildness, abundance, beauty, and in
tegrity-be taken away from us would
be as radical and un-American as
shredding the Bill of Rights. You are
the main line of defense.

Happy Trails,
-Dave Foreman

McKenna Park
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T~e Wildlands Project UPDATE
by Steve Gatewood

A NEW DAY dawns wann and hu
mid. Heavy dew covers the ground and
drips from spider webs hung between
stiff, green palmetto fronds. As a covey
of Bobwhite Quail rustles through the
lush ground cover of wildflowers, San
dhill Cranes move their young chicks
with loud, boisterous calls through the
dense grass of a wet prairie. I look out
past the scorched trunks of an open
Longleaf Pine flatwoods to the dense
hardwood swamp forest beyond, scan
ning the ecotone for evidence of Bobcat
or Gray Fox on the prowl.

Another momiJig starts clear and cool.
Dry, crisp air carries the sound of Cactl!s
Wrens and Gamble's Quail to my ears. A
Gila Woodpecker darts into a cavity in the
local "tree," a Saguaro cactus. The wind
picks up and dust begins to swirl around
rocky hills and peaks. Low rainfall has kept
many ofthe sparse desert plarits from pro
ducing the profusion ofspring flowers that
a wet winter would.bring, yet the prospect
ofnew life is evidenced by a mother Coy
ote wi,th her pups moving among grease
wood and mesquite.

These scenes, only two weeks apart
but in seemingly different worlds separated
by thousands ofmiles, illustrate how things
can change,and remain 'the same. I experi
enced both of them J:rtoving from project
director ofthe DisneyWilderness Pre,serve
for The Nature Conservancy in central
Florida, to executive director ofThe Wild
lands Project in southern Arizona. I am
changing jobs, yet doing essentially the
same thing-leading great projects dedi
cated to protecting biodiversity. The natu
ral environment still has quail, predators,
and diverse native plant communities, yet
distinctly different species, topography,
climate, and structure. And no matter
where, life goes on.

And so it is with The Wildlands
Project. We are undergoing very signifi
cant change, yet things remain the same.

David Johns, Barb Wolman (our busi
ness manager), and board members Bill
Devall, Rodolfo Dirzo, Reed Noss,
Jamie. Sayen, and Terry Tempest Will
iams have moved on.· Hillary Oppmann
(our new business manager) and I move
into new staff positions, and Yuri
Blanco, Al McDonell, Oscar Sanchez
and John Terborgh are coming onto the
board. Yet the mission remains the same:
To help protect and restore the ecologi
cal richness and native biodiversity of
North America through the establish
ment ofa connected system of reserves.
And the project goes on.

David graciously thanked all of you
for assistance over the years in his last
TWP Update. We must extend our deep
est appreciation and thanks toDavid and
Barb for the years of service provided
to this organization, to our cause, and to
the wild we work to protect. The same
appreciation and thanks go to Bill,
Rodolfo, Reed, Jamie and Terry for their
tenure as board members. AIl should feel
proud and, as David wrote in the last is
sue, "know what the best reward is for
their contrib!itions: the howl of a wolf,
the sight ofa wild salmon, the thump of
a Bison's hoof, the glimpse of a cat'dis
appearing into the bush." We welcome
our new board members, Yuri, AI, Os
car, and John, and challenge them to help
us change The Wildlands Project into ?

better and stronger organization that re
mains true to the same mission.

Since the winter issue of WE was
devoted to Wildlands work, I'll hold a
specific program update until the fall
issue. We will continue the good work
initiated under David's leadership: May
board meeting, hire a staff ecologist,
coordinate pilot regions, raise funds, and
start new initiatives and programs. But

'as with the natural world we work to
protect, the only certainty is that things
will change. And our work will go on. I

• Editor's note: In new capacities, however, remain most of thoSe leavingformal ro.les with the Project.-fD
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Viewpoints

Text, Civility, Conservation, and Community
On Nature Writing and Common Ground

by Bill McKibben

O
ne day last fall, as 1 staggered back to the house under a 'typical

. load ofmail, 1realized something. 1wasn't a Columbus-on-a-solo-
voyage writer -I was a small part of a larger school. The day's

haul included my new issue of Wild Earth, with fragments of Rick Bass's
essays on Grizzly Bears. There'was a fundraising aPpeal from the Southern
Utah Wilderness Alliance with a typicallypassionate sermon from Teny Tem
pestWilliams. Alan Durning, from Northwest EnvironmentWatch, forwarded
a new report on the impact of automobiles on Washington and Oregon. A
publisher had sent me galleys of David Abram's stunning new book, The
Spell ofthe Sensuous, which uses Heidegger, Hebrew, and Hopi legend to
reconnect readers to the natural world. Some ofthese people are friends; all
are in some sense colleagues. Though raised on the notion that writers are
supposed to be ego-driven loners, hacking a path through the jungle in search
ofsolitary truth, 1found myselfremarkably pleased at the thought that 1was
one voice among a choir.

The mailbox is stuffed like this nearly every morning. The broad school
ofnature and environmental writing gains more depth and power and coher
ence with each passing year, even as the natural world it describes and extols
comes under a'darker cloud. This school stretches the enormous distance
from the poetry ofGary Snyder or W.S. Merwin or Mary Oliver to the com
puter-modeled calculations ofpeople like Lester Brown. In between are hun-

t

dreds ofnature essayists, naturalists, explorers, story writers, and theologians.
We're completely unorganized, without a trade association or even a few
shared cafes or barrooms to ground our work. Still, the members ofthis mov~
ment seem to me to be coming to common, and deeply countercultural, con
clusiollS--'-a set of understandings that, though contrary to the spirit Qf the
moment, may well help shape our societyas it moves into an age dominated
by environmental trouble.

Key to understanding this set of conclusions is a simple observation:
this literary school is strangely non-competitive. Most schools ofwriting have
been at least as famed for their spats and jealousies as for their agreements.
Inside this world, however, even people whose temperaments and emphases•are poles apart work more through accretion than dialect, examinirig texts
for what they can agree with, not what they can argue over. One would have
expected EdwardAbbey, the cantankerous desert Thoreau deeply devoted to
wilderness, to nature as opposed to man, to be contemptuous ofWendeli Beny,
the Kentucky farmer-essayist whose gentle but stern accounts emphasize our
respolli!ibility to the land and each other. In fact these two great writers of
our time did write frankly about each other's' work, withAbbey questioning
whether stewardship is the right goal, and whether people are capable of it.
They wrote frankly-but carefully, too, always noting their many points of
~eement."His work is an indispensable source ofdelight, instruction, and

Praying Mantis by Sky Jacobs

When you're clear about what

really counts, you tend to look
for points ofagreement with

others, not slivers ofdifference.
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Bill McKibben is one of Earth's foremost
environmentaljoumalists. His books include The
End of Nature, The Comforting Whirlwind and
most recently Hope, Human and Wild (reviewed
in this issue). .

come to realize that the emphasis of the consumer soci
ety on endless individualiSm is unhealthy--spirituaIly and
ecologically. Nature writers, almost by definition, are
people who Spend some nights out underneath the stars.
And when you're under the stars you feel small. Not in a
bad and demearung way, but in a nearly joyous way
you're a small part of something big and mysterious and
somehow orderly. Unlike most people in this culture (un
like especially most academics) nature writers spend time
in the company ofanimals and trees, the company ofother
life. It is no wonder that their writing, the writing of this
entire school, tends away from the peacockery ofso much
ofAmerican letters. The Hemingway-Mailer cult ofego
centrism makes little sense when you see the world this
way. Our secret is that the world is bigger than we used
to think, which leads naturally to a kind ofmodesty:

. In an elementary way, then, this movement ofwrit
ers and ecologists is modeling the world it imagines, start
ing to prove it's possible. Generosity, modesty, a certain
amount ofself-abnegation, a pleasure in the insights and
accomplishments ofothers-those are the hallmarks both
ofthe society we need to build;and ofthe literary move
ment that we're already constructing.

~ still wake up some mornings wishing someone
would give me a prize-the Pulitzer, say. I'm not all the
way into this new world, and I never will be. But per
haps I'm a little closer all the time. In one of the first ex

-amples of what might be called ecological criticism,
Wendell Berry wrote a magnificent essay a few years ago
about Huckleberry Finn, that book Hemin~ay said fa
mously was the wellspring for all American letters. Berry
agreed that ofcourse it was the classic American tale, that
Tom stood for the whole country when in his brash youth
he lit out for the,territories. The weakness inTwain's tale,

he thought, came right at the end, when Tom de
cides never to go home and be 'sivilized, n~ver
to build the good community butalways and eter
nally to continue his footloose, individualistic
romp. Berry is right, I think-it's time for us to
mature as a society and a world. And now we have
the chance for a new idea ofourselves, and with
it a chance to build that new community. What I
really want is for Wendell Berry to win the
Pulitzer, and put it somewhere in his bam, and
then I'd like the Pulitzer to go away forever so
we can push on together with the real work: I

,- -~ --:~~~~~~=---~~.~-~-
:-::.:.--- . - ~-.::;}~:,...;..-::'" -~:~::..:;::

comfort to me," wrote Berry. "He is the best serious es
sayist now at work in America," Abbey replied. And
those who read both ofthem are forging a new land ethic
from their work, one that is comfortable both with the
howling ofthe wolfand the lowing of the cow.

Some ofthis peacefulness is structural. Nature writ
ing is one of the very few literatures that exists mostly
outside the academy, and so its practitioners are not re
flexivelycritical. There's not much money in it, and
blessedly few prizes. In any event, almost every nature
writer is simultaneously an activist, engaged in local or
national struggles to save this patch offorest or that shred
ofepvironmentallegislapon. Gary Nabhan is one ofthe
great lyrical naturalists of the Southwest, but what,he
usually wants to talk about. is the "Forgotten Pollinators"
campaign h~'s helping run on behalfofdesert bats and
bees. Rick Bass is the author of The Ninemile Wolves
and halfa dozen other classic books~ut he also writes
an endless stream ofmimeographed letters trying to drum
up Congressional support for his beloved Yaak Valley
in Montana. I met Merwin not at some poetry workshop
but because he was helping lead the fight for one ofthe
last tropical rainforests in America in his home state of
Hawaii. When you're clear about what really counts, you
tend to look for points 0 fagreement with others, not sliv
ers ofdifference.

But there's something deeper going on here. Those
points ofagreement include a powerful idea that inclines
nature writers 'toward becoming members of a school.
This central insight is simple enough: we human beings
are not at the absolute center of the world-not as indi
viduals and not even as a species. Though much of our
environmental work is driven by a desire to better
peoples' lives, many ofus, to one extent or anotheI; have
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Wild Earth Forum

Co~mentary On
Eastside Forest Restoration'

Questioning the 0anipulative Approach

What is the worst thing that :wi!l JW.ppen
ifwe don't thin and otherwise
manipulateforests? We'll have big

crown fires. And I maintain that our

forest ecosystems are resistant enough to
sunnve these bigfir~.

I
think Mark Gaffney's piece on Eastside Forest Res
tora~on in th~ fall 1995 Wi.ld Ea1:~h needs so~e quali
ficatIOn, While I agree WIth hInnterpretatron of the

events that have led to, the change in eastside forests, I
believe his prescription on how to fix them is dangerous
'and short-sighted, It suffers from a lack ofvision as well
as of an appreciation of scale-both Oli a temporal and
spatial level.

Mark's analysis and review of forest stand invasion
and changes in fuel loading due to fire suppression are
accurate, Tree species like fIr that are less drought resis-,
tant than pine have matured and created fire ladders that
result in more intense crown fires in areas where previ
ously low intensity, "cool" fIres predominated, H~wever,
I don't agree that we need to do something to fix this,

One of the'
problems here, as
with many issues
of natural re
source manage
ment, concern~

academic train~

ing. Most of the
research on for
ests and fires has
been done by for
esters and' forest
ecologists

most of whom are trained in forestry schools which are
immersed in the "management" tradition. This tradition
believes that humans can rationally manipulate any natu
ral resource, whether it is forests, rangelands or wildlife.
It is not surprising that people trained to manjpulate for
ests would conclude that further m~pulation is neces
sary to cure what is perceived as a problem in our forests.

It's not that these people intend to mislead the pub
lic. And I don't want to imply that they are merely pup
pets of the timber indus~. They are not. But they still

,come from a tradition that tends to view natural forests
as somehow less than perfect, and therefore' open to im
provement by human manipulation:

Beyond the problem ofciting sources that suffer trom
the management paradigm, there are several points in
Mark's analysis that I take issue to: I) that there is a cri-

sis in our forests, 2) that we can correct this by manipu
lation of the forest, and 3) that what we are seeing is un
usual. Let me address each in order.

First, the idea that we have a fo;est health crisis is
, more imaginary than real.,True, trees are dying in record
numbers due to diseaSe, drought, and other ailments. True,
forest fires are larger and more intense than in tbe recent
past. But that dOesn't mean forest ecosystems are "un
healthy." There's a difference between the welfare ofin
dividual trees or even 'groups of trees and the forest
ecosystem as a whole. The ecosystem is fine. It's doing
exactly what it should be doing given the current situa
tion-thiit back the forest by eliminating trees like fir that
are not well adapted to current environmental conditions
and favoring trees like ponderosa pine that b~tter toler
'ate'drought and other natural environmental parameters
in the West. If we wait long enough, we will on.ce again
see old growth ponderosa pine at, low elevations-unless
we continue to cut them.

Mark says fires historically burned with relatively
high frequency through low elevation eastside forests.
That's true if you look at things from a several hundred
year perspective. Yet few areas ofthe Blue Mowitains in
eastern Oregon,. for example, have trees more than a
couple hWldred.years old. That's because during the Little
Ice Age of 1400-1500, better conditions reduced fire fre
quency, permitting fuels to grow just as we see now with
fire suppression. After drier times returned in the 1700
1800s, massive fires burned across much of this region,
setting th6 stage for a return to smaller, low intensity fires.
,Although the c~ent reduction in fire frequency wflS hu- ,
man-caused, the mechanism for correctmg this still ex
ists in the forest ecosystem. It is called a crown fire.

My point is that crown fires are not unnatural ifyou
view things from a long enough temporal scale. One of
the problems with most fire history reconstruction is that
the studies generally only go back to the last major fire
several hundred years at most in many parts oftheWest
because the previous series of large fires destroyed all
the trees, leaving none to survive and produce scars.

, Our forests can tolerate such larg~ intense fires, for
a variety ofre~ns I won't go into; here suffice it to say
that over a large spatial scale, fIres burn in a mosaic
even.crown fires. Not all the old growth ponderosa pine
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Reiterating the Need for
Active Restoration

Mature ponderosa pine is an
extremely' tough and drought

resistant species, given a regime of
frequent low intensityfire. Remove

cool fire, hawever, and the same
plant community begins to unravel.
At issue then is haw to reintroduce

fire to the system.

will bum up if we permit fires to hum through them. If
we permit fires to return to a more natural frequency
i.e., we don't continue fire suppression policies-then
once these areas are cleared of fuels, in most areas w,e
will get a return to the kinds of forests that once domi
nated this area priono widespread human intervention.

Beyond that, focusing on fuels misses another im
portant aspect of fire ecology. Most large fires are con
trolled by weather conditions.as much as by fuels. And
the occasional large fire, more than numerous small fires,
is what controls the appearance and species composi
tion of our forests. Just as the 100-.500 year floods are
what control river channel morphology, not the average
yearly spring floods. The low intensity fires recorded in
fire scar histories are like the annual spring floods.
Though ecologically important, they are not what shapes
the system.

Under certain weather conditions, we get large fires,
even in the areas where low intensity fires were the norm.
Indeed, in recent dry years forest fires bumed through
cIearcuts, young tree plantations, and thinned forests.
There is even evidence to suggest that fues bum with
greater intensity in oPen, lightly stocked stands because
these places dry out more readily than heavily stocked,
dense stands.

In addition, the manipulation offorest ecosystems that
Mark and many foresters suggest we need to do, such as
thinning out young trees and eliminating ladder fuels,
can't be done on any kind ofsa;de that will make an appre
ciable difference in fire intensityand burns. We would have
to treat hundreds of millions of acres to make a genuine
difference in our forests. Even if we could afford to do
this, we couldn't without disrupting many other features
of the forests, from soils to insects. So "restoration thin
ning" is a waste of time and effort, except as a means of
protecti~g individual sites such as towns from the in
evitable large fues that will bllll1 across the West regard
less of what we do-short ofcutting down all the forests.

We need to ask ourselves what is the worst thing
that will happen ifwe don't thin and otherwise manipu
late forests. We'll have big crown fues. And I maintain
that our forest ecosystems are resistant enough to sur
vive these big fues.

Finally, the idea that we can do prescribed ~ums to
reintroduce fues needs· some careful exanlination. I'm
not opposed to prescribed burns, but most agencies only
do such bums when conditions for a bum are Iparginal.
Thus prescribed fues don't bum much land, and don't
effect forest ecosystems significantly. We need to rein
troduce widespread fues under the very conditions that
create large fues. Small fires are no ecological substi
tute for periodic large fues which may have occurred
only once every few hundred years. I

-George Wuerthner, Box 3975, Eugene, OR 97403

George Wuerthner writes often and well about grazing
issues. But the same cannot be said of his commen
tary on eastside forest restoration.

Before I rebut his letter I want it known, for the record, that I
have no COlli1ection with academic forestry. I do acknowledge that,
once upon a time, back in the naivete of youth, I did dream of becom
ing a forest ranger. In I %6 I even enrolled as an undergraduate at
Colorado State University's forestry college. However, a few short
months of classes were enough to remove the scales from my eyes,
whereupon I switched to zoology, and never looked back. Also for
the record: of twelve sources cited in my fall 1995 WE article "Eastside
Forest Restora- .
tion," all but'
tluee were drawn
from within the
envi·ronmental
community. So
Wuerthner's
comment that I
rely too heavily
on "people who
view natural for-

. ests as imper
fect" has scant
basis. Further-
more, it isn't research by mainstream foresters alone that supports
the need for restoration. qngoing research by wildlife biologists
also supports it.

- With Iuck, the-flaws in Wuerthner's comments will serve to ad
vance the debate about restoration in a positive direction. Wuerthner
concedes the trend is toward large intense crown fires, but says that
ponderosa forests will ultimately recover in any case, "if we wait long
enough." What Wuerthner fails to recognize - and this is crucial- is
that this same argument could also be used to justify clear cut log
ging: or any other exploitative practice, however destructive. Given
enough time, almost any form of land-rape will heal. But does this
justify such practices? Of course not.

The reason is because too much is at stake in the meantll1e. Which
is why the answer Wuerthner gives to the question "what is the worst
thing that will happen..." rests on shaky ground. With only 5-10% of
eastside old growth still standing, we can ill-afford to loseANY of it,
whether tluough liquidation logging OR crown fires. Wuerthner's
claims that crown fues are natural is beside the point. Whatever the
long tenn prospects for ponderosa pine itself, old-growth dependent
species like the goshawk, the white-headed woodpecker, and the bald
eagle have nowhere else to go in the meanwhile, should any signifi
cant portion of their remaining habitat be lost.

Mature ponderosa pine is. an extremely tough and drought resis-
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Ponderosa Pine...is one ofthe most
endangered majorforest types in

North America. We know that it and
many other species in the

community requirefrequent, low
intensity groundfires and that old

growth trees can 'be killed in the
crownfires that occur after many .

years offire suppression.

Wild Earth Forum

tant species, given a regime of frequent
low intensity fire. Remove cool fire, how
ever, and the same plant community be
gins to unravel. At issue then is how to
reintroduce fire to the system.

The point of my article is that on most
eastside sites it cannot be accomplished with
out first removing the small diameter trees
(less than 20 inches DBH) that have become
established during the interim period ofsup
pression. Given a natural fire r~gime, these
small trees"would have been removed, in any
case. Removing them manually, and then
running cool ground fire through the stands
to consume accumulated surface fuels,
should reset the biological clock to approxi- .
mately the moment when suppression com
menced. Such an approach maintains the
standing forest (critical habitat), while mak
ing it feasible to allow future wild fire to burn
unfettered, once again. I believe this is the
preferred path to the wild, insofar as ponde-
rosa pine forests are concerned. .

Wuerthner is correct on one important
point: the spatial dimension of the problem.
In a word, it's enormous. Tens ofmillions of
acres (ifnot, as he says, hundreds ofmillio~)
currentfy stand in need ofrestoration work.
And every year ofinaction the magnitude of
the problem grows.

Daunting as the challenge is, I don't
agree that it's hopeless. The problem, after
all, lies not with Nature. On this we agree.
Nature is dispassionate, beyond moral judg
ments 6fgood and bad. Nature is just doing
her thing.

The real problem lies with our end
less human capacity for self-deception,
whether the result of greed or self-righ
teousness. The point is that human action
brought about the problem. And, ifwe can

_ come together, human action could set it
, right again. My argumentis simply that we

have the responsibility. to do so, even if
this means setting aside our personal dis
taste for logging. I

~Mark Gaffney, 9620 Sprague River
Rd., Chiloquin, OR 97624 .

'.

,Do, Eastside Forests Need Restoration,'
or Cro'wn Fires?

I
have to disagree with George Wuerthner's_ statements about fire
ecology and restoration forestry. ~y ~iew~ are much closer to
those expressed by'Mark Gaffney ill his article. I must confess I

am no authority on Ponderosa Pine or,t:I:ie vegetation ofthe Eastside
generally, though I have read the scientific literature on the topic
rather thorougWy and have observed many sqmds in theJield: My
interest in and love for Ponderosa Pine stems largely from my much
greater familiarity with aforest community I consider ecologically
analogous: the Longleaf Pine of the southeastern US coastal plain.
Both forest types are characteristically open-canopied ("park-like")
and have a dense herbaceous cover dominated by bunchgrasses and .
maintained by frequent, low-intensity ground fires. The'needles of
both pine species are higWy flammable, hence, these pines are
thought to promote fire as a way to out-compete more fire-sensitive
plant species. It is now well accepted that the dependence ofcertain·
species on frequent fire is a consequence of evolutionary adapta
tions that enable them to tolerate fire better than their competitors.
If fire frequency is reduced, the competing, fire-sensiti~ species
·invade and eventually dominate the stand. The fire ecology of
·Longleaf Pine has been better-studied than that of Ponderosa,Pine
(but seethe work of Jim Habeck and others!), but if they are truly
analogues, we ought to be able to learn something about managing
Ponderosa Pine from the extensive experience with Longleaf. Of

·course,no analogy-is perfect, and there are important ecological dif- .
ferences bet.ween these. two great forest ecosystems; there is also
much variability among the
many plant associations that
are lumped together within
each class. But wQai is known
about the fire ecology ofboth
systems, and is especially
well documented for
Longleaf Pine, vindicates
.Mark and suggests that sev
eral of George's statements
are incorrect.

George urges a.long
term view and suggests that
the fire suppression ofthe last
several decades was simply a
telescoped version of what
happened during the wetter,
cooler times 'of the Little Ice
Age, when Ponderosa Pine supposedly gave way to mixed conifer
forests. The vegetation history ofthe Eastside (and ofthe Intermoun
tain West generally) is notwell established by pollen analysis or other
methods, but the information available suggests Ponderosa Pine has
been around a long time, though undoubtedly fluctuating in abun-
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... low-intensity fire in these

systems is a necessity; it doesn't set.

back succession, it maintains a .

dysclimax condition indefinitely,

until climate changes or ,humans

suppress fire.
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dance with trends in climate2
• In the rangelands of the

region, it appears that wetter, cooler periods led to in
creased flre frequency - the opposite of what happens
in many forest communities-due to the development
of a dense herbaceoJ1S layer (fine fuels). For example,
pollen analysis has shown that sagebrush and grass
co,":er alternated in frequency with climatic variation,
with grass increasing in cool, wet periods and sage-'

. brush increasing in dry periods. Ponderosa Pine com
munities, in most situations, are more savannas or
woodlands than true forest and they intergrade with
sagebrush/bunchgrass communities and have a bunch
grass-dominated herbaceous layer. Thus, it is likely
that some stands, at least, burned more frequently dur
ing the Little Ice Age. In the southeastern US, pollen
analysis shows fluctuating periods of oak and pine
dominance over the last 40,000 years; Longleaf Pine
was the dominant vegetation for the last 5000 years
until drastically reduced by logging and fire suppres
sion over the last century. Similarly,. Ponderosa Pine
has an ancient history (see footnote 2) and, contrary
to George's assertion that there are few areas in the
Blue Mountains with trees over 200 years old, until
recent logging there were many old-growth stands with
trees commonly 400 to 500 years old). It is not known
how much of the flre that maintained Ponderosa Pine
in recent centuries was set by native Americans, but
these.people would have been another factor favoring
Ponderosa Pine.

The major gripe I have with George's comments
is his assertion that low-intensity flres are not ~ im
portant ecologically as crown flres. This statement
disregards that low-intensity flre was the primary eco
logical factor that maintained two of the largest forest
formations in North America-Longleaf Pine and
Ponderosa Pine-as well as niany other gr;tSsland, bar
ren, and savanna eommunities4

• Frequent, low-inten
sity fires are so integral to the evolution and ecology
of the species in these ecosystems that calling such
rue a disturbance is misleading. Rather, low-intensity
rue in these systems is a necessity; it doesn't set back
succession, it maintains a dysclimax conditionindefi
nitely; until climate changes or humans suppress fire.
On the other hand, a crown rue in these ecosystems
most definitely is a disturbance, and one to which the
dominantspecies in the present communi ty are not par
ticularly well adapted. It could also be said that lack
of fire in these ecosystems is a disturbance or, more
accurately, a stress. The community that develops
tluough.succession after rue suppression followed by
high-intensity fire is .not predictable; contrary to
George's suggestion, it may not be similar to what was
there before. We certainly can't count on getting park
like Ponderosa Pine back. Because Ponderosa Pine,

illustratioll fly Eva-Lena Rehnmark
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longleaf Pine, and many other communities dependent on fre- .
quent fire are now endangered ecosystems5, it seems wis~ to
protect them in places where they are of high quality and to
restore them in places where they are degraded. In the case of
Longleaf Pine, we know that dozens of species decline or are
lost from stands that are fire suppressed; the endangered Red
cockaded Woodpecker, for example, abandons stands when th~
midstory canopy begins to close. Although not documented in
the scientific literature as well as it'should be, midstory thin~

ning and prescribed fire have proven very useful in .restoring
Longleaf Pine communities6 Again, the research to verify these
kinds of species l,osses and restoration approaches has not been
conducted.in Ponderosa Pine communities, but we can expect
similar responses. And contrary to George's implication, sev
eral species-among them White-headed Woodpecker,
Aammulated Owl, and Pygmy Nuthatch-are probably depen
dent on open-<;anopied Ponderosa Pine stands. Very likely,
dozens more remain to be documented.

Ponderosa Pine, despite its huge goographi<;aidistribution,
is one of the most endangered major forest typeSl in North
America. We know that it and many other species in the com
munity require frequent, low-intensity ground fires and that
old-growth trees can be killed in.the crown fires that occur af
ter many year!! of rue suppression. Manual cutting of the small
stems ("thinning from below") that have invaded after fire sup
pression, followed by prescribed burning, is a promising res
toration strategy. There is nO' fundamental reason why this
restoration mot be~edout over a large geographical area;
with' rising prices of pulpwood, it should be able to pay for
itself in many cases. This does not mean that we should thin
and bum every stand. Many stands can probably be restored
with burning only, and in some cases a crown rue would be
the best thing that could happen. As I've written elsewhere7, I
favor~ experimental approach to restoration of Eastside for
ests, whicp would include several treatments:

1. Control areas with no managem~nt (wildfires would be
allowed to burn).

2. No management' except fire suppression.
3. No management except prescribed burning (various' .

treatments).
4. Light thinning of small (e,g., <11 inches dbh) live and

dead trees that have invaded since fire suppression, fol
lowed by periodic prescribed burning that emulates the
natural rue regime (several treatments possible). Thimled
trees could be left in place or removed, depending on fuel
loads and pulp or fuelwood market.

5. Salvage ofdead trees in various amounts, proportions, and
size classes (several different treatments), but with live
trees untouched. Salvage would.be followed by prescribed
burning on a regular basis.

6. ThiIDling of small live trees, plus salvage of dead trees
in various amounts, proportions, and size classes (sev
eral different treatments, including prescrib~d buming
combinations).

It is essential that all treatments be properly replicated and
controlled. A cautious approach would emphasize the less in
trusive treatments (#1-4), but because of the precarious status
of Ponderosa Pine communities, i would favor applying treat
ments 3 and 4 over the largest area As I wrote previously (foot
note 7), "those few natural and near-natural stands that remain
in relatively good health should be completely protected, as
they provide the benchmarks, blueprints, and ingredients for
restoration of degraded areas. Intrusive ,treatments should be
confined to a~ssible stands, avoid.roa'dless areas, and harm
no mature or old-growth trees." Tragically, what we now see .
·the Forest Service, urged by Congress, doing is abandoning
caution and going full steam ahead with salvage sales that in
clude logging of healthy old-growth trees. Conservationists
!Dust make clear that such "salvage" saIes in no way constitut~

restoration forestry; at the same time, we should not shunle
gitimate restoration proposals that include silvicultural treat
ments (thinning from below) in addition to prescribed burning.
Although we biocentrists may not like to acknowledge it, the
future of many endangered ecosystems worldwide depends on
active res'toration and management. The alternative is to·lose
these m~elous natural communities and some of the SPtiCies
associated with them. I

-Reed F. Noss. editor o/Conservation Biology and sci-
ence editor ofWild Earth .

Endnotes ,
1A good place to start would be Habeck, lR 1990. Old-growth ponderosa pineo'

western larch forests in western Montana: ecology and management. North
west ~nvironmental Journal 6:271-292. This is an authoritative paper, and
many important references on fire ecology are cited. Habeck concludes that the
pre-settlement fire mosaic at elevations of 900-15OOm "featured open, park
like ponderosa pine stands, with western larch and Douglas-fir as common
associates, maintained hy frequent, low inteilliity fires." . .

2 See Peet, RK. 1988. Forests of the Rocky Mountains. Pages 63-101 in M.G.
Barbour and w.p. Billings, eds. North American terrestrial vegetatiOll Cam
bridge University Press, Cambridge, UK; ~nd Delcourt, PA., and H.R Delcourt
1993. Paleoclimates, paleovegetation, and paleofioras during the Late Quater
nary. Pages 71-94 in N.R Morin, ed. Rora of NorthAmerica north of Mexico.
Oxford University Press, Oxford, UK.

~ Amo, S.E, and RP. Hammerly. 1m. Northwest trees. The Mountaineers, Se
attle, WA. For locations of sites in qregon with remaining old-growth Ponde
rosa Pine, see Wood, W. 1991. A walking guide to Oregon's ancient forest.
Oregon Natural Resources Council, Portland, OR For an overview. of oId
growth declines and management needs in the region, see Henjum, M.G. lR
Karr, D.L Bottom, DA Perry, lC. Bednarz, S.G. Wright, SA Beckwitt, and
E Beckwitt. 1994. Interim protection forlatesuccessionalforest, fisheries, and
watersbeds: national forests east of the Cascade Crest, Oregon and Washing-
ton Wildlife Society, Bethesda, WA. _

4 For an overvie\vof the state of kuowledge on the fire ecology of Longleaf Pine,
see the various papers in Hermann, S.M., ed. 1993. The longleaf pine ecosys
tern: ecology, restoration, and management. Proceedings of the 18th Tall Tim
bers Fire Ecology Conference, Tallahassee, FL.

SNoss, RE, ET. laRoe Ill, and lM. Scott. 1995. Endangered ecosystems of the
United States: a preliminary assessment of losS and degradation. Biological
Report 28. USDI National Biological Service, Washington, DC. Noss, RE,
and R.L Pete.rs. 1995. ·Endangered eccsysterns: a status report onAmerica's
vanishing habitat and wildlife. Defenders of Wildlife, Washington, DC..

6See'footnote 4 and USDA Forest Service. 1995. FEIS for the management ofthe
red-cockaded woodpecker and its habitat on national forests in the Southern
Region. Atlanta, GA.

7 Noss. RE 1992, Biodiversityin the Blue. Mountains: a frame.work for moni
toringaml asse.ssme.nt. Papersubmitted to(but banned from byTomQuigl.ey
of the USDA For~sr Sel vic~) Proceedings of the Blue Mountains Biodi
versity Conference, May 26-29, Walla Walla, WA. Also see pp. 214-215
in Noss, R.E. andA.Y. Cooperrider. 1994. Saving Nature's Legacy. Island
Press, Washington, DC.
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VIRGINIANS
FOR WILDERNESS

During the past year the energy of
Virginians for Wilderness has been

directed to the following projects:
1. Continuing biological surveys in

the Central Appalachians, primarily
through field work but also through pub
lished information.

2. Attempts to correlate biological
data such as forest type and indicator
species with geologiCal structures, trend
lines, and rock type,s.Of particular in
terest is the identification and position
of carbonate-bearing strata and lime
stone karst relative to public lands. A
report is in preparation.

3. Utilization of data gathered for
forest protection. In particular we set a
precedent by 'obtaining action on our
complaint to the Inspector General of the
US Dept. ofAgriculture. The result was
suspension of six timber sales for further
environmental studies to satisfy the En
dangered Species Act and eventual can
cellation of three of these sales.

4. Utilization of these data in laying
the grOWldwOIk for wildland reserves and
the eventual drafting of legislation for a
"Central Appalachian Ecosys~ Protec
tionAct" or equivalent

5. Working with Save America's
~orestsas part of their program of docu
menting special areas around the coun
try threatened by recent federal
legislation. We provided information on
rare species, roadless areas, and forest
types in the Shenandoah Range.

6. While working on these projects,
we have been strengthening our relations
with other environmental groups in the
Central Appalachians. We have become
a member group of the West Virginia
Highlands Conservancy and continue to
work with such groups as the Central
Appalachian Biodiversity Project, Cor
ridor HAlternatives, the Mountain Heri
tage Alliance, and the West Virginia
Environmental Council.

-Bob Mueller. Virginians for
Wilderness (Rtl Box 250, Staunton.
VA 24401)
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KENTUCKY HEARTWOOD INTENSIFIES EFFORTS
TO PROTECT DANIEL BOONE NATIONAL FOREST

A poll showing that three-fourths of Kentuckians oppose 10ggUig
on public land energized forest protection work in Kentucky in

1995. As expected, the Forest Service ignored theTmdings and is pur
suing a logging canlpaign that targets biologically-significant areas,
including two massive salvage sales tmder Logging Without Laws [the
forest "salvage" rider).

Abuse of the 685,000 acre mixed mesophytic forest in Kentucky
is compounded by off-road vehicle (ORV) use. With at least three cor
porate-syndicated motorized events on the Daniel Boone, the forest
has become a national romping grOlmd for four wheelers.

Kentucky Heartwood's public challenges of these practices have
exposed the Forest Service's disregard for the land. During an eight
month mapping project, Kentucky Heartwood volunteers read every
timber sale contract filed at Forest Service headquarters and produced
a map that documents the agency's logging history.

Kentucky Heartwood protested and sued over salvage logging that
encompasses endangered Indiana Bat maternity colonies. We launched
a Road RIP campaign, began a video docwnentary, and increased the
-number of citizen monitors in the forest.

Most important, we helped form a state-wide coalition to write a
Citizens' Alternative to the Daniel Boone Forest Plan, which is under
revision this year. OUrAlternative sets restoration goals, expands pro
tection of wilderness and other special areas, ends logging and ORV
use, and establishes criteria for sustainable recreation and other uses
of the forest. Highlights from the Citizens' Alternative include:
a) Designate as Biodiversity Protection Zones aU special sites identi

fied by the Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission and The Na
ture Conservancy in order to ensure protection of their unique
species or ecosystems;

b) Create a Jellico Mountain Wilderness of approximately 40,000 acres
just south of Holly Hill, KY, and extending to the Tennessee border;

c) Create an underground Wilderness in the Cave Creek Cove water
shed in the Somerse.t District;

d) Establish a Cave Protection Zone, induding caves and aU land ar
-eas with limestone or other -soluble rocks within 100 feet of the
ground surface, to protect the integrity offra~eunderground ec0

systems;
e) Enact a moratorium on road construction and set a goal of lowering

forest-wide road density to 1.5 miles per square mile of land area;
f) Institute a user fee system with costs based on the impact of each

use on the forest.
We have had strong support for the Citizens'Alternative thus far,

and would like to ask for your endorsement as well. Contact KY For
est Watch, POB 298, livingston, KY 40445 for a copy of the Alterna
tive. Urge th<f Forest Service to end exploitation of the forest and support
the Citizens'Alternative to restore the beauty and ecological integrity
of the Daniel Boone at: Forest Planning, Daniel Boone National For
est, 1700 Bypass Rd., Wmchester, KY 40391 (606) 745-3100.

-Chris Schimmoeller, Coordinator. KY Heartwood (660 Mt.
Vernon Ridge. Frankfort. KY406OJ)



Updates

WARD VALLEY BATTLE CONTINUES

America's nuclear power industry has selected a
. comer of California's eastern Mojave Desert to be
come a nuclear sacrifice area; bu~ the persistent ten·-year
resistance by environmental activists, citizens groups and
Native American tribes has turned Ward Valley into a battle
ground over national policy on the responsibility for and
method of radioactive waste containment. [See Wild Earth
spring 1994.] The State of California and the nuclear power
industry plan to bury radioactive wastes in shallow, unlined
trenches above an aquifer, 18 miles_ from the Col<.>rado
River, in the midst of critical habitat for the Desert Tortoise,
a Threatened species, and on land considered sacred by the
five lower Colorado River Indian tribes.

Ward Valley is surrounded by eight newly designated
Wilderness Areas. Striking natural features and ancient
petroglyphs are found in the protected canyons of the Old
Woman Mountains. Volcanic fms slice through metamorphic
rock in the Stepladder Mountains, and the bristling Bigelow
Cactus Garden covers hundreds·of acres of desert footllills ..

The Ward Valley controversy is the confluence of many
issues, including heated debate on nuclear power; Native
American land, water, and cultural rights'; wilderness protec
tion; the potency of the Endangered Species Act (ESA); and
citizen response to government· plans for nuclear waste dis
posal. The contest over Ward Valley is full of high-stakes in
trigue. In 1993, activists and Indian tribes stopped a federal
land transfer with a lawsuit which led to the designation-of 6.4
million acres of Critical Habitat fOf the Desert Tortoise under·
the ESA. Last September, despite vehement opposition from
US Senator Barbara Boxer (D-CA),Secretary of the Interior
Bruce Babbitt announced his intention to transfer federalJand
at Ward Valley to the State of California for construction of t!J.e
'duinp, ~tquarreled with Governor Pete Wilson over conditions
of the transfer. .

Meanwllile, congressional allies of the nuclear industry
attached an amendment to the budget reconciliation bill that
would have forced an unconditional land transfer, exempted
the dump project from all environmental regulations, and
precluded the public's right to challenge the maneuver in
the courts. After a massive outpouring of public sentiment
against the dump, (:Jinton cited the Ward Valley rider as
one of the reasons for his veto of the budget bill.

In October 1995, hundreds of' activists held a protest
encampment at Ward Valley and established an occupation
of the site that continues to this day. The five lower Colo
rado River Indian tribes have voiced their resolute opposi
tion to the dump and have been joined by over twenty other
Southwestern tribes. .

Dump proponents complain that low-Ie~el radioactive
wastes are piling up at hundreds of hospitals, universities,
and biotech compames; but opponents insist that the vast

illustration by Doug Minkler

majori ty of the
wastes slated for
Ward Valley are
long-~asting radio
active toxins from
nucfearpower
plants which
would threaten to
contaminate the·
ground water and
eventually the
Colorado River.
The dump con
tractor selected for
the project, a firm
by the name of US
Ecology (formerly
Nuclear Engineer
ing Corporation),

.has operated four
leaking radioac
tive wa'ste dumps.

In February 1996, responding to the exposure. of a
cover-up of information about· US Ecology's leaking dump
at Beatty, Nevada, Deputy Secretary of the Interior John
Garamendi announced that he was ordering two new stud
ies at the Ward Valley site: a Supplemental Environmental 
Impact Statement (SEIS), and a tes~ to determine the 'rate
at which tritium (radioactive hydTogerr) from atmospheric
nuclear testing has migrated through the arid soil.
Garameildi se~ected the Lawrence Livermore Laboratories,
a Department of Energy facility invol.ved in nuclear weap
ons research and development, to conduct the tests. Bureau
of Land Management California Director Ed Hastey, a long
time dump proponent, will oversee the .SElS. The studies _
will take about a year. .

The announcement is a mixed blessing. On one hand,
it gives dump OppOl\ents more time to organize grassroots
resistance. 0n the other hand, Garamendi's statement.that
the Interior Department "will re,view the conclusions of the
SElS, as well as tlle tritium tests, and determine appropriate
conditions for transfer at that time," worries activists. The broad
coalition of. dump opponents adamantly opposes any federal
land transfer for the purpose pfbuilding a dump and has vowed
to protect critical habitat and sacred Indian lands.

-Philip M. Klasky, a poet, writer, and teacher. is co-di
rector o/the BAN Waste Coalition

For more information, videotapes, or speakers, call
. the BAN Waste Coalition at (41.5) 752-8678.
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DeXineating A New'Protected Area

in Northern Chih'uahua
by Brian Miller

INTRODUCTION
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, A group of people at the Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico (UNAM) is
. working to start a protected ar~a on the high plains grasslands of northern Chihuahua.

The area includes the largest remaining Black-tailed Prairie Dog (Cynomys ludovicianus)
complex in North America. Nearly all Qfthe field work for this reserve has been done by
several graduate students through the Centro de Ecologia of the UNAM-namely Jesus
Pacheco, Rurik List, Paty Manzano, Mario Royo, Federico Romero. and Georgina
Santos-who have lived in the region, talked to the local people, and gathered the scien
tific data. Gerardo Ceballos, a professor with the Centro de Ecologia who hatched the
idea to start this reserve, is working with the government on the federal decree for pro
tected status;'and he and I have played supporting roles in the field work Oargely helping
plan and ~riting grant pro~sals). Finances were contributed by US AID, Conservation
Food'and Health, National Fish and Wtldlife Foundation, CONABIO, DGAPA, USFWS,
and PIC Technologies.

A goal is to purchase a core areafor the nucleus of the reserve. Ownership would
provide a strong guarantee toward conservation, and we could then protect the surround
ing l~d by working through government bodies and loCal residen~s. Buffer zones would
help assure linkage of habitats, and allow corridors wide enough to encourage the move

ment of species that
w'ould not travel
through unsuitable
habitat. It would' be
feasible to conserve
large, high quality
examples of the vari
ous Chihuahuan
ecosystems by this
core-buffer zone
corridor model, and
the buffer zones

. could eventually
cross the border to
link with projects in
the US. The need for
this type of interna
tional protected area
in the Chihuahuan
Desert has been dis
cussed since 1945
by Mexican and US
officials.
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.
The center of this potential reserve is located about 75 kilome-

_ters south of the US-Mexico border. The Chihuahuan Desert, which
crosses that border, is critical to regional and hemispheric'biodiver
sity. The area is evolutionarily unique, biotically diverse, sensitive,
and threatened, and it is one of the least studied parts of NortQ
America. Testimony to Chihuahua's remoteness, the endemic Bolson
Tortoise (Gopherusflavomarginatus), North America's largest land"
tortoise, was discovered only about 40 years ago.

PRESERVATION OF BIOTIC INTEGRITY

We emphasize that bi<;>tlc integrity is a better term than diversity,
because quality ofspecies can be more important than quantity. Quality
means native species which specialize on the local conditions in some
way. Quantity, on the other hand, can be represented by a high number
of generalists that exist over a wide variety ofhabitats, or it can he arti
ficially increased by invading species that follow the ecological edges
left by habitat. fragrrientation. (See Sampson and Knopf 1982 and Van
Home 1983 for more detail on this topic.) The maintenance of quality
usually requires large natural areas because species that occur in undis
turbed, original vegetation typically need larger habitat blocks than spe
cies able to thrive in disturbed or exotic vegetation.

The ,high plams grasslands of North America have a native fauna
with many forms that lack close relatives anywhere else in the world.
The Black-tailed Prairie Dog complex, at 55,258 hectares, houses as
many as 1,500,000 of that keystone species. .

In the US, prairie dog populations have declined rapidly this cen
tury, and the management of prairie dogs is a major biodiversity issue.
Ecologically, the prairie dog ecosystem is an oasis of species 'diversity

. on the arid plains. It supports higher numbers of small mammals and
arthropods, nearly six times the number ofterrestrial predators, and higher
numbers of birds (both number of species and density), compared with .
surrounding areas.

Poisoning programs, subsidized by the US federal government, have
reduced pra!rie dog populations as much as 98% in the last 100 years,
and they continue today. For example, in 1986 and 1987 a 110,000 hect
are Black-tailed Prairie Dog complex, which was the largest in North
America at the time, was eliminated in South Dakota. .Previously, from
1980 to 1984, 185,600 hectares of Black-tailed Prairie Dogs were poi
soned on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation of South Dakota.

Because of these control activities, several species depending on
the prairie dog ecosystem have been proposed for, or granted, protected
status under the Endangered Species Act ofthe United States. Notewor
thy are the Ferruginous Hawk (Buteo regalis) , Mountain Plover
.(Charadrius montanus), Swift Fox (Vulpes velox), and Black-footed Fer
ret (Mustela nigripes). The Burrowing Owl (Atene cunnicularia) has not
been listed federally in the US, but is declining and is recognized as 10-'
cally rare. Ferruginous Hawks, Burrowing Owls, Mountain Plovers,
Golden Eagles, Bald Eagles, and Swift Foxes are found on the prairie
dog colonies of the proposed protected area. In addition, it is the largest
potential reintroduction site for Black-footed Ferrets. At peak capacity,
the prairie dog comple~ could hold an estimated 5000 to 6000 Black
footed Ferrets (adults and young). Such a large complex may be critical
to the long-term recovery of the Black-footed Ferret as well as other
declining species dependent on that system.

Moonlight Hunt (Black)xJted Ferret) by Evan Cantor

The Chihuahuan Desert... is

evolutionarily unique, biotically

diverse, sensitive, and threatened, and

it is.one ofthe least studied parts of

North America.
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The protected area would extend into the coniferous for
ests of the Sierra Madre Occidental, and those mountains hold
theMexican Spotted Owl (Stri>: occidentalis), Goshawk (Ac
cipiter gentilis), Thick-billed Parrot (Rhynchopsitta
pachyryhncha), Military Macaw (Ara militaris), cats, bears, big
game, migratory birds, and prime habitat for the Mexican Wolf
(Canis lupus). It has been reported that a critical threshold for
wolves was reached when the road density exceeded 0.6 to 0.67
kmikm2

; aboye that density, wolves did not persist. The road
density in a 2SOO km2 area encompassing the potential protected
area is 0.05 kmlkm2

, and none of the roads are paved.
Inaddition, the northern Chihuahuan grasslands are the princi

pal wintering area for many NorthAmerican grassland birds (Raitt
andPinnn 1977).As agroup,endemic~tions cfgrasslandbirds
have declined more rapidly, more consistently, and over a'wider
geographic area than any other group of birds in the last 25 years
(Knopf 1993). For examples, Knopf noted that three western
grassland birds, the Lark Bunting (Calamospiza melanocorys),
the Mountain Plover, and Cassin's Sparrow (Aimophila cassinii)
have decljDed more than 60% since 1968.

The proposed protected area affords opportunities for
Mexico·and the US to cooperatively restore and protect biodi
versity. In addition, the protected area would provide employ
ment and inCome opportunities for the local population, facilitate
further research on managing complex biological interactions,
enhance career development of conservation biologists, and
augment environmental education. The ~ooperative bonds
forged by these endeavors would encourage conservation of
many other sensitive species presently managed by both Mexico
and the US.

As a result of the graduate students living in the town, re
lations with the local people are good . The ejido ofSan Pedro
has donated a small amount of th.eir land for a field station at
the reserve, and that building was recently completed. When
the state ofChihuahua advanced a plan to poison the entire prai
rie dog complex, the local 'government voted in favor of the
protected area over the plan to poison.
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The group has been collecting published and unpublished
information necessary to develop a management plan for the
area (maps, demographic statistics, political and economic data,
resource laws, early plans for resource development, and stud
ies on comparable ecosystems and species). This information,
along with resource mapping, will help delineate core and buffer
areas of protection. Tht< maps will reflect economic resources,
ecosystem boundaries, land ownership, and land use.

Students are now conqucting inventories of species and
ecosystems for the planning and design of the protected area.
The surveys will go beyond simple species richness (alpha di
versity) and also assess biotic integrity via beta diversity (the

. change of species among different habitat types or among dis
j~U1Ct blocks of the same habitat). Habitat evaluation should be
founded on demographic snldies instead of only presence/ab
sence as detennined by the literature or models that exclude
the effects of competition and predation. By initiating field de
mographic studies, one can separate low quality habitats, which
may contain deceptively high densities of dispersing subordi
nates that are unlikely to survive and reproduce, from high qual
ity habitats with stable, dependable adult populations (Van
Horne 1983). '

Environmental education and attitude assessment of the
local population began in late 1994. A protected area also needs
capable managers, planners, researchers, and rangers. Educa
tion without good employee-resident relationships will fail to
raise consciousness about the protected area. It will, therefore,
be very important to train and employ local people via a series
of workshops.

In 'X>nclusion, we hope the reserve is soon officially pro
tected by federal decree. This would be one of the few areas
established primarily to protect the prairie ~og ecosystem, and
the associated life-forms would all benefit. There is great po
tential for cooperation across the international border, and that
could only benefit other sensitive species presently managed
independently by both Mexico and the US. I

BrianMilkr worksfor thelnstitulo de Biologia, UNAMandis
on the BoardofDirectorsfor The Wildlands Project. He has worked
with Black-jootedFerretsaJultheprdiriedog ecosystemsince 1984
and is co-author (with Rich Reading andSteve Forrest) ofa book
on that topic, Prairie Night (Smithsonian Press, 19%).
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CrOll1er Ridge, Kentucky .Obituary for a Landscape

by Paul J. Kalisz

)

INT~ODUCTION

Cromer Ridge, referred to as "Kentucky-909," lies along the
south side of the Rockcastle River on the escarpment that defines
the western edge ofthe Cumberland Plateau physiographic region
(Fig. I). The character of the place is defmed partly by the mauve
sandstone cliffs that form the escarpment; partly by the woodrats
(Neotoma jloridana), bats, and unique plant assemblages that in
habit the rockshelters in the cliffs; and partly by the diversity ofits
life-forms including endemic salamanders, crayfish, earthworms,
mussels and woodland herbs. The cool ravines and protected slopes
below the cliffs are occupied by 75~100 species of trees and,shrubs
which form the mixed mesophytic forest-the crown-jewel offue
eastern deciduous forest region-while the ridge tops are covered
with xeric oak and pine stands that as recently as 50 years ago were
inhabited by tlle northernmost population of the Red~cockaded

Woodpecker (picoides borealis, an Endangered species). Soils be- .
low the cliffs are dark and loamy, reflecting the abundance ofsoil
life and vegetable mould and the influence of the shale, siltstone,
and coal tllat form the bulk ofthe geological column in the region.
Soils above the cliffs are shal1o~ and sandy, and full of roUnded
pebbles of pink chert, relics of 3l~ ancient river that have weath-
ered out of the sandstone parent rock. . _

In 1974, dune buggies be<;ame the first off-road vehicles
(ORVs) to invade the isolated mowltainl31ld north-west ofthe 909
exit offthe tllen newly constructed highway, 1-75. Within five years
motorcycle use was heavy, and local landowners all but abandoned
their efforts to prohibit the trespass ofthe horde ofweekend riders.
Trails spread rapidly throughout a 100-acre forested area, but the
exhibitionism intrinsic to ORV riding led to a concentration ofac

.tivity on 40 acres ofland that included a ridge-top mud hole and a
variety oftrails 3lldjumps leading from the ridge to tl1e lower slopes.

map tTy Chuck Ouray

Obituary: [ML. obituarius < L. obitusJ A published
notice ofdeath, usually with a briefbiography.

. (.

Figure I. Map showing (he location of the Kentucky-909 ORV site
relative to various natural and cultural features. The
Rockcastle River corridor to the north of the ORV site is
designated as having "high global significance" in tenns of
the occurrence of rare species and communities.
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Figure 2. Students in FOR 205, fall semester, 1993, standing in a IS-It deep gully eroded into the sandstone bedrock on the
ridge top at the Kentucky-909 ORV site. The 254-mile long Sheltowee Trace National Recreation Trail passes along
the right side 0 f the gully.

Twenty years after the first dune buggy rut was formed,
I arrived at the Kentucky-909 site with two ofmy co-work
ers and 12 students enrolled in my Forestry 205 class (For
est & Wildland Soils & Landscapes) at the University of
KentUcky (Fig. 2). Our goal was to augment what Webb and
Wilshire (1983:72) described as a scarcity of quantitative
data documenting the effects ofORVs on native ecosystems.
We intended to write an obituary for the Kentucky-909 land
scape in the form of a scientifically valid inventory of the
effects of20 years ofORV traffic on the 40-acre nucleus of
the site. -

METHODS'

The 40-acre study area was located on an air photo and
subdivided into four JO-acre parcels. Measurement ofvarious
ecosystem properties was then performed using the procedures
described by Howes et al. (1983). Twenty IOO-ft long transects
were randomly located in each parcel. The following condi
tions were measured using percentage ofthe transect length as
an estimate ofthe percentage areal occurrence: ground areawith
surface disturbance ofany sort, ground area occupied by roads
or trails, ground area occupied by forest, ground areawith evi
dence 0 f soil erosion. In addition, erosion depth was estimated
along each transect and weighted by length to allow calcula-
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tion of average erosion depths. The line-transects were then
expanded into 10-ft wide band-transects composed of twenty
rectangles, 5-feet wide by I0-feet long, and the importance of
each of the following conditions was evaluated baSed on the
percentage ofblocks in which each condition occurred: trash,
trees with damaged stems, trees with exposed or damaged roots,
exotic (non-native) plant species. ~enetrometer resistance, a
measure ofsoil permeability or degree ofsoil compaction, was
also measured at 38 disturbed and 19 undisturbed points ran
domly located along the transects.

After all datawere collected, 41 transects that were found
to have >85% oftheir lengths disturbed were designated as the
"disturbed" treatment, representing the effects of20 years of
ORV activity; 34 transects that were found to.have >85% of
their lengths undisturbed were designated as the "undisturbed"
treatment, representing an internal control. The five transects
with intermediateamounts ofdisturbance were eliminated from
further consideration. Non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-tests
were run to compare disturbed and undisturbed areas in terms
of the percentage of the ground area occupied by ORV trails,
forest vegetation, eroded ground surface, trash, trees with stem .
damage, trees with root damage, and exotic plant species. The
same analysis was also used to compare soil penetrometer read
ings between disturbed and undisturbed areas.

illustration 1Jy Thul Kalisz·
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Tallie 1
Median values for a number ofcharacteristics ofdisturbed and undis-, -

. turbed portions ofthe Kentucky-909 ORV site. The "%"unitrefers to

the percentage of the area on which the specified characteristic oc

curred. Penetrometer resistance is in pounds per square inch (psi). All

characteristics differed statistically betw~ disturbed and undisturbed

areas at a si'gnificance level ofP <0.00001.
Characteristic Disturbed
Roads (%) . 25

Forest (%) 69
Eroded (%) 53
Trash (%) . 15

Stem Damage (%) 29

RootDamage(%) 15

Exotic Plants (%) 5

Penetrometer

Resistance (psi)

The results ofour inventory are shown in Table
1. All ofthe meas~d charaCteristics differed signifi~

cantly between disturbed and undisturbed portions of
the study area; with a probability of less than 1 in
100,000 that the differences were due to chance alone.

Roads occupied one-quarter of the disturbed
transects and about 14% of the .entire 40-acre study
site. Since the median road width was 16 ft, the road
density for the entire site was 46 mi/mi2

• For com-
parison, commercial forest land in the Pacific
Northwest typically has road densities of about 5
mi/mi2

, and the movement of large carnivores is
inhibited even at densities <1 mi/mF (Noss and
Cooperrider 1994). Roads on the 909 site were also
assopiated with the accumulation of trash; the in-
vasion ofLespedeza (Lespedeza cuneata), Japanese
Honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica), Multiflora Rose
(Rosa multiflora,) Crown Vetch (Coronilla varia)
and other exotic plant species; and extremely Wgh penetrom
eter resistances (n=16; median, 480 psi) and depths ofsoil er~
sion (n=39; median, 1.7 ft). The highest incidences ofdamage
to tree stems and tree roots were also recorded adjacent to roads.

The median depth of erosion was 0.7, ft Galculated over
the entire 40-acre study site. This is equivalent to an annual
loss ofapproximately 60 t/ac/yr, or to a total loss ofnearly 10
million Ib ofsoil oV.er the iO year Period ofORV Use. For com~
parison, the typical erosion rare for undisturbed eastern forests
is about 0.25 t/ac/yr (patric et al. '1984); the average rate for
agricultural land in the Appalachian states in 1977w~ about 6
t/ac/yr (Larson et al. 1983); and the rate for land that was de
forested due to toxic emissions from a smelter in Tenpessee
was almost 200 t/ac/yr over a 17 yr period (Rothache~ 1954).

RESULTS

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

We have served notice of Kentucky-909's passing, and
have provided some biographical details regarditig the life and

, death ofthe landscape. We have statistically described the gory
appearance ofan ecosystem slaughtered by recreational use of
ORVs. Slaughtered by an activity that is incompatible with most
other fonns'ofrecreation, but is still sanctioned on public lands
in Kentucky, Ohio, and other states where the US Forest Ser
vice considers ORV-riding a "recognized activity" that is "en
couraged and managed" and "permitted. except where
designated 'closed'." this is immoral and irrational. The rec
reational destruction ofthe earth by ORVs must be stopped. I

Paul Kalisz is Associate Professor ofSoils & Silviculture .
in the Department ofForestry, University ofKentucky (Lex
ington, KY40546-0073) and a consultantforAppalachia-Sci
ence in the Public Interest (ASPJ). Mark Spencer is a graphic
designer and illustratorforASPI (Route 5, Box 423, Livingston,
KY 40445). .
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Grazing and Forest Health
(or How' Cows Worsen Forest Fires)

by Dennis Morgan

The grazing-induced transfonnation ofthe West began early. It would have been
earlier, had it not been for theApache, who effectively culled the plentiful herds
ofcattle and continUally set fire to the grasses. Says Stephen Pyne in his book

Fire in America (1982), "The fire regime of the Southwest [was] shaped by lightning
and livestock, but the Apache was for centuries the intervening variable." With the
Apache safely ensconced on reservations, overgrazing became a serious problem and
the character of the land began to change drastically. Cows and cowboys became ubiq
uitous, garnering a near-mythological place in Western history.

Wh~n the bogus shroud covering the sacred cow is lifted, however, the litany of
ecological evils associated with grazing is revealed as long and sobering. Even more
so when one begins to see that Western ecosystems often today regarded as "natural"
in fact have suffered fundamental changes due to livestock grazing. In a comprehen
sive review ofthe effects ofgrazing, Thomas Fleischner (1994) laments that "...some
wounds are more conspicuous than others. Recognizing a clearcut forest is easy, but it
often takes a trained eye to comprehend damage to rangelands. The destruction caused 
by livestock grazing is so pervasive and has existed for so long that it freqUently goes
unnoticed." It may be even more·insidious than most critics of arid lands livestock
grazing have thought. A substantial list ofliterature links grazirig with high stand den
sity (overstocking) in Western forests and thereby to the current forest health "crisis."
While industry and agency call for a logging solution, calls for removal of cows are
conspicuously absent.

A HISTORY OF DENIAL, NOT IGNORANCE

The US Forest Service has been quick to plead ignorance when admitting that
their zealous commitment to fire suppression was a flawed policy which in large part
bequeathe<! to us the overstocked, unhealthy, and flammable forests of th~ West. In
truth, the agency has for years known that fire played a key role in forest ecosystems,
yet the policy ofsuppression, and the path to "crisis," was still followed.

Warnings about the dangers offire suppression were sounded early. In 1924Aldo
Leopold, then working for the Forest Service in the Southwest, warned that fire sup
pression W;lS causing unhealthy overstocking oftrees and that "yellow pine is repro
ducing downhill" and spreading into the lower elevation woodlands (Leopold 1924).
By 1950, Harold Weaver, Regional Forester for the US Indian Service in Phoenix, re
ported that Leopold's predictions were clearly/evident upon the land (Weaver 1950).
He asked a seemingly simple question: "Shall we atte~pt to reduce the hazard in the
dense stands, or shall we ask for larger and ever larger [fire suppressionJbudgets?"

Ponderosa Pine Cone by Douglas Moore
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Weaver, who had extensive experience with fire in forest eco
systems in eastern Washington and in the Southwest, saw what
was coming, and was an early advocate ofprescribed burning.

Added to these have been other voices, and it seems in
conceivable that the Forest Service could have missed this body
of literature. Fire suppression was not a problem ofignorance
but of denial. Regrettably, the Forest Service seems to be re
peating this pattern with regard to .livestock grazing. Contin
ued denial is obviously not a viable alternative: the contribution 
of livestock grazing to reduced forest health must be recog
nized and confronted in proposed solutjons.

GRAZING AND A SHIFT IN FOREST
CHARACTER

An abundant literature shows that grazing has contributed
to an increase in woody plants and shrubs across the western
United States (see reviews byArnold 1950, Ellison 1960,Bahre
1991,Archer and Smeins 1991). Also well documented, though
given little attention, are studies showing that cattle grazing
lias significantly contributed to dense stands of"dog hair" thick
ets in forests across the western US (Weaver 1950, Rummell
1951, Madany and West 1983, Zimmerman, G.T. and L.F.
Neuenschwander 1984, Savage and Swetnam 1990,. Habeck
1990, Morgan 1994 ). Scientists have found that livestoCk graz
ing causes overstocking oftrees primarily by removing grasses
which would otherwise prevent seedling establishment. Grass
inhibits seedling growth by a variety of mechanisms, includ
ing competition with pine seedlings for water and nutrients and
acting as a fire vector, allowing low temperature swface fires
to spread widely.

Cows also facilitate pine invasions by exposing soil and
thus fostering the creation of seedbeds, and by destroying
microbiotic (baGterial/fungal/lichen) soil crusts. Erosion as
sociated Witll livestock grazing leads to formation ofarroyos
which lowers the water table and allows further seedling
invasion.

Leopold, Weaver and nwnerous others harbored reserva
tions about cattle grazing in addition to their concerns about
fire suppression. While many believed that fire was the major
factor in keepu)g grasslands and forests free ofwoody shrubs
and dense stands oftrees, Leopold was among the first to real
ize that the decliJle ill wildfire frequency was botl1 tlle result of
a policy choice and of overgrazing (Leopold 1924). Indeed,
some foresters ofthe day encouraged overgrazing (as do some
even today) so that the herbaceous fuel load would be broken
up to provide firebreaks against the cool fires that had previ
ously crept over the grasslands and forest floor, killing many
young tree seedlings. Also in tl1e early J920s pioneering Soutl1
west silviculturalist G.A. Pearson noted that Ponderosa Pine
seedlings were more likely to successfully establish and grow
vigorously where herbaceous vegetation was heavily grazed
than where grass was tl1ick (pearson 1923). He noted that tl1e
invasion of heavily grazed areas by pine seedlings was con
spicuous in northern Arizona.

In a series of papers published in the 1940s and 50s,
Weaver built a case for the connection between livestock graz
ing and higher density tree stands, showing that overgrazing
was "of great significance in development of such stands,
through breaking up of original sod cover and preparation of
mineral seedbeds. Such appears to be ofparticular.significance
in the ~outl1western forests." Weaver warned that the future of
these forests was in jeopardy.

In a comprehensive look at changes in Southwestern pine
forests since white settlement, Cooper (1960) echoedWeaver's
concerns, stating that "The overuse and mismanagement which
followed introduction oflivestock into the West produced pro
found changes, some ofthem permanent, in the plant cover. In
particular, overgrazing has often been assigned as the primary
cause ofilie overabundance ofyoUng pines. Many ofthe early
arguments against reduction ofgrazing on ilie national forests
were based on the premise that heavy grazing made'forest fires
much less frequent." Ellison (1960) and later Archer and
Smeins (1991), in reviewing the influence ofgrazing on plant
succession, describe the process whereby grazing allows the
introduction of woody plants, shrubs, and trees (including
Ponderosas) into rangelands and forests. Ellison surmised that
the invasion ofgrasslands by trees in the broad, irregular tran
sition from forest to prairie in the Midwest may have been
caused by a factor seldom suggested or studied: overgrazing
by livestock.

While the ecological proces~es involved in tree over
stocking'are relatively clear, the question ofwhich variable
is the primary cause ofoverstocking-grazing, or active fire
suppression-long vexed scientists because it was (and still
is) difficult to fmd an ungrazed forest for a control plot. In
1923 Leopold wrote, "Whe~r grass competitors Qr fire was
the principal deterrent to timber reproduction is hard to
answer because the two factors were always paired, never
isolated. Probably either would have inhibited extensive re
production." Eventually, however, at least three field stud
ies were able to isolate the "paired" variable.s: these studies
found that grazing was the principal factor in causing pine
overstocking..

Rummell (1951) studied two neighboring and ecologically
similar Ponderosa Pine forests in central Washington. One had
been grazed for 40 years, while ilie other had never been grazed
by livestock. Neither had experienced a fire for at least 125
years. Rummell characterized the ungrazed forest as "one of
ilie few relicts ofvirgin ponderosa pine forest and range" with
"an almost unbelievably lush mat" of pine grass. It could be,
Rummell felt, "a top standard against which many other pine
forest ranges with similar climate and physiography can be
compared."

Sign,ificantly, very little pine reproduction was found:
only 85 trees per acre less than 4' dbh were present.) In sharp
contrast, the grazed 'forest had little grass and 3291 trees
per acre less than 4' dbh (2033 pines, 1016 Douglas-firs,
and 242 Western Larch).
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Rummell concluded that the high
density of herbaceous understory veg
etation on the ungrazed forest contrib
uted substantially to the low tree
reproduction rate. Overall, "heavy
grazing of the herbaceous understory
vegetation, rather than exclusion of

, fire, appeared to be th~ prime factor
in explaining the dense tree reproduc
tion" on the grazed forest.

A similar study was conducted in
1983 on two areas in Zion National Park
"almost identical biotically and environ
mentally" (Madany and West 1983).
They had similar fire histories but mark
edly, different grazing historie~. The
Horse Pasture Plateau was, heavily
grazed until' about 1960, while
Greatheart and Church Mesas- isolated
by cliffs and slickrock-were nev~r

grazed and approximated pre-settlement
conditions. Both areas ,were dominated
by,Ponderosa Pine and Gambel Oak, and
both had a similar history of browsing
by large ungulates.

, The authors characterize the study
area as "uniquely suited to allow in
dependent assessm'ent of the relative
importance of fire cessation and live
stock grazing in the conversion of sa
vannas to forests," They state that the
visual contrast between the areas was
obvious, with dense thickets of Pon
derosa Pine, Gambel Oak, and Rocky
Mountain Juniper saplings prevalent
on the grazed plateau and'largely ab
sent on the Ungrazed mesas. They note
that fire had been excluded from all

, the study areas but'state that:
.. .decreasedfire frequency alone is

not the essentialfactor needed to cause
these physiognomic changes. The pres
ence ofsavanna conditions on Church
andGreatheart Mesas despite longfire
free intervals is the strongest evidence,
yet for our contention....The fact that

'. there were no 'thickets of ,"dog-hair"
ponderosa pine on either mesa despite
a comparable absence offire, implicates
livestock grazing as the' criticalfactor.

Fire, they say, "may have been the
mos,t important secondary factor for the
maintenance of savanna conditions."
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They conclude that:
Our findings challenge the widely accepted notion

that the high frequency offires in ponderosa pine sa
vanna was the prime cause for the prevention ofsucces
sion to denser stands of ponderosa pine or to
shade-tolerant butfire-sensitive conifers .... However im-

.portant fire may be for management and maintenance
of ponderosa pine communities, the key factor in the
widespread conversion of savanna to forest seems to
have been livestock grazing.

The third study (Zimmerman and Neuenschwander
1984) looked at grazed and ungrazed Ponderosa Pine and
Douglas-fir stands in the foothills of the Bitterroot Moun
tains ofIdaho. Zimmerman and Neuenschwander found the
grazed stands of both species had more young trees. They,
tqo, concluded that "livestock grazing was probably the
principal factor in creating and maintaining conditions that
favored increased tree regeneration." They also predicted
that if the grazed stands did not burn, they cOuld "stagnate,
causing reductions in growth rates and increased suscepti
bility to damage from insects and disease." This study is of
great significance in that their results suggest that if graz
ing is excluded and grasses allowed to return, Douglas-fir
and Ponderosa Pine regeneration d~cline. In time, the for
ests might once again approach their original healthy state.

CONCLUSION

Information connecting cattle grazing to increased
stand density, and thus 'decreased forest health and some
of the "catastrophic wildfires" of late, has been avail
able for half a century. However, the implications for
forest health have been ignored, like the importance of
fire was for so long. It is time that the role of cattle in
perpetuating forest health problems be addressed, as op
posed to relying on an ecologically destructive, hurriedly
contrived salvage program. Livestock grazing is not just
a range issue. It is a sil vicultural problem and therefore
snould be analyzed in timber sales, salvage s~es, juni
per pushes, and other silvicultural activities. Further, the
problem is not just historical: As long as livestock re
main, the problem remains.

The Apache did a good job pf maintaining ecosys
tem health. by burning areas and, with the wolves, thin
ning the cattle herds. In some areas they never stopped
burning. On the Apache reservations in Arizona today, tra- '
ditional wisdom and fire-fighting budget limi~tions (in
contrast to the Forest Service's blank check for fire-fight
ing) have translated into much less rigid practices of fire
suppression. Harold Weaver was there in the 1950s to
foster an active prescribed burning program; the San
Carlos Reservation today bums more land than the en
tire US Forest Service. Most Western lands, however,
ache for a cool, cleansing burn. A necessary first step to
ward that is removing cows, and letting the grass return. I
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The
Dusky's
Del11ise'

by Michael Marshall

The Extinction of Ammodramus maritimus nigrescens

A lone male sparrow perches on the diagonal crossing of
two broomgrass stems. He has been singing for hours to
day, as he did yesterday and the day before. Occasion

ally, he hears the distant call of another male sparrow, but more
frequently he hears the steady drone of traffic, zooming by on a
long stretch ofasphalt that was once salt marsh. The time is 1978,
the heyday of the Endangered SpeciesAct (ESA) of 1973 and the
most controversial cross species legal case: Tennessee Valley Au
thority vs. Hill, commonly referred to as Tellico Dam v. the Snail
Darter. Even in the midst Qfthat environmental epic, the tragedy
of the Dusky Seaside Sparrow approached its final chapters.

Ecology
The Dusky Seaside Sparrow (Ammodramus maritimus

nigrescens) once inhabited the salt marshes of the'central east
ern coast of Florida. This subspecies was originally limited to
a few locations in Brevard CoUnty where a particular species
of broomgrass, Spartina bakerii,provided shelter and protec
tion from predators. The broomgrass, in turn, depended on the
regular cycles of wet and dry conditions in the marsh. As the
coast ofFlorida drew more and more people, earthen dikes were
constructed to keep mosquito populations in check. The diked
impoundments were flooded continuously to prevent the mos
quitoes from laying eggs in the moist soils of the salt marshes.
Unfortunately, these flooded impoundments harmed the native
broomgrass, limiting the habitat upon which the Dusky de
pended. By 1956, all of the known Dusky breeding habitat had
been completely impounded by dikes (Trost 1968).

Early Warnings
The first warnings of the Dusky's decline came in the mid

50s, when local naturalists reported a noticeable reduction in popu
lations compared to previous birding seasons. Two subsequent
studies, Trost (unpub. data) and Sharp (1970), confirrried the de
cline in Dusky numbers. Both studies attributed habitat loss due to
diking as the" priinary cause ofthe decline, and both authors made
recommendations to curtail that decline. In both cases, all recom
mendations were ignored until 1969 when, following an increase
in public attention, floodgates were experimentally installed in some
ofthe impoundments surrounding part ofthe Dusky's habitat. The
new periodic flooding regime, although good in intent, only veri
fied the observations made in the prior studies thatbroOm~ does
better in moist, not continually flooded, saline soils.

illustration by Joan Waltermire, from A Shadow and a Song: The Struggle to Save an Endangered Species reprinted courtesy ojChelsea Green Publishing
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Extinctions

Conservation Efforts /
.. Official protection for the Dusky Seaside Sparrow first came under the En

dangered Species Preservation Act of 1966, On 11 May 1967, the Dusky was offi
cially listed as endangered; but this act did not illlow for the purchase of critical
habitat for subspecies and did not enforce protection. In response to another threat
to remaining habitat, by the new Beeline Freeway, The Nature Conservancy bought
the first acres of critical habitat for the Dusky in 1970 and 71. Under the Endan
gered Species Act of 1973 (ESA), the Dusky was protected frorp. capture, killing
and harassment, but Dusky numbers had already plummeted from atx.:>ut 2000 pairs
in 1956 to 54 pairs in 1973 (Kings 1981). Encroaching human development, mani
fested as intentional marsWand draining and burning through 1977, continued to
diminish the sparrow's numbers. When a recovery plan had finally been produced,
by a politically appointed recovery team in 1979, less than 29 males were left (King
1981). The last female Dusky was seen in 1975 and the last male died in captivity
on 16 June 1987 (USFWS 1987).

Lessons from Extinction
The primary purpose for profiling an ex~nctspecies is to learn from past nlis-'

takes and disseminate knowledge to the public that they can use to work toward
the preserV'ation of currently endangered species. Although many factors contrib
uted to the Dusky's extinction, two stand out as important present forces of extinc
tion for other species. Habitat loss ,was th~ most obvious proximate cause of the
Dusky's denlise, as it has been of many other externlinated organisms; but what ~s
the ultimate cause of the present extinction rate? Some believe it is human over
populaJion. Hall and his Colleagues (1995) estimated tllat the contribution of one
US citizen over the course of his or her lifetime to wetland loss is approximately
.05 hectares. For most people, this impact occlirs indirectly tllfough conversions
from wildlife habitat to cropland and pastures (Hall et al. 1995), but this statistic
provides a tangible example of the relationship between hurlla.tl population growth
and the degradation of other organisms' habitat. .

An improvement in the implemenration of tile Ellda.tlgered Species Act might
have prevented the Dusky's extinction and could save other species. Miller and
others (1994) suggest two guidelines for the design of an endangered species re
covery team: include recognized biologists who have experience with the endan
gered species, and exclude members who primarily represent an agency. In the
case of the Dusky, the most knowledgeable biologist was not even considered for
the recovery team and three of the four team members knew little or nothing about
the bird (Walters 1992). I

Michael Marshall is a studellt in the biology department at the University of
New Mexico.
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A Canoe Drag over Honker Divide
by Richard Carstensen

PREFACE \..

Honker Divide is a controversial watershed in Southeast Alaska s
Tongass National Forest. Th~ Sweetwater and Thorne River drainages on
Prince ofWales Island back up against a shared low-elevation divide, "The
Honker, ~' easily portaged. In a region better known to kayakers than to
canoe trekkers, Honker Divide received scant attention until Algskans real
ized they were about to lose it. For two years running, American Rivers has
listed Honker Divide as one oftlie ten most endangeredfreshwater systems
in North America. Under bombardment by the Alaskan Congressional del
egation, the Forest Service has been forced to ignore a carefully crafted
Citizens Alternative which would have allowed logging elsewhere on Prince
of Wales Island while protecting Honker Divide. ~

Wilderness travelers should note two remarkable distinctions ofHonker
Divide: fuu can paddle from the ocean deep into the heart ofthe third It:lrg
est island in the United States, carry for a'mile or two, and then slip down
the Thorne River back into the sea. Also, you can camp on an island in a

lake on an islan~. Such is the amphibious personality of
Southeast AlaskasAlexanderArchipelago!

But threats to ecological integrity are more serious than
the potential loss ofrecreational values. The recognition
comes late. Prince ofWales, in extreme southern Alaska, was
widely viewed by loggers and environmentalists alike as the
"sacrifice" island, where timber extraction dominated, pre
sumably in tradefor wilderness to the north. In a world that
separated workfrom play, and concealf!d clearcutsfrom
tourists, this made a wierd kind ofsense. Even now, the "Big
Three" ofSoutheastAlaskan ecotourism are tidewater gla
ciers, whales, and Brown Bears, and Prince ofWales Island
comes up short in the icon count.

As we close down the twentieth century, Ala;skan con
servation is growing up. Biogeographers now recognize
that the thousands ofislands ofour archipelago support
more endemic mammal taxa than any other National For
est. Some held ice-jree refugia, where plants and animals
may have survived the Wisconsin Glaciation. Prince of
Wales Island cavers are emerging with the bones ofCari
bou,(now extinct in our region), and bears which died
40,000 years ago. The Honker Divide-the last large
unlogged block on the ecologically wealthiest island in
Alaska-asks'us to probe b.eyond recreational icons, to
older, subtler values ofa wild island.

illustratiOn by Richard Carstensen
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Landscape
Stories

N
ewcomers to Southeast
Alaska are enticed by
the spectacular but eco

logically simple: towering rock
cliffs, calving ice bergs. And
some of us never outgrow
glacierlust. But the taste in wild
land slowly matures, tempered by
reverence for the ecologicaliy
complex and mellowed by the al
legiance to the ancient commWIi
ties that recover for life what ice
wastes. G1a~ier trips are flings.
Our residence and marriage, here
in coastal Alaska, is to the
labyrinthian green miles of low
land old growth. Alaska's su
preme for~st complexity lies
south, on the giant island the
llingit call Toon or "sea lion."
Prince of Wales Island, POW,
now surr,endered to the saw.

On Prince of Wales Island,
our marriage is abusive. Above
the timber-wed villages and
trillier camps, the old growth is
stripped from lidge top to creek
bottom. The road-bound trav
eler is stunned. But immedi
ately northwest of Thome Bay,
once the world's largest logging
camp, lies four canoe-day's
worth of unprotected wilder-
ness, miraculously uncut-Honker Divide.

Judged by an ecologically matured taste, Prince of Wales
Island was Alaska's best. Honker Divide is the last of the best.
For me, a northern Southeast Alaskan naturalist, Honker Di
vide was hWllbling. Maybe it's dumb to fall in love with the
profoundly rich places; they fare so sadly at our hands. But it's
too late now. I'll come back to Prince of Wales.

In mid-June 1993, Sue Warner, Ken Leghorn and I flew
south from our homes in Juneau to join Craig residents Nola
Kathleen, Jerry Sharrard and Mike McKimens, who wanted to
show us the imperiled drainages of Hatchery Creek andThome,
River. \\ ith three canoes lashed to one truck canopy, we drove
northeast from Craig to Thome Bay. En route, the Craig folks
monitored us northernersJar signs of "clearcut depression," a
malady that strikes most outsiders getting their first big dose of
Prince of Wales. from Thome Bay, we took newly connected
logging roads ( "if you can't drive there y,et, wait a week...")
along Clarence Strait to Coffman Cave, thence southwest to
the Hatchery Creek blidge, the launching point for the Honker
Divide canoe route.

mnp by Chuck Ouray
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Our timing was off. We began after a month of some of
the driest weather on record. Water levels were nearly as low
as they get.'The Forest Service route description advises that .
canoeists "wait for rain." We lackect that luxury, and started
somewhat apprehensively up Hatchery Creek.

Soon we had to stop paddling and instead dragged the
loaded canoes up dewatered rapids, with merganser broods flut
tering ahead. A daunting stretch, but that first day'spull be
tween Hatchery and Butterfly lakes turned out to be the
hardest part of the trip. Plenty more dragging awaited us on
the Thome River, but no great ordeal. It was kind of fun
actually, to splash along in shorts and sockless tennies, boats
bumping behind. On lakes and the deeper stream reaches
we floated silently, and often sUrprised deer. I've never seen
so many deer in summer below the subalpine.

Before the trip, I'd scanned the range maps in Eric
Hulten's Flora ofALaSka; and listed plants barely reaching
southern Southeast, to prepare myself for unfamiliar spe
cies: Salal, Pacific Yew (of retent cancer research fame),
Black Hawthorn, Western Red-cedar, Twinflower Honey-
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suckle Cravensberry" to the Haida), Pacific Ninebark,
Pygmy Waterlily, Douglas Spirea, Swamp Hedgenettle, and
Northern Bugleweed. Coast Clover, a tideland and riverflat
native, just straggles over the Alaskan border, but was a key
root crop for coastal peoples to the south.

The plant illustrations
helped tune my eyes, but couldn't'
foretell the richness. Prince of

, Wales vegetation is more than
Juneau plus a sprinkling of south
ern plants. It's a floral free-for-all.
Scent of crushed mint engulfed
us as we dragged over Beaver
dams. Gardens of colwnbine', lu
pine, Douglas Spirea and strange
lilac-anthered Menzies Burnetts
dangled from slough banks. Our
paddles tangled in bladderworts,

· an insectivorous aquatic plantr d
sought fruitlessly in northern

· Southeast for 16 years. Surprises
which had escaped my rush
through Hullenlurked on portage
and camp fringe. ]winflowers
climbed over Mink-splintered
swan bones'. The improbable
Round-leaved Bog Orchid is not
of bogs at all, but a shady forest
plant. An island in Twin Lake has
a locally rare clubmoss whose
scientific name rivets the bota
nist-Lycopodium obscurum!
Waddling beneath the canoe, I
lurched past three clones of
Beadlilies in peak flower, which
by August serve solitary berries,
cobalt blue. Edible only by
wolves, say the Bella Coola.

Ketchikan has 2650 grow
ing-degree-days, compared to
1700 at June.au Airport, and'
Thome Bay probably exceeds
even Ketchikan. But the plant

·diversity of Prince ofWales isn't
simply a matter of balmier mari
time climate and longer growing
season. Ifonly climate were lim
iting to Southeast plants, we'd
see increased richness from Ju-

On the upper Thome River, Honker Divide by Richard Carstensen neau through the ABCs (Admi-
ralty, Baranof, Chichagof

islands), which are southward and seaward, with milder win
ters and earlier spring. Instead, plant richness declines from

.Juneau to theABCs. Highbush Cranberry, strawberry and wil-
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Biodiversity

low are common on the mainland, but rare on the
islands. The extreme in this progression is western
Chichagof, where even blueberry and Devil's Club.
sprawl marooned atop root wads and cliff faces. Plant
distribution has many influences, but one cause of
this seaward decline is obvious: Sitka Black~tailed

Deer. Naturally lacking predators on these islands,
and unchecked by truly severe winters since the early
19708, the proliferating deer of the ABCs are hun
gry sculptors of their habitat, and may even chew
the less tolerant plants to local extinction.

Less so, apparently, on Honker Divide. Yet
deer seem plentiful here! How can Honker's
wealth of plants endure the teeth of all these deer,
who high-step into cover on every' third river
bend, ribs still outlined by winter's austerity? My
first guess is that deer numbers must be lower than
our sightings suggest. Let's tease apart the wolf
scat on this Beaver landing, to see what's inside
the wad of winter deer hair...

Ah... A toe bone! And a sliver of black hoof.
This Gray Wolf claimed every last piece of its an
nual 20-to-30-deer allotment. While deer of the
wolfless ABC islands often starve in a stripped un
derstory, Honker's deer die more swiftly. Populations
are held below carrying capacity. Thus the flourish
ing or vegetation, and, at least at tIllS point in the pre
dation seesaw, a win-win situation for wolves, plants,
and deer. Thanks to sweet soils (western portions of
the watershed overlie limestone), long-summer
salad-bowl meadows, world-class winter old-growth
habitat, and wolves, Honker Divide grows some of
the biggest deer in Southeast Alaska.

For wolves, The Honker provides a last bastion
of seclUlty from hunters and trappers, who mostly
work tIle logging roads and beaches. Radio telem
etry studies by Dave Persons of the Uillversity of
Alaska, Farrbanks, show a startling 50% almual
mortality among Prince ofWales wolves. Pack struc
ture and den locations are continually disrupted. Only
the Honker pack's den remained in use throughout
the three-year study period.

We made our last camp near tIle tiny Crist Kolby
cabin on the Thome River. Two mossy skulls offam
ily-sized bucks lay by the door. One had heavy,
palmatcd antlers, almost Moose-like, with extremely
tubercled bases, a prime 5 or 6 year old.. r d always
claimed reliel' that Admiralty Island, my usual hunt
ing grolUld, lacked wol es. But as I- hefted this
Thome River rack, my taste in wild land edged one
more notch toward maturity. '

Crist Kolby was a trapper who died mysteri
ollslyon upper Thome Lake in March 1939. The
party who fOllnd his remains eight months later

claimed that all bones but the skull "were chewed
and broken." They excitedly concluded that "here
at las(, was a clear case of a mati having been at- .
tacked and devoured by wolves." (W.R. Selfridge,
Alaskan Sportsman, April 1943) ;Sut scavenging does
not equal predation. I favor the thin-ice hYpothesis.
An animal who swallows deer feet, hungry enough
to gTlaw on Kolby's tanned-leather holster, would
fmd it hard in late winter to pass by a beached body.

Still, Kolby, whether killed or drowned, does
seem to have joined an increasingly elite group,
those who have fueled the chorus of wolves. We
of the non-elite, likelier to feed worms, can at least
attend the concert (and fortify our plant lists) on
a bracing canoe-drag through the bones and flow
ers of Honker Divide. I

Richard Carstensen is a free-lance natl/,ral
ist and 19 year resident ofSoutheast Alaska. He
is coauthor and illustrator ofThe Nature of South
east Alaska, Alaska Northwest Books, 1992, and
Alaskan contributor to Enduring Forests (Ruth
Kirk ed., The Mountaineers, in press).

Clearcut logging looms over the future of the Honker
Divide. The Control LakeTimber Sale proposes to open

up the Honker to roads and c1earcutting in order to fulfill
Ketchikan Pulp Company's 50-yeartimber contract. The only
one of its kind in th~ countrY, this contract allows KPC (a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Louisiana-Pacific and a con
victed felon for dumping toxic sludge into SoutheastAlaskan
waters) to pay highlysubsidized rates forold-growth trees. It's
too late to comment on the Control Lake sale, buttheTongass
Land Management Plan's (TLM P) Revised DEIS should be
out soon. You can comment on TLMP by writing to 8465 Old
Dairy Road, Juneau, AK 99801. Tell the Forest Service that
the Honker Divide should be protected from logging under
TLMP. Also contact your senators and representative in
Congress; tell them you want the Honker Divide's Thorne'
River and Hatchery Creek designated as National Wild and
Scenic Rivers to protect them from clearcut logging. Urge
them to stop efforts byAlaska's congressional delegation and
the timber industry to increase logging on the Tongass, North
America's largest remaining temperate rainforest.

To learn mo~e about logging on the Tongass National Forest,
contact the Southeast Alaska Conservation Council at 907
586-6942 or bye-mail at seacc@alaska.net or check out
SEACC's home page at http://www.juneau.com/seacc/ or
write SEACC, 419 Sixth St., Suita328, Juneau, AK99801.
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by Glendon Brunk

I t w~ d~g those few ~ffe~? hot ~ays ~ July, when mosq.uitoes take to the air in dark clouds so thick
and InSIstent that they drive livmg thmgs uisane, that the Canbou came. They appeared suddenly, first a
line ofbrown velvet antlers moving far off through the heat waves, like some daunting apparition. Then

they took form, maybe ten or maybe a thousand, moving quickly, determined, driven to the edge ofpanic by
the bugs.

If I was on the ball, not lost in some faf off fantasy, I snapped to attention, grabbed my binoculars and
the four-finger hand counter, and began clicking numbers. Index finger, bulls. Middle finger, dry cows.
Third finger, cows with calves. Little finger, yearlings and sex undetermined. They always came too fast.
Stay calm, I'd tell myself; the sure way to blow a count is to panic. Also keep in mind vehicles on the road.
Vehicles always make the difference.

The Caribou were heading for the cooler, windier, mosquito-free shores of the Arctic Ocean that lay just
a few miles to the north. This response to insects is a migration pattern that has gone on for as long as there
have been Caribou in the Arctic. But times have changed. Now their migration in certain places is hindered
by a maze ofpipelines and roads. . '

I would watch them cross the outer fringes ofmy study area, note the time, and check for vehicles on
the road. Too often, the same maddening' scenario would then develop. The Caribou closed in on the pipe
line. A couple hundred feet away the lead animal, usually a roman-nosed old cow, would throw up her head
and stop. The others would immediately halt behind her, begin milling, shaking. heads, twitching hides and
tails, battling the mosquitoes. . .

The lead cow would advance cautiouslytoward the pipe, nose held high in the air, like a bird dog on
fresh scent. She would stop again, clearly mystified by this odd form looming over the tundra. And then a
pick-up truck or a belly dump or some other piece ofheavy equipment would approach noisily on the road.
The old cow would turn, begin paralleling the pipe, the others following her closely. The vehicle would blast
by in a cloud ofdust, more often than not with its horn blaring. The herd would panic, turning as one, run
ning wide-eyed, nostrils flared, stampeding back toward the horizon from which they had first appeared
minutes earlier.

What I remember most is the anger, the frustration I felt, when I watched the Caribou fail at crossing.
Each day the anger built and seemed to have no place to go. So many times I stood tense and hopeful, only
to watch the same scenario unfold, feeling their defeat as the animals turned away. And with it I felt 'a much
larger defeat, the 1unacy ofthis clumsy, arrogant game we moderns play with the natural world.

illustration by Peggy Sue McRae
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the plexiglas windows was of tundra spreading end
lessly in all directions, a dull green, polygonally pat
terned plain (a physical feature of permafrost tundra),
pocked with countless small, black lakes. On the pe-'
rimeters of the lakes, waterfowl still nested-Black

. Brant, Tundra Swans, and Pintail Ducks-migratory
species themselveS. On the drier ground, amid stunted
willows, Golden and Black-belliedPlovers and Lapland
Longspurs hid nests from the relentless predation ofjae
gers. Occasionally, an Arctic Fox wandered by, or a
Snowy Owl floated past like·a winged gho~t. On stilI
days, I.could.hear the plaintive cry of a Yellow-billed
Loon above the sounds on the road. Far out across the
tundra it called, signaling like a prophet.

. North ofmy tower, I had a different view. The North
Slope oil development, or 'The Slope" as it's called by
locals, is the largest contiguous industrial development

. on Earth, several hundred square miles, a maze of roads
and pipes and production facilities. Let the oil C(,)mpa
nies say what they will about how carefully they've de
veloped the Arctic. The bottom line is p~troleum
production is a toxic, destructive, gojor-broke business,
dedicated to one thing only: excessive, profits, billions
and billions of dollars taken at the expense of the earth.

Alaska's North Slope tells the whole tale of it Toxic
waste bubbles in settling ponds and seeps into nearoy
lakes. Huge holes dot the land, where billions of yards
of gravel have been mined. Every turn of the horizon is
broken by the works of man: drilling platforms, radio
towers, transmission lines, pipelines, camp buildings,
oil wells, refinery stacks. There's something surreal
about it, a space odyssey quali ty that confuses the mind,
something oddly beautiful yet at the same time repul
sively ugly. B~ing an observer of wildlife there, observ

,jng living things juxtaposed against everything that
seems their antithesis, is' a schizoid experience.

Landscape Stories

I LIKECARIBOU. Ironiqdly, I have ever since 
I killed my rust one years ago in Alaska. Not that I
hunt anymore. No, years of blood-letting, and watch
ing the planet I love deteriorate in every way, have
brought me to a place. where most modern justifica
tions for hunting ring false. What I'm left with is afas
cinationfor an amazing animal. Caribou live and thrive
by the thousands in one of the harshest envirofi!llents '
imaginable. Wmters are beyond mean, with twenty
four hour a day darkness, punishing winds, and tem~

peratures diving down to fIfty, sixty, seventy below
zero, not counting wind chill. Summers offer nb re
lief. Mid June to the end ofJuly, temperatures can range
up into the eighties, but these months are dominated
by parasitic insects. Mosquitoes are just the beginning.
Next come the bot flies: stout, hairy buggers that in
ject live larvae up a Caribou's nose: Bot Oy.larvae then
migrate through the nasal passages and into the back
of the throat, where they grow to eventualIy be hacked
out by their host. If the bots aren't bad enough, .there
are warble flies that lay eggs on the Caribou's legs.
The warble fly hatchlings burrow through the skin
and migrate upward subcutaneously to the back.
There they bore breathing holes through the skin,
and grow to the size of BBs. In the spring the larvae
emerge painfully (for the Caribou) through the skin,
eventually to pupate on the ground.

During fly season: Caribou stand spraddle
legged, heads down, listening for a fly's approach.
When one comes, a single fly, whole herds will run
off wild).y across the tundra. Add to all this misery
the large predators-Gray Wolves, Grizzly Bears,
Wolverines, humans-and there are not two weeks
a year that Caribou live any kind of easy, comfort
able existence. Yet, given a chance, they can thrive'
in the Arctic.

I like Caribou also because of their restlessness;
Caribou are travelers by nature. I can relate. I'm a trav
eler. It seems right to me somehow that my own rest
less journeys were at one time finanCed by observing
some of the most compulsive wanderers on the planet.

, The Caribou studies I participated in were funded by
major oil companies, which at that time were mandated
by law each year to spend a certain amount on envi
ronmental impact analysis. I took their money; oil de
velopment paid for my journeys. Paradoxically, oil
money also helped me begin to see in a new way.

MY WOODEN observation tower sat lonely out
on the tundra, at the southern edge of the oil fields. I
entered it via a wooden ladder propped beneath, then
popped up inside like a gopher, through a trap-door
set in the middle of the floor. The view south throughr
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MY PART IN THE CARIBOU studies was not
glamorous, just intenninable hours and days of waiting, and
of scanning an often empty tundra plain with my binocu~

lars. There were only my idle thoughts to keep me com
pany, thoughts of women met along the way, of journeys
taken, and others yet to be taken. Behind it all was the cease
less blowing of the north wind, careening off the tundra,
rattling and shaking the tower so hard at times I thought it
might tear the guy wires out of the frozen earth, and I would
lift off and sail away over the white expanse of the ocean, _
like some reluctant space traveler.

In time the north wind becomes part of your subconscious.
But then one day it suddenly dies, and the world becomes loud
with its disappearance. That is the moment of summer begin
ning, when the Arctic yields to the punishing heat ofan around
the-clock sun. The tundra world becomes an angry, buzzing
mop ofmosquitoes and flies, a guarantee that Caribou will soon'
appear somewhere on the coastal plain.

If Caribou appeal-ed within view of my tower, I was to
count their numbers, map their movements, and note their re
actions to the elevated pipeline and the road adjacent to it "Suc
cess rates crossing pipelines" was the scientific jargon, as if
Caribou were competing for something.

Over the course 'of the three summer seasons that I par
ticipated in the studies, my colleagues and I noted these things:
Gravel ramps, built over lowered sections of the pipelines as
crossing devices, fail miserably. When confronted with any
obstacle foreign to several thousand years ofArctic experience,

. Caribou in numbers usually become confused and retreat
Given enough time, though, some will eventually figure it out
and begin to cross under the pipelines (usualIy four -to six feet.
off the ground) or over the ramps and the roads adjacent to the
pipelines. The bulls will duck their heads in an exaggerated
way, careful of their massive antlers, and then quickly shuttle
under. But trucks and machinery on the roads - "vehicle inter
actions" we called them - will almost always foil any attempt.
Bulls and dry cows clearly get through the oil fields more eas
ily than cows with calves; cows with calves rarely succeed,
even with no traffic on the roads. A few bulls do adapt to the
oil fields, in fact seem to prefer them, most likely because of
the lack of predators.

~y colleagues and I did not note (or more accurately,
record) the confusion, the white-eyed panic, the separation of
cows from calves when pipelines and roads with traffic were
encountered. We did not record thecasual'attitudes of the work
ers in the oil·fields, their disinterest or even outright disdain
for living things. We did not record the C<:!ribou's beauty, theiI
comic grace, the miracles of minute ecological adaptations that
allow them to thrive in a punishing environment. Nor did we
record the frustration we felt, the anger. .

All that we recorded was what we were allowed to within
the parameters of the study. We generated "data" to be run
through the mathematical hieroglyphics of computer models,
data that was then spit out as statistics, graphs, charts, and tech-
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nological language devoid of any smells, colors or, feelings,
all to be thickly bound in a report to gather duSt on desks in .
Fairbanks, Anchorage, and Houston. Somewhere early on in
the process, at the tip of my own pencil, Caribou quit being
living things, with all the mirac_ulous interactions of any spe-
cies, and became an abstract idea. '

I recall the frustration of being bound by those parameters.
I wanted other people to feel what I felt, to observe what I ob
served. I wanted them to know what it was like to see the Arc
tic change so rapidly, to have seen this same tundra world before
development: To have seell it wild and unscarred, and then a
few short years later to see the heart tom from it. When I ex
pressed my concern to one of my colleagues, he reminded me
that scientists pride themselves on being detached, on being
objective. "You can't care about tl1ese animals and do the
work," he said. He was tl1e same one who called Caribou "tun
dra maggots," referring, I guess, to their numbers and the way
a large herd on the move seems to squirm in the distance.

Too many research biologists in tl1e oil fields go numb,
resistant to feeling. The reductionist nature of the "science"
we practiced, the crush ofbureaucratic and corporate demands,
seeing over and over again the destruction of wild places and
wildlife, all these things divorced us from ourfeelings. I know,
though, beneatl1 it all most of us cared. Almost all the field biolo
gists I have ever known are people who began their careers with a
keen appreciation of tl1e wild. I can honestly say that the consult
ing company I worked for was as reputable as they get, com
mitted to good science, at least good science as required by'
the extractive industry. I know, too, that most of us working
there were uncomfortable at some level with what we were
doing, But our reasoning went, if we don't do this study, some
other, less ethical consulting company will. At least we'll do it
the best that it can be done, And beneath that reasoning was
one ever insistent practicality: we all needed to make a living.

Yes, so much of life is justified by the dual rationaliza
tions of inevitability and economics. Al1 of us working there
gave away something important in ourselves when we sold
ourselves to the oil corporations. Something died in all of us,
some deep part, some vital idealism,and passion that feeds the
soul and gives us cause for full living.

When souls are not engaged, wildlife biology (or any sci
ence) becomes an exercise dominated by technicians, com
puter-model addicts, people who have bought the notion that
scientific practice is supposed to be value-free. The old-time
naturalistlbiologist is for the most part missing today (or ig
nored), those men and women who dedicated their whole lives
to understanding intimately a place and the interrelationships
of living thingsjn that place. The patience and deep caring of
that kind of observation are missing. Everything is speeded up
today, computerized, depersonalized, abstracted. Too much
biology has become the questionable science of risk assess
ment, an exercise dedicated to answer only this question: how
far can we push a species with our industrial activities before
it will fail, entirely?



Landscape Stories

. On the North Slope we took the science of abstraction
and risk assessment to a new level; we studied Caribou
knowing full well that nothing would change in the oil fields
if"our study suggested harm to Caribou populations. Our
only intent with the study was to document what was al
ready underway, to blanket with statistical jargon what any
reasonable person could see was a growing disaster for
wildlife and for what was once a wild place. It was already
well documented that cows had ceased calving in a major
portion of their traditional calving areas because of human
activities. This displacement was concentrating the cows
into smaller areas, thus depleting nutrition sorely needed
for calving. Speculation was that calves were being born
weaker, making them more susceptible to mosquitoes and
other stresses. It didn't take a science degree to figure out
that cutting off aCCl:SS to mosquito relief ha~itat added an
other co~plicationto an already higWy complicated exist- .
ence. The effects could not be easily proven with a tidy,
short-term study. All that was needed to see it, though, was
a dollop of common sense. All it took was a willingness to
look honestly, an openness to feeling.

One of the oil companies operating on the North Slope
used to nul an ad in national magazines with a glossy colored
photo of sbme massively antlered bull Caribou grazing con
tentedly by an oil rig. The text went something like this: "Work
ing to protect our environment while providing for America's
future." This catchy slogan used to tum me livid. I knew the
truth. I wondered, why don't scientists speak up, go public,
tell people what's really going on up in the Arctic?

Arctic Fox (Alopex Iagopus) by Martin Ring

BY MY THIRD se~son in
the oil fields I was beginning to
realize that I was in the wrong
'place, working in the wrong busi-

, ness. Each day I sat in my tower
and fantasized about walking east
I saw myself walking quickly,
leaving the oil fields behind. I
walked effortlessly through the
jumble of riv~rs and lakes, fifty
miles east, until I came to the
broad, braided delta of the Can
ning River. Beyond the Canning
was country completely devoid of
oil structures, country untouched
and primal, wild enough to yield
what my overly civilized soul

. yearned to feel again. Beyond the
Canning lies an area the size of
Maine that government bodies
have designated the Arctic Na
tional Wildlife Refuge, one of the
last truly wild places on the planet
Within the boundaries of the Ref
uge, the Brooks Range, wildest

mountains in North America, curves north and comes within
miles of the Arctic Ocean. This mix of mountains, coastal plain,
and ocean makes for a unique ecosystem, superb Arctic wildlife
habitat Ahundred and fifty thousand Caribou annually migrate
unhindered across the Refuge. Wolves still roam hungry-eyed.
Grizzlies and Wolverines prowl the hillsides in search of food.
In the fall, Snow Geese by the thousands stage out on the coastal
plai~ for their flight south. It's an easy place to love. I have
since my fust visit there, twenty-seven years ago.

But why get all misty eyed over so~e "empty wasteland"
as one politician from Alaska called the Refuge? In response,
I'd suggest that loving a place is a big part of what life is about.
One of those frustrating paradoxes of our modem humanness
is that we seem to deny, fear and resist, even destroy; what we
most yearn to experience. One of the ways we avoid feeling
for a place is by staying on the move. We Americans (and I
include myself) are perhaps the world's most restless people.
We migrate, not like nomads following seasons and food, but
because we are unhappy, because we seek something outside
ourselves, sometlung that can never be found. We resist leani
ing to love a place, a landscape, resist risking tllat much inti
macy with sometlung so powerful, because doing so might
mean we have to stay and take a stand. Government policies
support such transience and detachment. The managers of
Nation~ Parks, Wildlife Refuges, and Forests are routinely
transferred every· few years, to keep them from caring about a
place too much. Loving a place, in the industriai/politicallIlind
set, is a sign of weakness, a tragic flaw. Caring about Caribou
is sheer nonsense, gushing sentimentality..
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mean we have to stay and take
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Once, a few years back, while visiting Washington DC, I had
lunch with a veteran environmental lobbyist. He was a pleasaqt guy,
balding and spreading soft in the middle. In the course of our conver
sation he admitted he didn't feel comfortable being far away from
civilization. "I like my amenities," he said. ''I'm more a theorist than
I am a naturalist. I just know it makes good sense to protect the planet,
so I've made a career of it."

"How do y~m get up for it each day," I asked him, "without feeling
some passion for the wild?"

He looked me straight in the eye. ''When you lobby these politicians,
passion's got nothing to do with it. You come here and thes~guys see you
care too much, they'll discount whatever it is you have to say. My advice,
keep feelings out of it." .

I let it go at that, even though I wante<:! to pontificate a bit and sug
gest that buying into the other guys' game only adds to the problem. But
I <;:ouldn't judge his motives; he was involved, doing what he thought he
should. If I understood his reasoning, though, the idea is to approach ev
erything as pragmatically as possible. Leave out the feelings, because
feelings won't sway the policy makers or pay the bills.

I get stumped here. How do I say what I want to say, tie the notion of
caring for a place into the way some people think? How can I not sound
like some emotionally overwrought tree-hugger? It's the challenge of try
ing to describe something outside too.many people's experience.

How long can we,keep fooling ourselves? Our migrations
. are fueled, literally, with oil. The ultimate irony is that in the
quest for and conquest of oil, we 'willingly destroy thousands
of years of migratory evolution, all to keep ourselves moving
at this desperate pace for just a few more years. A case in point
is the mean estimate of the amount of oil that might be found
in the Arctic Refuge. If it ~ere our only source, it would last
the United States six months. What price are we willing to pay
to keep the illusion of our progress alive, to avoid feeling the
truth of our tenuous existence?

AUTUMN COMES to the Arctic in a rush. One day
the tundra is green and the next it's a palette of colors: reds and
rusts and muted yellows. Newly feathered waterfowl begin to
test their wings, restless, pushed by an inner whispering that warns
of the hard hand ofwinter that will soon hold this place.

In my tower I could hear the same whispering. My third
field season was drawing to a close; one joUrney ending and
another uncertain one about to begin.

It was well past midnight, yet the sun was still alive, a tepid
orange orb set low on the northern horizon. The sun cast a dif
fused, yellow light over the tundra, agentler touch than the pale,
angled glare of daytime.

I borrowed a pick-up, and drove over gravel roads, through
a maze of silver pipelines, the capillaries, veins, arteries of the
giant. I passed dozens of well pads, with rows ofmetal sheathed
pump houses standing like space.age knights in reVlie; and re
fmeries with gas flares pulsing red into the night sky; and por
table drilling rigs, set on newly laid gravel pads, far out on the
tundra, towering ten stories high, aliens in a world where the
tallest plant might make a foot. I passed equipment yards with

Arctic Species by Darren Burkey
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rows of Cats and graders and belly dumps; and construction camps, with
lines of portable housing units connected in close rectangular patterns; and
the ordered sprawl of a main operation camp, this one famed for an Olympic.
sized swimming pool, full gyin, and a tropical garden inside.

I drove northeast until I came to the Arctic Ocean. There I pulled to the
side of the road and parked. For most of the year the Arctic Ocean is ice
bound, covered beyond imagination with a solid white armor. Summer,
though, the winds shift from the' northwest to the southeast. By August the
sun has weakened the ice enough that the winds can push it off-shore. It lies
far out to the north then, a shimmering mirage, a refracted white band of
light against the darker curve of the sky.

The Arctic Ocean is for the most part a hostile, crushing environment.
Unfortunately, this does not deter th~ petroleum industry. Beyond my parking
spot, a two mile gravel causewayjutted like a long fmger out into the ocean, con
necting the mainland with an artificial island that hosts another major production
facility. That fall, Arctic Char, migratory fish the local Inuits had depended upon
for centuries, mysteriously failed to show up in normal numbers in the rivers
east of the causeway. State biologists speculated that the cauSeway had short
circuited ocean currents, confusing the fish's navigational patterns. Some
Inuits were saying the same was happening to the Bowhead Whale.

Closer to shore, a natural island hosts one of the few nesting colo
nies of Snow Geese on Alaska's north coast. Shortly after the goslings
hatch, the adult geese swim ashore with them, intent upon walking in
land to feed on vegetation lusher than the island provides. The adult geese
are extremely wary, noticeably ~ensitive to any intrusion, protective of
their young. The biologists observing the geese that summer noted that
for the most part the geese' migr.ation was thwarted by traffic on the
new causeway road. It was easy to guess what this woUld likely mean
for the long-term health of the colonY.

I shouldered a small pack and began walking quickly east. I waded
shallow braids of the Sagavanirktok River, then gained the narrow beach
along the deceptively placid Arctic Ocean. The beach: a slaty gray inter
face between the tundra world.and the ocean, was littered with chunks
of styrofoam and soda cans, survey stakes topped with tags of. red rib
bon, frayed lengths of roPe, and the ever present symbol of modem man
in the north: rusted, fifty-five gallon drums.

I walked, zig-zagging from the beach out onto the tundra, skirting
ponds and small lakes, then back to the beach again. Along the. way I
spotted an Arctic Fox busily investigating a colony of Arctic Ground .
Squirrels, a Snowy Owl perched motionless on its hunting mound, and
out over the ocean, the white-on-black flash of King Eiders in flight. I
must have walked an hour or so before I came to the banks of a black
tundra creek, too wide and deep at its mouth to cross.

At least I was out of the oil fields. I turned south and stared out over
the tundra, the coastal plain that some call barren. In the distance, eighty
miles at least, the peaks of the Brooks Range caught the early morning
light. Somewhere in those mountains, a new road crossed a high pass,
connecting the oil fields with the rest of the .world. Its construction in
the'1970s had speeded up time on the coastal plain, had brought the plain . I

square and immediately into the twentieth century.
I stood still and let the sounds of the tundra take over. Oose by I could

hear the whistled chu-leel of a Golden Plover, and somewhere in the dis
tance, the cry of an Arctic Loon. I felt the wind gather itself, watched it touch
the tundra, bend stands of Cott.on G1;ass, riffle the surface of ponds.

West ofwhere I stood, the oil fields
were witness to what we've been up
to for over three centuries now, the

ill-conceived notion offrontier, of
resources unlimited, the

unque?tioned righteousness and

possibilities of industrial technology.

And to the east, in stark contrast,

there survived. a remnant of

unaltered natufe, the priceless

remains ofaformer world, the pa~h

back to something our de-rzatured
souls yearn for.
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EPILOGUE: My decision to quit the oilfields an.dfollow another
voice led to the production ofThe Last Great Wilderness. a multi
media slide show about the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge and the
dismal reality ofpetroleum development in the Arctic. Along with a
number ofother activists, 1traveled with the show for three years
(1989-91), all over the country. presenting hundreds ofshowsfor
thousands ofpeople. Through the efforts ofmany dedicated people
across America, the Arctic Refuge has several times now been·
rescuedfrom the brink ofdestruction.

Today, though, with the Republican Congress, and key com
millee chairsfilled by rabidly pro-development senior politicians
fromAlaskaJ the Arctic Refuge is threatened ~ore than ever. The
Republican-sponsored budget bill includes projected reve;lUes
from Refuge development. Ifthis bill were to pass the President's
desk, it would mean development ofthe coastalplain ofthe Rifuge.

Fortunately, President Clinton, influenced by Al Gore, has
thusfar stoodfirmfor Arctic Refuge, saying that development
language does not belong in any budget bill. But this is a shaky
stand-offat be.st; theforces that would develop are still pushing.

The best that can be said at this
point is that the longer the budget
bill remains stuck in Congress, the .
greater the chances that no vital
decision will be made until after
the next election.

Environmentalgroups have .
celebrated what appears to be
afwther temporary reprievefor the
Refuge. We are still, though. a long

. wayfrom Wilderness status. Now,
more than'ever, Americans need to
tell the President they support his
standforArctic Refute (202-456
jIll ore-mail,
president@whitehouse.gov). Also

. key is the defeat ofpro-develop- .
ment members ofCongress.

I stood there a wllile ionger, facing east, feeling the first
edges of a new freedom, a release from some long confine
ment. I turned, and began walking back to the· pickup.
Ahead, far off over the coastal plain, a giant plume of black
smoke, a flare-off in the oil fields, trailed northward across
the sky. I

Glendon Brunk lived in Alaskafor Menty-two years. home
steading in the bush for twelve ofthose. He also worked as a
wildlife researc~ biologist. scientific expedition outfitter. wil
derness gUide. andprofessional dog musher(winning the World
Championship of Sprint Racing in '1980). Recently he com
pleted two graduate degrees at the University ofMontana. in
Creative Writing and E!lvironmental Studies. He presently lives
and writes in Missoula, MT (but hopes soon to be teaching at
the college level. somewhere warm and sunny).

I faced east again. I thought of my fantasy of walkilig
to the Arctic Rt;:fuge. I knew that the oil companies, specu
lating on paying quantities of petrolelUll in the Refuge, were
spending millions on a public relations effort to get per
mission from the federal government to develop there. It
struck me then than stood at a place on the planet that sym
bolically focused so many of our modem dilell1l11as. I stood
at the north edge of the world, one of the last places to ex
ploit. To the south, far beyond the Brooks Range, millions
of North Americans were demanding more of everything,
more goods, more oil, and ironically, more wild places to
escape to. West of where I stood, the oil fields were wit
ness to what we've been up to for over ~hree centuries now,
the ill-conceived notion of frontier, of resources unlimited,
the unquestioned righteousness and possibilities of indus
trial technology. And to the east, in stark contrast, there sur
vived a remnant of unaltered nature, the priceless remains
of a former world, the path back to something our de-na
tured souls yearn for. I stood at the interrace of choice. Will
we modern humans continue to deface the world in order,
to perpetuate our illusion of progress? Or can we begin to
face another direction, begin to make the hard choices of
living here in a radically new way?

As I stood there I also realized that I had to ask myself
the same questions. I saw my part in the scarring ofAlaska,
not an active part particularly, more one of a compliance
by silence. I grew angry when I thought of oil development
in the Arctic Refuge, but' what was I doing about it? How
was I-with my participation in the oil fields, my assump
tions and consumptions -different from or more righteous
than the executive who signed my pay check? What was I
doing to guarantee wild places for generations to come?

. The sun was cli'mbing the east flank of its orbit, cast
ing a new, harsher quality oflight across the tundra. I made
a decision: this would be my last season in the oil fields. I
would begin to follow another voice, whatever if <lsked,
wherever it took me.
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The White Ash

FOREST CONNECTIONS

Fraxlnus amerzcana

by Robert Leverett·
illustrations by Heather Lenz

Sometimes when I am alone, my thoughts drift back to childhood associa
tions with trees and forests. When did I become aware of a particular tree or of
trees in a family or species sense? When did the forest beckon me to enter its veil
of green? These reflections receive nourishment from conversations with my good
friend Dr. Michael Perlman. Mike's exploration of the psychological impact of
trees is reshaping my thinking about bonds between humans and trees. Mike's
work has great potential to promote the very health of our species.

My reflections are often triggered by vivid childhood memories of trees I climbed,
swung from, gathered nuts beneath, and hid behind. An odd combination of sycamores, .

. princess trees, and Spanish oaks held my attention, along with a White Pine and a
Tulip Tree in a neighbor's yard. These laller two trees were the yo~mg lords of the
neighborhood. Also affecting me was my first trip
to the Smoky Mountains.

Perhaps one day, I'll understand how this as
sortment of species helped to ·mold my tree-aware
ness. What I am absolutely sure of is that I never
once thought of any of my childhood tree friends in
a commercial sense. The creator had not breathed
life into my woody companions in preparation for
ignominious ends as toothpicks, chopsticks, lawn
furniture and junk mail, hallmark of our wasteful
society: I do recall being privy to the conversations
of adults on the utilitarian value of particular tree
species, such as the chestnut; but the occasional
eavesdropping of a curious child built no storehouse
of knowledge on the uses of wood. It took the sport
of baseball to change that.

As an aspiring baseball player, I was intro
duced to the fine qualities of the ash. Its remark
ably resilient wood entered my thinking in an
athletic context but then gradually dropped out. I
am pleased to say that Fraxinus americana is back
and in a far more satisfying way than my pitiful
batting average would ever have allowed. For in
the view of many tree lovers, myself included, the
White Ash is one of our noblest trees.

As we explore the Whi te Ash, an ancillary ob
jective of this article will be to reveal how this grace
ful tree has entered the thinking of others, in
particular the authors of tree guides. This is my mea-
ger contribution in support of Mike Perlman's work. leaves and seeds of White Ash, showing younger bark
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In most cases Fraxinus americana enters the printed
media conventionally, as one from a standard list of spe,
cies. Sometimes, the ash is inexplicably omitted. The
November 1955 issu~ of National Geographic contains
an article entitled "Wealth and Wonder of Northern State
Trees." The author, William Dayton of the United States
Forest Service, includes maples, birches, oaks', hemlocks,
pines, arid less widespread species such as the Ohio Buck
eye; but the ashes are conspicuously absent. This is sur
prising, sin~ none other than Julia Elen Rogers stated
in the 1914edi~on of her ~legant The Tree Book that the
White Ash "is counted one of the most important timber
trees. It is probably put to more uses than any otller spe
cies." One thus assumes the ash would rate highly in the
thinking of a timber specialist. Perhaps a quality versus
quantity issue is involved. Others, too, have by-passed

pistillate, or seed-producing catkins
illustration try Heather Lenz
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the White Ash. Even with Fraxinus americana's impor
tance to baseball, our national pastime, no state adopted
the Whi te,Ash (or any ash) as its state tree. Though com
merciallyvaluable, the ash seems.to have kept a low proc
file. Let us look. closer at this fascinating, prominent yet
paradoxically illusive species..

THE GRACEFUL CURVES OF THE ASH

Popular descriptions'ofa tree species often are based
\ on observations made in accessible locations such as

yards, city parks, along roads, young regrowth woodlands,
and fields. Drawings and photographs usually depict trees
growing in these locations. InA Ndtural HislOryofTrees
ofEastern and Central North America, Donald Culross
Peattie describes the ash as follows- "when the white
ash is yo~g it has a narrow head. But with age its boughs .

widen until its crown is broader than long; if the
tree is growing in the open without too severe
competition, a great pool of shade results." In the
Handbook of the Trees of New England, Lorin'
Dame and Henry Brooks describe the shape of
the ash ,thus: "in open ground the trunk, separat
ing at a height of a few feet, throws off two or
three large limbs, and is soon lost amid the slen
der, often greatly curving branches, forming a
rather open, rounded head widest at or near the
base, with light and graceful foliage, and a stout,
rather sparse, glabrous, and sometimes flattish
spray." In Importq.nt Timber Trees ofthe United
'States, author Simon Elliot de~cribes the shape'
of the in-forest winteAsh, of greater importance
to timber specialists: "when crowded from early
life, it shoots upward, dropping'all its lower limbs,
and forms a tall stem which when it reaches its
vantage-point, breaks out into a round, open
crown, with'a'few specialized branches..."

Readers of my past article~ may suspect I
prefer tall, straight in-forest grown trees to those
growing in the open. In truth, I am a dispassion
ate observer. Sometimes I want to stand beneath
broad, spreading crowns and ponder the impor-

. tance of large out-reaching limbs, the kind that
may have provided refuge froll). predators for our
distant ancestors. However; I confess that when
it comes to the White Ash, I prefer the in-forest
form. It is not so 'distinctive as the vase-shaped ,
silhouette of the American Elm; butwhen in full
leaf, the in-forest ash takes on a slightly tropical
look. Its limbs sweep up in a "V" shape crowned
with feathery foliage. Eield-grown ashes can be
beautiful, but in maturity, as liml]s are lost, they
often develop an ungainly appearance, as if they
can't decide in which direction to invest new
growth. By contrast, the in-forest ash is majestic,
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rivaling the best ofthe Tulip Poplars for soaring trunks.
However, its gentle upward curving limbs are most
pleasing when the ash has a little growing space. In
forest or open-grown, suffice it to say, the ash is chal
lt~nging to describe.

SIZE

If authors differ in their descriptions of shape, nei
ther do they agree on the dimensions ofthe ash. A Field
Guide to Trees and Shrnbs by George Petrides describes .
the White Ash as re~hing 70 to 80 feet in height with a
maximwn of 100. The diameter is given as 2 to 3 feet
with a maximum on. In Field Book ofAmerican Trees
and Shrnbs, F. Schuyler Mathews lists the trees dimen
sions as "60-75 and occasionally 120 feet high in wood
lands of the Ohio and Mississippi Valleys with a trunk
diameter of 4-6 feet." Donald Culross Peattie refers to

. the ashes that once grew in the virgin forest as capable of
reaching i75 feet and exceeding 5 feet in diameter. Simon
Elliott gives us a good description of virgin ash in Penn
sylvania: "Very fine specimens were found in Pennsyl
vania, especially on the gentle slopes and along the
streams of the Allegheny Mountains. It was there fre
quently seen from one hundred to one hundred twenty
five feet high and four feet in diameter, with a straight
and slightly tapering stem, clean of limbs for fifty to
sixty feet or more." In The Tree Book, Julia'Ellen
Rogers lists the dimensions of the ash as "75 to 125
feet height, with straight columnar trunk reaching 6
feet in diameter." In the Handbook ofthe Trees ofNew
England, Dame and Brooks list the dimensions as "50
75 feet high with a trunk diameter of 2-3 feet."

Despite differences in descriptions, one may con- .
clude that most authors think of the ash as a mediwn
to large tree. The current national champion is 25.3
feet in girth; its height is listed as 95 feet and average
crown spread 82 feet, for 420 points on the big tree
formula. This total surpasses the champion American
Beech; all birches, buckeyes, hickories, locusts, mag- '
nolias; most species of maple; and many species of
oak and willoW.

As readers might suspect, I have something to say
about size. Over the past five years, I have measured
the heights and girths of more White Ash trees than
any other species, excepting White Pine and Eastern
Hemlock. I still have a lot to learn about its potential.
I do know that it grows exceptionally fast, an obser
vation corroborated by others. In The Best Loved Trees
ofAmerica, Robert Lemmon states that the ash "can
reach heights of 50 feet in 30 years." Data I have ac
cwnulated suggest that on favorable sites the White
Ash can sustain a growth rate of 1.5 to 2 feet per year
for the first 50 to 60 years of life, then growth rates
slow appreciably. Four years ago, in the Mohawk Trail

State Forest of western ,Massachusetts, ecologist Tad
,Zebryk and I measured a 68~year-old White Ash to 116
feet in height. Today the tree is nearly 125 feet tall. r
am monitoring it and other trees in the area.

On favorable site's in the Northeast, the White Ash
commonly reaches heights of 100 to 125 feet and diam
eters of2 to 4 feet. Exemplary stands can be found in the

"Mohawk Trml State Forest. One stand on Clark Ridge
has trees in the 120 to 130 foot height range. The largest
girths are 9 to 11.5 feet. I have yet to measure an ash in
the Northeast, or anywhere, that tops 140 feet, but Alan
Smith, a botanist in western North Carolina, measured a
downed tree in the Pisgah National Forest's Big Ivy wa
tershed in that size class.

ASH BARK

Common descriptions of the bark of the White
Ash provide insight into the limits of words to con
vey meaningful information. The Complete Trees of
NorthAmerica-A Field Guide and Natural History, '
by Thomas Alias, describes ash bark as "becoming
thick, 2.5-8 cm thick, deeply fissured with broad, flat,
scaly ridges, dark brown to gray." In The Best Loved
Trees ofAmerica, Lemmon states that "Superficially,
you can tell a white ash by several obvious character-'
istics. One is the gray-brown quite conservatively
ridged and furrowed bark ofthe trunk." In Field Book '
ofAmerican Trees and Shrnbs, F. Schuyler Mathews
notes "Bark dark gray or gray brown, deeply and
somewhat conventionally furrowed into short perpen
dicular channels and strongly confluent narrow
ridges." In A Natural History ofTrees ofEastern and
Central North America, Peattie provides a very dif
ferent description: "ash-gray, finely and shallowly fur
rowed, with innwnerable narrow, flat, braided ridges."
Our Native Trees, by Harriet Keeler, describes ash bark
as "gray, deeply furrowed into narrow flattened ridges,
surface scaly." Handbook ofthe Trees ofNew England
describes ash bark as follows, "Bark of trunk in ma
ture trees easily distinguishable at some distance by
the characteristic gray color and uniform striation;
ridges prominent, narrow, flattish, fmn, without sur
face scales but with fine transverse seams; furrows fine
and strong, sinuous, parallel or connecting at intervals."

To my eyes, ash bark is pale gray with a tinge of
brown. The furrows are of shallow to medium depth.
Old trees have the deepest furrowing. The ridges are
narrow, flat, and sometimes braided or crisscrossed,
giving the diamond pattern often mentioned. The
ridges slough off with age, leaving a slightly papery
(or scaly?) texture beneath. The ridges on young trees
are hard, but age softens ash bark. The thumb pressed
into young ash bark won't compress the bark at all.
The bark of older trees is slightly spOngy.
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ASHWOOD

Ash wood is pale to medium brown. The heartwood
can be fairly dark. The wood of the ash is known for its
strength and pliability, but not durability when exposed
to moisture. Ash wood bends into shapes that make it
useful for the curved backs ofchairs. Its weight has been
listed as anywhere from 391b/cubic ft to 421b/cubic ft. I
suspect that the wood ofthe slow-grown ash with a higher
percentage of summer or late wood is the lighter. Some
authors describe the weight ofash as medium-light, while .

. others describe the weight as mediwn or even heavy, all
this in a variation on pounds per foot. I think ofash wood
as more on the heavy side. Ash wood is very straight
grained. Simon Elliot states that the wood ofslow-grown
old-growth specimens ofWhite Ash is apt to be brittle.
Young fast-grown ash provide the strongest and most
valuable wood, making the ash something ofan anomaly.

ASH LEAVES

The leaves of Fraxinus americana are compound,
from 8 to 12 inches and rarely 16 in length, with 3 to 4·
matched pairs of leaflets and a single leaflet at the tip.
Individual leaflets are 3 to 5 inches long and 1 to 2 inches
across. Leaf shaPe is usUally described as ovate or ob
long lanceolate.

The color of ash leaves is a dull light to dark green
on top and silvery beneath. The veins underneath are of
ten hairy. In the autumn, ash leaves go through a remark
able color transition. Wilson Flagg describes it thus in
his A Year Among the Trees: "The colors of the ash are
quite unIque, and distinguish it from all other trees. Un
der favorable circumstances its coloring process is nearly .
uniform. It begins with a general impurpling ofthe whole
mass of foliage nearly at the same time and the gradual
changes remind me of those observed in sea mosses
during the process of bleaching. There is an invari
able succession in these tints as in the brightening
beams of mom. They are first of a dark bronze, turn
ing from this to a chocolate, then to a violet brown,
and finally to a salmon color or yellow with a shade
oflilac. When the leaves are faded nearly yellow, they
are ready to drop from the tree.... It ought to be re
membered that the gradations of autumn tints ,in all
cases are in the order of those of sunrise, from dark to'
light hues ..." In Trees, Alan Mitchell ·describes the au
tumn show of the ash more simply "from yellow, the
leaves turn orange and then purplish."

Ashes are late leafing throughout most of the tree's
range. Other species are well along in d;isplaying their
new spring garb as ash leaves begin to unfold. The loca
tions ofash on a ridge populated with a mix ofhardwoods
are quickly revealed to the eye less by shape than by the
absence o£.ash leaves until well into spring.
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FLOWERS & FRUITS

. Tree guides give conflicting information on the
flowering strategy of the ash. The flowers appear in
April or May from buds that exhibit scales. Males
flower annually, or nearly so. Female trees flower
heavily every 2 or 3 years. The calyx of the female
flower is deeply lobed, while somewhat bell-shaped
in the male. The greenish flowers ofeach sex appear
on different trees, according to some authors, but can
occur on the same tree, according to others. Male
flowers appear in dense clusters without petals; fe
male flowers appear in elongate, many-flowered clus
ters. The flowers are without petals, possessing 2 to
3 stamens, with nearly black anthers. The fruits ap-

. pear in dense clusters .uP to 8 inches in length. The
fruits are winged, oar-like and spin away from the
female trees. The ash is wind pollinated.

AGE

The.ash is a medium to relatively long~lived

tree. It has no problem living 175 years and can live
to near 300. Donald CuIross Peattie states that virgin
White Ash lived past 300 years. Simon Elliot places
the upper age limit of the tree as 275 years. The great
est ages are achieved by the slower growing in-for
est ashes. The oldest I have personally dated is a270
year old citizen of the Dunbar Valley [see Species
Spotlight, page 105] in the central Berkshires ofMas
sachusetts. Another large ash in the same valley, dated
by my good friend Don Bertollette of the US Forest
Service, is about 240 years. Within the old-growth
stands· of the Massachusetts Berkshires, White Ash
are ill the 160 to 200 year range.

- DISTRIBUTION & ECOLOGICAL NICHE

The White Ash can be found growing from Nova
Scotia west to Ontario at the northern end ofits range,
south to northern Florida and west to eastern Texas.
Its range is close to that of the Northern Red Oak,
with the White Ash extending slightly farther south
in the common western extreme and the Northern Red
Oak extending slightly farther north to the west. The
ash's fibrous root structure allows it to grow in shal
low soils, but it prefers deep, rich, sweet loam, well
watered but drained. Although ash seedlings can per
sist for a time in a closed canopy forest, the White
Ash is a light-loving species. One feature helping the
ash maintain itself in a closed canopy forest is its ca
pacity to root-sprout. In Eastern Forests, John
Kricher lists the White Ash as an indicator species
of the Beech-Maple association, the Appalachian
Cove Forest, and Southern Riverine Forest, and a tree
of old field succession. .
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In Trees, Shrubs, and Woody Vines o/Great Smoky
Mountains National,Park, Arthur Stupka quotes a
1905 Geological Survey paper on the Southern Appa
lachians by Ayres and Ashe as stating that the White
Ash comprised 5 percent of the virgin forests of the
Laurel Creek basin. This is about as high a percent
age of ash as a constituent of old-growth forest as I
am aware. In second growth, the percentage can be
much higher, In second-growth areaS in Maine, White
Ash can occur in dense clusters over larger areas than
is generally true for the rest of New England. Ash logs
do not remain long on the forest floor, for once in con
tact with the soil, decomposition proceeds rapidly rela
tive to many other hardwood species. Areas with high·
proportions of ash show low volumes of woody debris.

The ash is a food source for a wide variety of
birds, including song birds and so-called .
"game birds." Beavers occasionally use ash in
building their dams.

USES

As would be expected, indigenous Ameri:
cans knew the White Ash well. The wood was'
used for .bows, arrows, and canoe paddles. In
American Indian Medicine, Virgil Vogel re
ports that the Delawares used a "decoction" of
buds or bark of the White Ash internally'to
fight the effects of rattlesnake bite.Another use
of White Ash, cited by Vogel (rom a report by
Samuel Stearns, was in curing cancer. The
Penobscots of Maine used the leaves of the
White Ash in a bitter concoction to cleanse af
ter childbirth. White Ash concoctions were also
useful in cases of fever. The Abenaki people
of northern New England believe they were
created from the ash tree, Today ash bark is a
prime resource in making baskets.

, In Tree Medicine Tree Magic, Ellen Evert
Hopman gives the following description for the
medicinal uses of White Ash to herbalists: "In
spring and early swnmer, the young tender tops'
and leaves are used to mltke a fastino tea that. e>

is both diuretic and a laxative (Herbal tradition
recommends it as a weight loss aid.) The infu
sion also benefits jaundice, gout, and rheumatic
conditions, making it a classic spring tonic to
burn off winter fat and to help clear out a
body's system.... The white ash is used homeo
pathically for uterine conditions, especially fi
broids, uterine enlargement, and uterine tumors,
and it is also useful to treat infantile eczema."

PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT
OF THE ASH,FAMILY

Although this article is principally about the White
Ash, it is worthwhile noting that its close relative, 'the
Blue Ash, Fraxinus quadrangulata, is as adored as its
slightly larg,er brother. The sweeping, graceful forms,
of both species impress themselves into the tree
psyche of mortals who need the presence of trees. In
Our Native Trees, Harriet Keeler unabashedly states
that the ash is the most. beautiful ofAmerican species,
Julia Ellen.Rogers, in The Tree Book, says "The white
ash is on~ of the'noblest trees in the American forest,
the peer of the loftiest oak or walnut." In Our Friends
The Trees, PG. Cross reveals his special feeling for
the ash: "N~ nobler tree raises its leafy head in the

staminate, ar pollen-producingflowers
illustration by Heather Lenz
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North American area than the white ash. Of this order
of trees it is the king, in its native soil often topping the
loftiest oaks and walnuts." We see the impact ofnot only
Fraxinus americana on Dr. Cross, but also of the
thoughts of Julia Ellen Rogers.-

I asked Michael Perlman ifhe could summarize the
influence ofthe White Ash on his thinking. In the words'
of the Power ofTrees author, himself:

The White Ash is ofa distinctly artistic nature. He or
she possesses slenderlY oblate yet luxuriant leaves that,
while singular in shape, easily evoke the Blackand the White
Walnuts, and graceful arching branches whose semi-vase
like shape remembers the American'Elm period. To say this
is not to say that the White AshS is a borrowed magnifi
cence, but rather to point to the generousness, even the deli
cacy, Q[the treesdemeanor: it is a quintessentialforest tree
whoseform celebrates-I want to say "paints"-in subtle
shapes and shades reminiscences ofseveral ofits arboreal
neighbors. The barkofthe WhiteAsh has a welcoming char
acter in a depth ofimpressiveness that, conversely, is re
called by the bark of those denizens already
mentioned-American Elm, Black and White Walnuts, es
pecially very young adults ofthose species--and also the
Yellow Poplar. But the bark's regularly interlocking ridges,
ranging from brown to a slightly purpled gray, and rela
tively non-abrasive texture even when quite old, make the
White Ash a peculiarly approachable tree.:' It is no coinci
dence that White Ash ofall shapes·and sizes loom large
amongst those trees that beckoned me back toward trees in
general at a certain point in my life as a writer. When I think
ofhow amazing is the very exi~tences oftrees-the White
Ash stands as signal and definition ofthatforested wonder.

THE ASH'S ROLE IN OLD-GROWTH
FORESTS,

The ash is a sparsely distributed tree in old-groWth
forests. One need only to visit the Adirondack Forest Pre
serve and crui~ the boundaries of the virgin hardwood
zones to witness an abrupt drop in the abundance ofash
inside the old-growth areas relative to its abundance in
the regrowth zone. Its percentage of occurrence likely
varies between I% and 4% in the old-growth zone. In
areas of regroWth, ash can comprise 10% to 15% over
fairly large areas. This fits with John Kricher's descrip
tion in Eastern Forests of the White Ash as a species
that "Invades old fields on mesic sites, persists in ma
ture forests." In Buffalo's Backyard Wilderness, forest
~cologist Bruce Kershner documents the percentage of
White Ash reproducing in an old-growth remnant known
as the Reinstein Woods. Ash was.documented "along
26:.1 % of the general survey transects, but was noted
primarily as seedlings in forest gaps and near enough to
forest margins where more light entered from adjacent
sunny wetland areas." O~ occasion, small old-growth
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patches can contain a higher proportion of large ash
stems, probably exploiting significant areas of distur
bance. The fast growth of the species is part of the an
swer for its temporary dominance, but the ash needs
disturbances to give its seedlings a chance to make spec
tacular bursts orgrowth. Once those disturbances occur
and ash seedlings reach upward, they may become the
loftiest trees in the northern forests. One of the best de
scriptions ofWhite Ash in old-growth forests comes from
the Hough and Forbes 1943 US Forest Servlce report,
The ecology and silvics offorests in the high plateaus of
Pennsylvania: "White ash, like black cherry, occurs in
small groups or as scattered single trees in the virgin
forest. OccasionaJly plateau tops and upper slopes dev
astated by tomados regenerated to white ash, black
cherry, yellow poplar, cucumber magnolia, in mixture
with seedlings and saplings of beech .... In the undis
turbed virgin forest, however, white ash reproduction and
saplings are fairly abundant, and have survived up to 6
inches d.b.h under 50 to 70 years suppression. Ash sap
lings of 30 to 40 years of age were more abundant than
those of other age classes in the virgin forest. Many re
quired 20 to 30 years to reach 0.6 inches d.b.h. Ash sap
lings in such sites persist fully as successfully as the
birches and more successfully than black cherry."

For big tree afficianados, if specimens grow today
that rival the ash's former splendor, then the Great
Smoky Mountain National Park is the logical place to
look. Will Blozan is hunting them now. So far, Will's
finds prove that scatterings of great ash trees in the 13
to 17 foot circumference range are still to be found.
Heights of these trees are in the 130-135 foot class.

FVTURE OF THE WHITE ASH IN EASTERN
FORESTS

The White Ash is declining in some areas of the
Northeast. -Stressed trees seem most affected. The causes
ofdecline are yet to be determined. The long-term prog
nosis for the species is mixed. Other great hardwoods
like the American Chestnut have lost the battle to hu
man interference. Let's hope the ash will not follow suit.
It is a tree that deserves our fondest feelings. I

Though he has beenjoined by many, Robert Leverett
remains the preeminent advocate ofEastern old-growth
forests. He and Anthony Cook have begun work on the
4th Eastern Ancient Forest Cr-11jerence, scheduled jor
15-18 May 1997 at Clarion University in Clarion, PA
(details in a future Wild Earth). Bob Leverett, Will
Blozan, Jack Sobon, and Anthony Cook have begun col
laboration'on a guide book to big trees and how to mea
sure them. The biggest and best ofeach species wilt be
featured. The book will be completed in about a year.
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Friends of the
Boundary Waters Wilderness
by Kevin Proescholdt

T
he Friends ofthe BoundaryWaters Wilderness, celebrating its 20th anniversary
in 1996, fonned during a bitter dispute over the future ofMinnesota's million
acre Boundary Waters Canoe Area (BWCA). In a big dose ofdeja vu allover

again, this wilderness advocacy organization of 4000 members nationwide is scram
bling once more to fight off a major b~-partisan congressional attack on the BWCA
Wilderness that would roll back 70 years ofwilderness protection.

The area's wilderness protectionS date back at least to 1926, when Secretary of
Agriculture William Jardine designated a thousand square miles of Superior National
Forest as the nation's second wilderness. The Boundary Waters Canoe Area was in
cluded as an original unit ofthe National Wilderness Preservation System with passage
of the 1964 Wilderness Act. Unfortunately, the Act also singled out the BWCA to al
low continued logging and motorboat use. This led to a series ofcontroversies through
the late 1960s and early 70s. In Congress, Representative Jiin Oberstar (D-MN), in
whose district the BWCA is located, proposed dismantlin'g the BWCA and removing
400,000 acres from Wilderness status. The Friends promoted Wilderness legislation,
much ofwhich passed in 1978 as the BWCAWilderness Act.

The Republican take-over ofCongress in the 1994 election, however, fueled long
simmering grudges and distaste in northern Minnesota for both the BWCAWilderness
and Voyageurs National Park immediately to the west. Senator Rod Grams (R-MN)
scheduled.90ngressional field hearings for northern Minnesota's International Falls in
August of 1995 to hear the demands, which included (again) dismantling the BWCA
as wilderness by opening the canoe country to motorboats, trucks on portages, and snow
mobiles, as well as stripping Voyageurs of National Park status and turning it over to
the state or counties to manage. Representative Oberstar, still opposed to wilderness;
saw his opportunity to work with the Republican majorities in Congress' to degrade the
canoe country. Representative Bruce Vento (D-MN) has forcefully and eloquently op
posed degradation ofeither the BWCAWilderness or Voyageurs National Park.

Both Oberstar and Grams have announced their intentions to introduce legislation
tIlis year that would tum the BWCA over to a local-control management council. Sena
tor Paul Wellstone (D-MN) is running for reelection in 1996, and Republicans hope to
attack Wellstone on the Voyageurs and BWCAi~ues in order to splinter his support in
either the heavily-Democratic Iron Range of northern Minnesota or with wilderness
supporters elsewhere in the state. .

For up-to-date infonnation about this issue, how to help protect the BWCA Wil
derness and the entire international Quetico-Superior Ecosystem in which it lies, or
how to become a Friends member, contact Friends ofthe BoundaryWaters Wilderness,
1313 Fifth St. SE, Suite 329, Minneapolis, MN 55414; (612) 379-3835.
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.Great Old. Broads
for Wilderness
by Michael J. Hoffer

Time and Trouble will tame an advanced young woman, but an
advanced old woman is uncontrollable by any earthly force.

--:-Dorothy L. Sayers

Acommon theme heard on Capitol Hill these days, especially from the
Republican majority, is the need for America to get back to its tradi

. tional values. Respecting and listening to your elders is one of those
values, and Great Old Broads for Wilderness (GOB) has a message for Newt
and his crew-save Wilderness.

Great Old Broads for Wilderness members, many in their 60s~.70s and 80s,
tramp up mountains, hike desert canyons and spend days in the backcountry
exploring the natural world. Those unable to hike are content to just sit and gaze
into the wild. The act of doing something within wilderness is not so important
as the fact that it is there. TIns belief that wilderness has intrinsic value lies at
the core of the organization's philosophy. . .

The goal of this nationwide organization is to strengthen and add to the
National Wilderness Preservation System. GOB wants to show Congress, poli
ticians and wilderness opponents that wilderness is valuable to' everybody,
whether young or old.

Susan Tixier, president and co-founder of Great Old Broads for Wilderness,
believes this group of old women can provide a new symbolism for environ
mentalists. In other cultures, particularly those close to nature, older women are
keepers of wisdom; they help guide the young by sharing their knowledge for
the betterment of the community.

Besides a s~nse of patience and wisdom gained through decades of life,
Great Old Broads bring an understanding of how pe~anent the loss of wilder
ness is in their lives and the lives of their grandchildren and great-grandchil
dren. They know: what breath is to life, so is wilderness to life.

. Anot~er important part of their philosophy involves spicing life, work and
protest with humor. Humor is a powerful tool. People and organizations who
take themselves too seriously end up fighting amongst themselves rather than.
for the land. Laughter energizes and empowers people to work harder. This ability
to laugh with life defines a Great Old Broad. .

A Great Old Broad is a woman over the age of 45; however, because
broadness is a state of nlind, anybody can be a member of GOB regardless of
age or sex. Still; most of the 1000 members do meet the "technical" requirements.

When Great Old Broads for Wilderness started, they were content to work
as individuals on wilderness issues. Educating people on the values of wilder
ness through talking, sharing, writing letters to editors, and working with local
environmental organizations was the extent of the group's actions. That changed
three years ago as the fight for Utah wilderness heated up.

I
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Individual action gave way to the combined
forces of all the members. In 1994, Great Old Broads
for Wilderness "hugged" Grandmother Mountain in
northern Idaho and held their first "Broadwalk across
Utah." In 1995, with the introduction of the dismal
wilderness bill by Utah's congressiolla1 delegation,
H.R. 1745, they staged another Broadwalk, this time
for four weeks rather than four days.

Each week during the last Broadwalk, they ex
plored a different area of the proposed 5.7 rllinion acre
American Redrock Wilderness Act. At the end of the
week, they met with the BLM officials responsible
for the land's management and demanded that it be
protected as Wtlderness. During the "Broadwalk" and .
at their fifth annual wilderness conference, Great Old
Broad members were interviewed and photographed
by television, radio and print media, helping to bring
national and regional coverage to the wilderness'de
bate in Utah.

A video of the 1995 Broadwalk is being put to
gether for members and other environmental groups
to use to combat claims that wilderness is only for
the yotmg and healthy. Also! Great Old Broads is
working on a book called Circle ofCrones. Canyon
Crones are women whose work and passion for wil
derness are an inspiration to.the rest of the members,
and the book will profile their lives and relationships
with nature.

Great Old Broads for Wilderness wants to con-
. tinue to place their ideas and philosophy of wilder
ness preservation in the forefront of the country's
various wilderness debates, whether in Utah, Mon
tana, Alaska, or any other state. Plans for 19% in
clude another Broadwalk in Utah, a wilderness
conference, and climbing Capitol Hill. .

As the Great Old Broads grow in size and
strength, they will become even more acti ve as a
group and as individuals. It is one thing for wilder
ness opponents and government officials to confront
young, "long-haired, environmental radicals." What
will they do when the people chained to the g~tes of
logging f9ads, perched in trees, and standing in front
of bulldozers are old, gray-haired grandmothers?

You, too, can be recognized as a Great Old Broad
for Wtlderness. Membership dues are $25 a year.
When you join, you will recei ve a Great Old Broads
for Wild.erness T-shirt and the quarterly newsletter,
"Broadsides."

Write Great Old Broads for Wilderness, POB
4921,.Missoula, MT 59806;406/5434205. I

Michael Hoffer is afreelance writer in Missoula,
Montana. Besides editing the"Broadsides" newslet
ter, he writesfor ~gingWest magazine.

Fragments

Our porch has its nests and webs
and now filded each summer be/ween shutter and house
a drop ofshadow with delicate elbows,
its body in the shape ofan M-.

I

Mom ran with a scream from their bedroom
where darkness had edged
in through a screen and clung
to. the grid, silhouetted
above their bed. Bat! Bat!
Two little girls huddled. chilly in flannel
against their mother while Dad
ina shower cap took dictionary
and racket into the room.
Thrashing and thumps andfinally the thud
as book hit body no blood
but a silence that succeeds
the, violence offear.

Evenings our bat creeps from the shutter
to join others who wheel
from the attic.. Our roofer has i.trged
us to install some screening

. but we prefer watching the sky
fill with chaos above our heads.
Our chairs hold us like magnets
as our attic empties its fragments
ofdarkness into the dusk.
And we trust our bats
will return with the light
to pad our eaves,
catching the drafts with their
warm bodies.

-Sheila McGrory-Klyza
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Big Wild Advocates
by HoU:,ie Wolke and Marilyn Olsen

Big Wild Advocates is a service organization designed to en
hance the efforts ofthe wildland conservation movement. We
provide consulting, organizing, educational, and lobbying (to

the extent allowed by law) support for leading organizations and in
dividuals, Writing, public speaking, and the production and distribu-·
tion of vital educational information-such as our Greater
Salmon-Selway Ecosystem and Salvage Mania/Forest Health Sham
publications-are parts of our work.

Primarily, we identify empty niches in the conservation move-'
ment and work to fill them. It's been said that "nature abhors a
vacuum," and so do we. Though we are based in the Northern Rockies
and often are consurried by regional issues, our area of concern is
global and our work includes efforts to enhance wildlands conserva-
tion throughout the United States. .-

Big Wild promotes the protection ofall remaining unroaded and
generally undeveloped wildlands in the US. We work to restore'eco
logically viable wildland ecosystems with self-sustairiing populations
of all surviving native species in all regions of North America. In
short, saving and restoring native biodiversity is our goal. In addi
tion, we support efforts to reduce the human population on a global
scale, because without human population reduction, efforts at wild
land conservation will ultimately fail.

We promote thoughtful debate based upon conservation biology
and upon our intrinsic gut-level biophilic drive to connect with wild
living things and places. We oppose the fuither compromise of na
tive life, land, and water.
\ Big Wild Advocates is an outgrowth of the Greater Salmon

'Selway Project (GSSP), which was formed to promote and defend
the unsurpassed wildland values of the Greater Salmon-Selway Eco
system of central Idaho and extreme western Montana. After three
years, many GSSP goals had been met; GSSP was terminated as an
organization, and the GSSP board ofdirectors then fonned Big Wild
Advocates. Big Wild will maintain GSSPas an ongQing project. Other
Big Wild projects include Grizzly Bear restoration in the Salmon
Selway, exposing the salvage/forest health sham, Northern Rockies
ecosystem protection, and conservation education for young people.

Big Wild Advocates, Inc. is a 50 l-c-3 non-profit. Contributions
are tax-deductible as stipulated by law. We are a non-member orga
nization; thus we do not and will not compete with established grass
roots groups for members.

The Big Wild Board of Directors consists of Howie Wolke,
Marilyn Olsen, and Larry Campbell. Most BWA projects are carried
out by Howie Wolke and Marilyn Olsen. For information contact,
Big Wild Advocates, POB 318, Conner, MT 59827. I

. illustration by Ann Young
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Big Businesses Give Back
to their Grass Roots'

by Amy Flanders

~
ithOut wild areas, the country's most successful outdoors companies would

soon go bankrupt. IIi 1989, companies aware of this fOITIled the Conservation
Alliance to help protect both their business interests and the country's re

maining fragments of wilderness. Member: companies donate time, talent, and media
attention as well as a portion of their. annual earnings. Each year the Alliance awards
grants to those grassroots organiiations who exhibit "a passion for their issue and a
plan of action to get results."

To be a member, a business must be based upon a self-propelled or muscle-powered
outdoor activity that depends upon conservation of the environment. Current members in
clude manufacturers, publishers, retailers, contractors, mills, resort operators, and dealers.
Funds are collected on a progressive scale, with an annual fee structure organized so that
outdoor businesses of all sizes may participate. Specifically, businesses with annual rev
enues of up to $1 rnilliondonate $1000; those with annual revenues from $1 million to $10
million donate $5000; and those with annual revenues over $10 million donate $10,000 or
more. The funds are pooled and distributed to environmental groups' for specific projects
selected by the members. The Alliance is run by a volunteer board so that all membership
fees directly aid grassroots organizations.

Membership has numerous benefits. Most important, companies' support of groups
fighting to save the environment helps pro'tect the outdoors ';Vhich is the source of their
business. Moreover, all members have an equal say in deciding which group receives ftmd
ing; thus if approved for sponsorship, more money may go to a favored enviromuental
issue than a single company could donate on its own. Finally, membership is evidence of a
company's commitment to the environment, an attractive attitude in the "green" consumer
market of today.

Many of us enjoy looking at the picturesque photographs in the Patagonia catalog,
and reading about grassroots organizations fighting to save the wilderness which we ea
gerly explore in our designer gear. Feeling good, we whip out our credit cards and charge
away. Hey, our money is going to a good cause-we are actually doing something to save

. the Earth, right?
In fact, the Conservation Alliance has been "doing something." A $40,000 Alliance

I grant meant victory for the "Tat Wl1d" group fighting a large copper mining company threat
ening the Tatshenshini-Alsek River system of Alaska and Canada. This area became part
of a 24 million acre international wilderness preserve. The Friends of Grandfather Moun
tain used a $40,000 grant to help purchase a crucial tract ofland on the Mountain. Tllis
acquisition saved UQique habitat with en&ngered plants and animals, trout streams, and
hiking trails in one of North Carolina's top tourist areas. Conservation Alliance funds have
helped the Tuolwnne River Preservation Trust stop the construction of a dam on the Oavey
River. A $30,000 grant will be used by the coalition ~f 12 conservation and recreation
organizations to secure federal Wild and Scenic designation of ihe free-flowing Clavey
River. With Conservation Alliance funds, the Sierra Club of Western Canad<t utilized tlle,
Commonwealth Games to gain publicity for the protection ofClayoquot SOlmd from log
ging. A Conservation Alliance grant is helping the Greater Yellowstone Coalition (GYC)
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fight Noianda Minerals Inc.'s attempt to build a gold
mine in an 'area with critical wetlands and Grizzly
Bear habitat. With ConservationAlliance flmding, the
Southern Utab Wilderness Alliance (SUWA) has been
able to pressure the Bureau of Land Management to
update resource management guidelines and to pro.:
tect the Virgin River from darnming.

The Conservation AUiance voted to fund three
new grants in April 1994. Trout Unlimited, with over
70,000 members nationwide, plans to initiate citizen
activism to protect free-flowing rivers, improve
stream flows, reStore trails, and enhance riparian habi
tat for wildlife. The Pinelands Preservation Alliance
(PPA) will use their $49,000 grant to support state
wide lobbying and public education efforts on behalf
of New Jersey's 1.1 million acre Pineland. A grant of
$29,592 was awarded to the Sierra Biodiversity In
stitute (SBI). A non-profit project of the Tides Foun
dation, the SBI will use the grant to conduct a national
public outreach campaign and to publish a book on
the biological, historical, social, and economic ben
efits of preserving the Sierra Nevada ancient forest
wilderness.

Most grassroots organizations lack extensive
fund-raising capabilities, and for this reason, a grant
from the Alliance can mean the differenCe between
success and failure. Unfortunately, many of the mem
ber businesses are still unaware of the numerous
grassroots organizations and their work. Libby Ellis,
formerly with Patagonia, now with The Nature Con
servancy, believes the Conservation Alliance's out
reach could be widened with greater participation
from member companies. If member companies
brought more proposals before the board and became
more involved with environmental issues in their own
communities, a greater number of environmental or
ganizations could receive grants. Libby urges grass
roots groups to be "more proactive in calling the
Alliance members and asking members to support and
'sponsor' their proposals." Outdoor businesses need
to be made aware of what ~s currently happening on
the environmental front; environmental activists
should encourage those buying equipment to buy
from Alliance member companies.

So, next time you hit the catalogs or the camp
, ing stores, keep in mind the following list of Con

servation Alliance members and their products and
services,

For more information contact The Conserva
tion Alliance at 6750 S. 228th Street, Kent, WA,
98032, (206) 395-5957. I

Amy Flanders prepared this article while serving
as Wild Earth intern. She is now back at Middlebury
College. in the EnvironmentaL Studies Program.
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if'"~The Conservation
, ~ Alliance

Outdoor business giving back to the outdoors.

x Elected Board Members
, Permanent Board Members

x Grabber International - handwarmer manufacturer
x Kirwin Communications - public relations, communications firm
" Kelty Pack - packs, sleeping bags,
, The North Face - tents, packs, outdoor clothing
, Patagonia - specialty outdoor clothing, rain gear
, Recreational Equipment Inc, - outdoor gear retailer and mail order co-op
x BackRacker's Pantry - backpacking food
x Outdoor Retailer - trade magazine
x Thor-Lo Sock Company - socks

Adventure 16 - outdoor gear, retail and mail order in southern California
AlpineAir Quality Foods
Backpacker MagaZine
Browning - specialty outdoor gear and clothing
Burlington Industrit:ls - fabric
Campmor - outdoor gear, retail and mail order
Colombia Sportswear ~ outdoor clothing
Consoltex - fabric
Eagle Creek Travel Gear - packs and travel gear accessories
Gregory Mountain Products - packs
Haroorside Graphics Sportswear - specialty t-shirts
Hoechst Celanese Corp. - fabrics
Johnson CampinglJWA No. America - backpacks, Eureka tents
Kenyon Consumer Products - thermal underwear, technical accessories
Lowe Alpine Systems - packs
Lowepro Camera Bags - camera packs
Malden Mills Industries - fabric
Mountain Safety Research - backpacking stoves
Nike - footwear
Orage Vetements Sportswear - outdoor clothing
Outside MagaZine
Perception - whitewater kayaks
Reebok International Ltd. - footwear
Rennie Publications - outdoor industry trade publications
Self-Propelled Outdoorsmen - outdoor retailer
Sorensen's Resort - Sierra Nevada resort
Spiker Communications - public relations firm
Sporting Goods Manufacturers Association - outdoor industry trade group
Squincher, the ActiVity Drink - liquid replacement activity drink
Teva Sport Sandals - Teva sandals and Deckers footwear
The Timberland Company - clothing and' footwear
Vasque Division - hiking boots
w.L. Gore & Associates - Go~e Tex fabric
Walrus - tents
Yakima Products - multi-use car racks
YKK (USA) - zippers and accessories
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APpalachia-Science in the Public Interest
(ASPD seeks to make science and technol
ogy. responsive to the needs of lower income

people of Central Appalachia so that they Q1ay live
in ways compatible with the full range of wildlife
in one of North America's most diverse ecoregions.
Our goal is to introduce and cultivate ecological
principles and appropriate technology among people
who cannot afford the additional time or money
presently needed to participate in sustainilble
lifestyles. For example, we promote using renew-.
able energy sources, consuming organically grown
food, and working to preserve native ecosystems ..
This goal has been achieved over the past two de
cades by a variety of activ,ities such as production
of educational materials, assessments of other non
profit groups, and the introduction'of a sustainable
forest program. ASPI has developed several low
cost appropriate technologies, including three types
of cisterns and five models of dry composting toilets.

The AppropriateTechnology Demonstration Cen
ter, originally started as a "Science for Citizens" project
by the National Science FOlllldation, is now the oldest
of four ASPI programs. The Center is located on the
banks of southeastern Kentucky's Rockcastle River,
which is a candidate for federal designation as a Wild
and Scenic River, only two miles from Exit 49 on In
terstate-75. It is surrounded by the Daniel Boone a
tional Forest and the grounds consist of 32 wooded
acres owned by ASPI and an adjacent 150-acre land
~st, also mostIy forested. The physical facilities in
clude a solar demonstration house, low-cost housing
examples (~ yurt, dome, and cordwood building), an
appropriate technology and environmental library,
camping facilities, three solar greenhouses, and three
intensive organic gardens. .

ASPI Publications strive to put teclUlical and edu
cationalli,terature in the hands of average citizens. One
major source of AS'PI funding has been twenty years
of the "Simple iif«style Calendar" with hints for ev
ery day of the year. Other publications include books,
reports, brochures, and a series of38 appropriate tech-

ASPI: A Profile
by Al Fritsch

nology papers on such subjects as mulching and Ap
palachian edible wild plants. In the last two years a tele
vision program, "Earth Healing," has been produced

.on a monthly basis, along with a senes of oral and video
histories on Appalachian practices worth preserving,

The Resource Assessment Service is a systems
approach to resource use that helps organizations and
communities become self-sustaining through analysis
of physical facilities, land use, water, wildlife, energy,
waste management, food, indoor enviroIUnent, trans
portation, and COlllllllUtity relations. Suggested ten-year
environmental development plans are offered along
with a discussion of existing resources. The assess
ments have been conducted for 108 non-profit groups
in 25 states, '

ASPI's newest program is tIle AppalachiaII Sus
tainable Forest Center, also loCated on the demonstra
tion grounds. It includes eco-fore.:;try demonstration
plots and over four miles of nature trails. OtIler forest
projects include a slide show on the Mixed Mesophytic
Forest (ASPI's Center is located near the geographic
center of tItis highly varied hardwood forest), which
has been shown to tIIOllS,lIlds of school kids in the re
gion; tIle sponsoring of Kennlcky Forest Watch (a coa
lition of environmental groups developing an
alternative pl<ill for tIle D<iltiel Boone National Forest
[see Chris Schimmoeller's article in tItis issue's Up
dates]); participation in a region-wide forest health
monitoring project tIlat has established, <illd is training
citizen monitors for, fIfty sites in Eastern Kentucky;
and research ou several broader forest issues - the con
cept of a "Forest COInmons," the enviroIUnental im
pact of off-road velticles [see Paul Kalisz's Biodiversity
Report in tItis issue], aIld rCnUl<illts of the East's origi
nal forests, which we will catalog in <ill Eastern Old
Growth CleaIlnghouse. I

At Fritsch. SJ. is Director ojASP! (Route 5 Box
423. Livingston, KY 40445) and author ofnUlnerous
books ineluding 8n'iro1Ullental EtlJics, Renew the Face
of the Earth, and Down to EartII Spiriniality.
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The Role of Private Lands
in an Ecological Reserve System'
by Jamie Sayen

There is reason for optimism

that many smallforest kind

owners (less than one

'thousand acres) will leap at .

the opportunity to

incorporate their lands into

a state, regional, national,

and, ultimately, a

continental Wildlands

reserve system.
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TO FULLY IMPLEMENT the vision ofThe Wildlands Project, we must develop
a strategy' for establishing reserves on lands not currently in public ownership.'This is
especially critical for lands east of the 100th meridian, where the general pattern is
scant public ownership, higWy fragmented land ownership patterns, and considerable
urban and suburban development and sprawl.

Here in the Northern Appalachians, there are two basic patterns ofnon-public owner
ship ofland: (1) huge tracts ofabsentee-owned forest lands that are' essentially uninhabited
by hum'ans on a year-round basis (although they are criss-crossed with logging roads and .
are heavily logged); and (2) small, privately-owned tracts, which are generally more devel
oped (ranging from remote rural communities to cities and suburbs). The Northern Appala
chian Restoration Project has already offered a proposal for a HEADWATERS Wilderness .
Reserve Sys~m in the unpeopled, absentee-owned lands (see "A Second Chance for the
Northern Forests," Wild Earth, Winter 1995-1996 pages 37-39). In this article I address the.
more fragmented, developed and populated lands of the Northern Forest region.

In our HEADWATERS proposal, yve indicated that "Phase 2" would evaluate the de-
veloped regions of Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont using the conservation biology

.strategies outlined by Noss and Trombulak. Serious ecological and political problems in
these more developed areas will make the work ofPhase 2 difficult. Large timber holdings
in the HEADWATERS region have been severely degraded by two centuries ofunsustainable
logging, fire suppression, plantations, pesticides, road-building, dams, and persecution of .
native carnivores, yet they remain relatively well-covered with forest, waiting to be allowed
to reco~er ecological' vigor In contrast, many of the small private tracts have been con
verted to urban, suburban or agricultural purposes. Moreover, politically, it is easier to deal
with a very small number oflandowners (many of whom are in the process of unloading
large tracts ofland), where there are no year-round inhabitants, for prices thatftverage about
$200-300 per acre over a 10-million acre region, than to deal with the many small land
owners in a more inhabited region.

Conservationists cannot, however, sacrifice the latter areas. Most of the region's en
dangered species and natural communities are located in areas attractive to both people and '
wildlife. Due to development, fragmentation of ownership, and the presence of several
million human residents, it will be much more difficult to acquire large contiguous tracts of
land in these generally more southerly 'areas; it will cost much more per acre; and the task
ofecological restoration is much more daunting.

. Thus, it will be essential to use all scientific tools-GIS, GapAnalysis, Natural Heri
tage Inventory, and restoration ecology research--as well as local knowledge and a great
deal ofeducation and outreach to affected residents ofthe area. Widespread public support
will be a prerequisite for designing politically palatable reserves that effectively pro
tect native biological diversity and ecosystems.

I .
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Fortunately, here in New Hamp
shire-and I believe in almost every for
ested state in the United States-there is
reason for optimism that many small for
est land owners (less than one thousand
acres) will leap at the opportunity to in
corporate their lands into a state, regiollaI,
national, and, ultimately, a continental
Wildlands reserve system,

~e 1995 New Hampshire Forest In
ventory Project discovered that "landown
ers representing an estimated 1,344,589
acres of forest land do not expect to allow
their lands to be available for harvest dur
ing their ownership tenure." This repre
sents about28% of the non-public forestland
in the state. The bulk of this land lies outside
(south of) the HEADWATERS region.

This means that owners of approxi
mately 30-40% of the most developed
parts of the state are already managing
their lands for some of the values of The
Wildlands Project, albeitwithout any co
ordination on a statewide basis or collabo
ration with 'their neighbors.

Leaders of the NH forest products in
dustry have expressed concern and regret
that these lands are unavailable for timber
harvesting. Some even urged the steering
committee that wrote the state "Forest
Resources Plan" (FRP, released in spring
1996) to develop methods for persuading
these landowners of the ecological benefits
of timber management. '-:8

At the same time, many of these same
industry and landowner leaders helped to
establish a state Ecological Reserve Steering Committee
(ERSC) in Autumn 1995. The FRP explicitly calls for the es
tablishment of a state ecologica). reserve system, and it encour
ages, towns to consider including town-owned land in a
statewide system of ecological reserves. .

As an ERSC member, I have come to believe that iristead
of a state-sponsored lobby effort to persuade landowners to re
considet their attitudes toward timber harvesting, New Hamp
shire should make a virtue of this situation and offer these
landowners a second option: emoll their lands in a state eco
logical reserve system.

The H ERSC should develop, support programs that
encourage the owners of these 1.3 million acres to formally
and voluntarily participate in a state ecological reserve sys- '
tern. This approach would have many virtues in addition to
helping to protect the state's ecological integrity:

illustration by Libby Davidson

1) It would respect landowner desires not to cut trees;
2) It could give technical assistance and incentives, includ

ing current use tax breaks, to landowners who want to
participate in a program that helps support the ecologi
cal integrity of the state;

3) It could protect more than one-quarter of the state in an
Ecological Reserve System;

~) The land would not have to be acquired, and therefore
would be much less costly'to incorporate into the reserve
system.

I have been extremely heartened by the preliminary re
sponse to this proposal, from industry leaders, large land
owners, and state forest policy makers, and I am confident
that the idea will receive a genuinely good-faith examina
tion by the ERSC in the next couple years.
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There are, however, some very important limits to
bear in mind. We do not know how many of the most
ecologically sensitive and critical lands are owned by
individuals who do not wish to harvest their lands. Eco
logically significant lands owned by people who do not
wish to cut their lands would be priority tracts for in
clusion in the state Ecological Reserve System.

Another problem is that average landownership for the
state lasts only seven years, and future owners may not hold
the same attitudes. Further, a very high percentage ofland
owners is over 65 years ofage. Anew owner might wish to
practice forestry, or a new owner might wish to develop
the land-thus removing it from both the timber system and
the Ecological Reserve System. The solution to this is to
offer the current landowner an opportunity to place an "eco
logical reserve" easement on herlhis land in exchange for
estate, income, and property tax relief. Many landowners
may opt to donate such an easement-thus generously con
tributing to the ecological and economic legacy ofthe state.
Donated "Forever Wild" easements should be the highest
priority.

We will not be able to secure all lands needed for an
Ecological Reserve System on existing public lands and
from lands owned by people not interested in tree-harvest
ing; nor will we solve all problems relating 19 'babitat and
ownership fragmentation. We can, however, take a giant step
in the establishment of an Ecological Reserve System by
ascertaining landowner attitudes in more developed areas
and then designing easement, zoning, taxation, and other
incentives to landowners to manage their lands both accord
ing to their wishes and in harmony with the goals ofa state/
regional/national/continental Ecological Reserve System.
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How might this work? We know several things about
the NH landowners who don't wish to cut their-forest lands:
I) Their motivation for not cutting is probably aesthetic and!

or stems from concerns for wildlife;
2) They can afford not to cut;
3) A great many are at or beyond retirement age;
4) Much of this "unavailable" land is located in central

and southern New Hampshire where development and
fragmentation are greatest, where there are the most en
dangered species and communities, and where there is
the least public land.

Ecological Reserve Easements
Participation ill the NH system ofEcological Reserves

by private landowners would be voluntary. However, it is
essential that once a landowner decides to participate, her/
his lands remain in the reserve system; new owners must not
have the ability to withdraw such lands from tl?-e reserve sys
tem. This will require "ecological reserve easements" that
permanently incorporate such lands into the state reserve
system. EREs will, like traditional "conservation easements,"
prohibit development; they may also prohibit other extrac
tive activities such as logging and mining. However, each ERE
will be qesigned to meet the needs of the specific situation.
Lands containing rare, fragile or especially significant eco
logical features should be managed as Wilderness. Lands that
are less ecologicallycritical, butprovide importantbuffering for
more sensitive lands, could be managed as part of a buffer
zone where some low-impact forestry may be permissible.

Since the decision to participate will be voluntary, it will
be up to the landowner and managers ofthe ERS to develop .
appropriate easement language.

.illustration by Libby Dtroidson
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Donation or Acquisition?
New Hampshire and most other Eastern states currently

have very limited land acquisition funds. The situation may'
improve'in coming years as citizens become more aware of
the need to protect biological integrity in every region, but we
canDot count on this. In any case, we should develop incen
tives and tax policies that encourage landowners to donate
Ecological Reserve Easements on their lands to the state Eco
logical Reserve System.

While we cannot expect that all landowners will.be will
ing or able to donate an easement, we should provide them with
an attractive opportunity to do so. Despite the seeming ascen
dancy of the politics ofmean-spiritedness, many citizens would
leap at the opportunity to Commit an act of generosity toward
their fellow citizens, future generations, and all the other crit
ters native to the area.

Reduction of property taxes, an income tax deduction for.
the value of the donated eaSement, or estate tax deductions for
heirs who make such post-mortem donations are some of the
possible incentives. Priority for acquisition of.Ecological Re
serve Easements should be for critical tracts whose owners
cannot or will not donate to the system.

Objections
Property Rights: Anti-environmental property rights ex

tremists will call this a "land grab" and a violation of property
rights. Such charges are silly. Participation would be volun
tary. If a landowner does not wish to sell or donate an ease
ment or full title, she/he will not be coerced. Eminent domain
is almost never used to acquire land for ecosystem protection;
rather, it is a favorite tool of the builders of our interstate high
way system, for dams, and for other environmentally-destruc
tive development projects. Curiously, the so-called "property
rights" defenders never seem to object to economically-moti
vated "takings."

Property Taxes: Municipal officials will object to a loss of
property tax revenue. This is a myth that refuses to give up the
ghost. Countless studies show that open space lands are a net
plus for towns because they require next to no services. If we
add the economic benefits of healthy lands which provide clean
air and water and attract tourists and recreationists, reserve lands
become even more attractive financially. Still, the real argu
ment is qualitative - protecting our life support system enriches
our quality of life regardless of what the bean-counters say.

State Forest Policy Issues
1) State forest resource plans should recommend the establish

ment of a system of ecological reserves dedicated to the
protection of ecologicaJ. integrity.'

2) There should be explicit reference to the role that private
lands can and must play in such a system.

3) Landowner education is vital. Currently states provide in
formation to landowners about limber and wilcllife manage
ment, some ofwhich is based on out-mooed, non-sustainable

premises. States should also provide information to landown
ers about the Ecological Reserve System and how private land
owners can participate. Thus, rather than pressure reluctant
landowners to log their lands, the state should be an honest
broker offering responsible stewards a range of options.

4) Current zoning regulations should be reviewed for their im
pacts on land protection. Baniers to reserve creation should,
be removed.

5) States should work with municipalities regarding the inclu
sion of town forest lands in an Ecological Reserve-System.

6) States should provide support for landowners to assist them
in conducting biological surveys on their land~.

7) States should develop infonnation for landowners about the
best methods for protecting native biological diversity and ec0

system processes on both managed and unmanaged lands.
8) The input of conservation biologists on all these i~sues

is essential.

Limitations
The approach outlined above is a vital supplement to tra

ditional strategies of public land acquisition and wilderness
designation. It is rwt a substitute for such actions. The public
must begin to acquire critical tracts-especially large,
unfragmented tracts.

.And private land management for forestry and agricul
·ture must improve dramatically to genuinely sustainable,
lOW-impact levels.

Conclusion
For the past several years, we have heard llllqlerous voices

of selfishness parading under the banner of "property rights."
At times the din has been so loud that it seemed almost as ifall
landowners were selfish, short-sighted, and hostile to basic
community values. The landowner snrvey in New Hampshire
exposes this falsehood and demonstrates that most landown
ers care for the land'and for the rights of oth;er speCies and fu
ture generations. Proponents ofWIldlands in regio~dominated
by private land holdings can substantially enlarge potential re
serves, for little if any money, by offering these caring land
owners an opportunity to put their values to work in a
coordinated, efTectivt? manner. At the same time, they will be
striking a blow for landowner and community rights. I

Jamie Sayen is the editor and publisher ofThe orthern
Forest Forum (POB 6, Lancaster, NH 03584), and owner ofa
small tract offorest illllorthem New Hampshire. ,
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Easing Private Lands'
into Wilderne.ss Netvvorks
.by Brian Dunkiel

Conservation easements should be used to protect functioning eco
systems that exist on private property. While the NorthAmerican
Wilderness Recovery Strategy is a long-term commitment, it is im

poriant to take advantage of the opportunity that conservation easements
present us with today. (Fot· background on conservation easements and land
trusts, see Wild Earth fall 1995, page 62.) On-the-ground implementation of
wilderness proposals is vital for spreading The Wildlands Project vision. The
Wildlands Project should therefore endorse a program to facilitate coopera
tion among wilderness activists, scientists, land owners', and land trusts to
conserve functioning ecosystems. Such a program could be seen as an inte
grated wilderness conservation strategy, involving as it would all types of
people and all types ofland. ..'

An integrated wilderness co~ervation strategy would promote discourse
with diverse groups who value protected lands for a variety of reasons. By

encouraging conservation groups,
land trusts, and agencies to con
sider the values ofbiodiversity and
wilderness as they target lands for
easements, and by suggesting
sound conservation management
practices, the program would play
'a practical and important role in
the realization of the broad aims

. of the North American Wilderness
Recovery Strategy.

Conservation by acquiring the
development rights to private prop
erty is rapidly growing, and local
land trust organizations, the groups
priniarily responsible for easement
acquisition, exist all over the coun
try. For some land trusts, biodiver
sity protection is a prominent factor
in determiOing which lands to pro
tect. For others it is.not..:....-yet. An
integrated wilderness conservation
strategy would promote opportuni
ties for wilderness activist groups to
inform land tru~ about wilderness
proposals within their jurisdictions.

No matter what their purpose,
most land trusts use fairly standard

Ermine by Bob Ellis
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(boiler-plate) language to protect lands
by easements. Land trust lawyers often
reason that standard easement language,
which has withstood court challenges, is
more effective and efficient in the long
run than crafting new language for each
land par<;el. This routine practice ignores
that all landis unique-a fact recognized
even by the sometimes archaic law of
contract and the remedy of specific per
formance. The law generally regards
each tract of land as unique and' there
fore impossible to duplicate. PThe Re
statement of Contracts - black letter
contract law - recognizes that all tracts
ofland are unique. Specifically, in a dis-'
pute over a land sale, the injured buyer
in the contract can ask for the land itself.
This is known as specific performance,
and is different from most contractual
situations in that usually the injured party
can only ask for money or other dam
ages-not specific perfonTIance of the
contract. So, if legal scholars have rec
ognized that alllaIld is uruque, then land
trust lawyers should as well. This
would support more creative easement
writing, designed specifically for the
land at issue.

Easements drawn pursuant to an
integrated wildlands strategy would
recognize that all land is unique; ease
ments would be tailored to protect
functioning ecosystems. Ecosystems
would be protected because activists,
scientists, land owners, and land trusts
'Yould work together in project selec
tion and easement design.

An integrated strategy would en
courage land trusts to amend or write
project selection and easement design
criteria. New project selection criteria
ought to consider a land's location on
network reserve maps, in addition to tra
ditional considerations, such as develop
ment !hreats.

Easement language should limit
land usages accordiilg to the land's lo
cation in either a core, corridor, or buffer.
Design criteria sho~d be consistent with
the objectives ofnetwork reserve design
set out by Reed' oss:

(1) Represent, in asystem ofprotected
areas, all native ecosystem types and
seral stages across their natural range
of variation. (2) Maintain viable popu
lations ofall native species in natural
patterns ofabundance and distribution.
(3) Maintain ecological and evolution
ary processes, such as disturbance re
gimes, hydrologicalprocesses, nutrient
cycles, and biotic interactions, including
predation. (4) Design and manage the
system to be responsive to short-term
and long-term environmental change
and to maintain the evolutionarypoten
tial oflineages.

Accordingly, the easement would make
clear that the landowner intends to con
serve the land as "forever wild." Ease
ments protecting cores and corridors
would likely disallow resource extrac
tion, while easements protecting buffers
might per:nllt environmentally benign
forms of agriculture and recreation.

The need is pressing to Introduce
conservation biologists, land trust law
yers, property owners, and activists to
each other. Doug Cornett, from
Northwoods Wilderness Recovery
(NWR), for example, has spoken to me
about his interest in making conserva
·tion easements part of NWR's overall
wilderness recovery strategy. It is time
to match the science expertise of groups
such as NWR with the legal knowledge
of local land trusts (or local lawyers'
where no local land trust exists) to imple
ment wilderness proposals.

The Land Trust Alliance National
Rally, taking place this year in
Burlington, Vermont (17-20 October),
presents an excellent opportunity to be
gin this dialogue. Additionally, wilder
ness activists should attend to become
better irlfoimed about conservation ease
ments and land trusts presently protect
ing lands in their region. I

Brian Dunkiel (POB 622, South
Royalton, VT 05068) recently gained a

. degree in en,viromnentallaw at Vermont
Law School.

An integrated strategy

would encourage land
trusts to amend or Write

project selection and

easement design
criteria. ~ .to consider a'

land's location on network

reserve maps ...

lRestatement (Second) of Contracts 12, § 360 (I9--.J

Hooded Merganser by Bob Ellis
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Ail· Investigation of the Trade-off Between
Jobs and the Environment for the National
Forests of the Lake States Region*
by Daniel G.,Cottam

A lthough many studies have shown that there is no trade-off between jobs and the
environment on a national scale, reduction of timber outputs can have local con
sequences on levels of employment (Goodstein 1994). In the Pacific Northwest,

the "jobs vs. owls" controversy generated widely varying estimates of the number of jobs
that would be l~st due to protection of ancient forests (Western Ancient Forest Campaign
1995). This controversy inspired me to investigate the relationship betWeen'jobs and the
environment in the National Forests of the Lake States region: Minnesota, Wisconsin,
and Michigan.

I took values for each variable from the altemativenianagement plans described in
the 1986 final environmental impact statements filed for these forests as part of the long
range management plans reqUired under the 1976 National Forest Management Act I noted
the level of forest related employment predicted to result from forest operations, the level
of timber harvest, and the area devoted to semiprimitive nonmotorized recreation (SPNM).
I used the level of timber h.arvest as a variable indicating the level of human disturbance
across the forest. I used the area devoted to semiprimitive nonmotorized recreation as an
indicator of the amount of interior forest/remote habitat provided by the various.manage
ment alternatives.

Interior forest habitat and remoteness were chosen as beneficial qualities because
species requiring these have declined in abundance since the arrival of European settlers
to the region. Some, such as the Cougar, have been extirpated from the region (Depart
ment of Natural Resources 1973). Others, -such as the Wood Thrush, continue to decline
as a result of human alterations to the landscape (Robinson et al. 1995). Gray Wolf popu
lations are negatively associated with road density (Mladenoff et aI. 1995). Fragmenta
tion is the principal threat to most species in the temperate zone (Wilcove et al. 1986).

SPNM was chosen to indicate interior forest and remote habitat because the level of
human disturbance in these areas is less than in the rest of the forest and roads 'are closed
to motor vehicles. Interior forest and remote conditions are therefore more likely to be
found in areas designated for SPNM than in the rest of the forest.

The jobs vs. timber harvest investigation revealed that there need not be an immedi
ate reduction in employment associated with reductions in timber harvest. Predicted em
ployment could actually be increased by 89 jobs (0.5%) for the region as a whole without
reducing employment in any forest despite a six ~rcent reduction in timber harvest for'

* This is a brief synopsis from a Master's thesis deposited at Mel)1Orial Liliral)' at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. The author thanks Dr. Laurel Travis
and Professors Donald Waller, Raymond Guries, Joseph Bongiorno, and Grant Cottam for assistance in the completion of the project, which was funded in
part by the Conservation Biology and Sustainable Development travel fund.
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the region. Selection Qf the plans with the low
est level of timber harvest resulted in a 35%
reduction in harvest accompanied by an 8% re"
duction in employment.

The jobs vs. SPNM investigation pro
duced similar results. An increase of 181 jobs
for the region (1.0%) could be attained with
out reducing employment in any forest despitt<
an increase of 19,000 acres of SPNM (1.6%)
for the region. Selection of the plans with the
most SPNM resulted in an increase of 301 ,000
acres of SPNM (25%) for the region accom
panied by a loss of 872 jobs (5%).

In sum, this study revealed that modest
reductions in timber harvested from the Na
tional Forests of the Lake States region need
not result in decreases in employment. Harvest
could be reduced by 6% with no reduction in
employment at any forest, or by 13.7% with
no associated drop in regional employment.
Siniilarly, increasing the area devoted to SPNM
did not cause an immediate decrease in em
ployment. SPNM could be increased by 1.6%
without reducing employment at any forest or
by 17% without decreasing employment on the
regional level. Combining constraints pro
duced similar results.

The jobs numbers used in this study are
predictions made by the Forest Service using
IMPLAN. The accuracy of this study therefore
depends on the accuracy of IMPLAN.

Moreover, the management plans pre
sented in the environmental impact statements
do not represent a broad range of alternatives.
This study should therefore not be considered
as an endorsement of any group of alternatives..

. If the range of planning wa.s broader and more
consistent between forests ,'this analysis would
be more meaningful.

A trade-off between local jobs and timber
harvest does exist, as does a trade-off between
local jobs and SPNM. However, significant re
ductions in timber harvest or increases in
SPNM can be made with little impact on local
employment. If the forests are viewed on a re
gional basis as opposed to a forest basis, even
greater reductions in timber harvest and in
creases in intenor f"fest are possible without
affecting regional employment levels. I

Raccoon, linoleum cut by Brian Beard
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The "Public!! Institution's
Twisting the Ear of Congress
by Michael Robinson

RANCHING AT THE CENTER OF THE "MY USE" MOVEMENT

While skiing through the avalanche ofpro-extinction legislation tumbling out ofCon
gress, the conservation community must, as Dave Foreman and David Johns pointed out
last year, also take the offensive. To be effective, we must understand why our message has '
not taken root with the voting public (as Dave's Summer '95 "Around the Campfire" eluci
dates), and the institutional basis for the political power of the Wise Use (AKA"My Use")
movement. In a previous Wild Earth article,! I discussed state wildlife policy, and Sinapu's
attempt to forge a state biodiversity policy. Herein, I'd like to expand that discussion to a
general look at why it might appear from the behavior ofelected officials that the majority
of people in the public lands states of the West vehemently oppose rational conservation
policies. To do so, I will mainly reference Colorado, a state with an urban, (relatively) eco
logically-minded populace, led by anti-Nature elected officials.

The clearest look at the My Use movement must focus on the hegemony ofranchers in
public lands policy. Ranchers have been at the center ofefforts to privatize public lands
the heart ofthe My Use agenda-since the 1890s street protests in Denver and elsewhere in
the country against President Grover Cleveland's creation ofForest Reserves (subsequently

.renamed National Forests). A century later, the My Use agenda remains the same, now
incarnated as Senator Pete Domenici's Public Rangeland ManagementAct (S. 1459), which
would make grazing the dominant use of Forest Service and BLM lands, divest the public
ofany meaningful participatory role in grazing decisions, and enshrine livestock grazing as

a right, not a privilege. To understand why Congress pursues a viru
lent anti-Nature agenda,' and why the Administration refuses to stand
up for environmental laws, we must understand the role ofranching in
the "politic;U economy" of the West.

RANCHING OLIGARCHY DERAILS
PRESIDENTIAL AGENDA

The President didn't stop after his IJ1asterful political campaign.
With only a fewdays to regain his voice and catch up on sleep, Will
iam Jefferson Clinton followed up his election victory by striding into
the adoring crowds at a southern California mall, the suburban heart
land ofhis victory. Aniong the thousands ofshoppers clustered around
his anxious Secret Service entourage, probably not a single public lands
rancher was present.

A few months later, Clinton's first budget included his promised
increases in mining and grazing fees: The President, commanding a
majority party in Congress, was on a roll. Observers were shocked
subsequently when the President backed down on his budget in the

. face ofprotests' of increased grazing fees by Western senators?

1 Wild Earth, Spring 1994.
2 In the current presidential campaign, Clinton has again shown deference to the powerful ranching industry. A day after announcing a sell-off of federal

petrofeum reselVes to lower gasoline prices for consumers, the Clinton administration outlined a policy ofincreased federal purchases ofbeeffor school lunch
programs that would raise the price of beef to benefit ranchers. .

illustration by Darren Burkey
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Rancher control ofpublic lands policy flies in the face of

tHe demographic and economic insignificance of

ral1ching in every Western state.
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Then in the summer of 1993,
when Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt
unveiled a series ofminor public lands
grazing polley changes misnamed
Range Reform '94 (the policies didn't
range very far, nor were they real re
forms, nor were they implemented in
1994), it appeared the West spoke in
unanimous rebellion against a tyran- .
nical colonial government. Western
senators (including those from North
Dakota, where fewer than one hundred
ranchers use public lands) successfully
filibustered agl,l.inst even a watered
down version of Babbitt's plan.
Largely as a res~lt, Babbitt weakened
"Range Reform" even further; and
then delayed its implementation until
late 1995.

Rancher control of public lands
, policy flies in the face of the demo

graphic and economic insignificance of
ranching in every Western state. Colo
rado provides a good example. In this
state of over three million human resi
dents, fewer than three thousand ranch
ers graze their stock on public
lands-less than one tenth ofone per- .
cent of the state's population. Since
even public land ranchers' largely use
private lands for their business, only
0.07% of Colorado employment and
0.04% of its income depend on pub
lic land ranching.3 Yet both Colorado's
US senators and the governor claim
ranching roots, and consider ranching
support among their higrest legislative
priorities: Rancher-Senator Ben
Campbell led the fight against "Range
Reform"; the grandparents of Senator
Hank Brown, himself a former execu
tive ofthe Montfort meat packing com
pany, were ranchers. Both Colorado
senators are co-sponsoring Domenici's
Public Rangeland Management Act.
·Governor Roy Romer grazes his live
stock on state-owned and National For
est land, and played an instrumental role
in forcing Bruce Babbitt to back down
from his original p~oposal, in favor of a
more ranching-friendly plan.4

In fact, a survey of any Western
state other than the Pacific' coastal
states will reveal the same dynamic:
A peculiarly large percentage of high
level elected officials claim ranching
backgrounds. Babbitt himself, of
course; came from a ranching family
in Arizona. In the Senate, Max Baucus
(D-MT) , Malcolm Wallop (R~WY),

and Larry Craig (R-ID) are all ranch
ers. How do ranchers so consistently
elect their own to power, and why do
even non~ranchersenators (including
such environmental proponents as
former senator Tim Wirth) fight so
assiduously for ranching interests?

The roo!s of ranching control lie in
several factors, including the common
view ofthtl ranch.er as an aQlalgamation
of the heroic, lone cowboy and the ge
nially patriarchat aristocrat-an intense
and irrational public devotion compa
rable to the old British view oftheir royal
family.s Ranchers' stature does not ac
count for all, however. More important,

. through the. exigencies ofhistorical and
geogiaphical circUJUstance, ranchers cre
ated a series of institutions to help them
tame the wild West. Today, those same
institutions and the laws 'that uphold
them serve to keep political power
within ranching communities.

Unlike frontier miners, who oper
ated largely in isolation (staking a claim

. and then guarding it from interlopers),
ranchers had to cooperate to round up
free-ranging stock, string barbed wire
fences, kill wide-ranging predators, and
build water storage reservoirs. Such co
operation facilitated creation of private
cattlemen's associations (one doesn't
hear about similarly functioning institu
tions for miners), as well as public bodies.
Itengendered a culture ofcooperation, and
dependency on government handouts.

It also resulted in state and federal
laws largely designed to facilitate the
flow 0 f money and natural "resources"
to private entities.

In m0dern times, along with the
continued flow of such money come
political connections-which in turn
channel more money to the "grass
roots" of these networks. The institu
tions supported by these often arcane
laws principally concern themselves
with policies regarding water, wildlife,
taxes and other fiscal mechanisms,
and grazing fees. If we change the

.state arid f~deral laws supporting the
ranching establishment, three benefits
will ensue: First, ranchers' political,
and financial clout will decline nation
ally, thus crippling the heartand soul
of the My Use movement. Second, the
national impression of a unanimous
chorus of support for ranching ema
nating from the West will cease. Fi
nally, the direct biological impacts of

.ranching and associated My Use causes
will decline as saner national policies
prevail. To change the laws that
undergird ranching, we need to under
stand how these networks operate:

Water Conservancy Districts Are
Political Machines

Water is the basis ofalmost all value
in the arid West, not only sustaining eco- .
system health, but also providing for
most economic value. Whether in build
ing suburbs or irrigating alfalfa (a pri-

"mary livestock food), water-as the old
saying goes-travels uphill toward
money: But, money also flows downhill
toward water; and state water laws, origi
nally set up by and for ranchers and the
irrigators providing them cheap cattle
feed, continue to give ranchers dispro
portionate political power.

3 Dr. Thomas Powers, SUWA newsletter, Spring 1995.
4 See Wild Earth. Spring 1994.
5See 4'nn Jacobs, Waste" ofthe West: Public Lands Ranching (1991) for an expose of the ranching myth.
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As Philip Fradkin noted in his 1981
book, A River No More: The Colorado
River and the West, over three-qUarters
ofthe water used in the Upper Colorado
River Basin goes to livestock feed. Get
ting water out ofstreams and rivers and
onto pastures involves a lotofengineer
ing and money-far more than that pro
vided . through the sale of
hamburgers-so a special institution,
known as the water conservancy district,
was created to leverage federal funds
into dam and canal construction. Colo
rado and California provided the peoto
type for water' con,servancy districts,
though almost every Western state has
them. Colorado's system, the most com
plex in the country, serves to illustrate.

.how these districts work. ,
Empowered to taX all land owners

within a'region, Colorado's water con
servancy districts are governed by an
unelected board, whose members are
appointed by judges. Those judges are

\thems.elves initially appointed by the
governor, and only subject to election in .
their secoQd and subsequent terms. In
other words, two levels of political ap
JX>intments buffer the water boards' de
cisions from public accountability.

Water conservancy districts are the
grasSroots mechanism for securing gov
ernment funds to build dams and other
water projects. Though they tax urban
landowners with no interest in irrigation,
their traditional constituents are ranch
ers who (along with irrigators which
grow·cattle feed) fomi the dominant in
terests on their boards. With broad au
thority and funding, water conservancy
districts operate as a political machine,
"spilling" patronage to create broad sup
port. The Southwestern Colorado Water
Conservation District, for instance, mo
bilizes sUpJX>rt for the Animas-La Plata
water project on those two namesake riv
en? Disguised as a project to provide do
mestic water for the Southern Ute and
Ute Mountain Ute Indian reservations,
the project would also provide munici
pal water for fi~e towns in New Mexico
and Colorado--essentially a bribe for
real estate agents and the political estab
lishments of Bfoomfield, Aztec,
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_ Shiprock, Fannington and Durango. But.
the greatest share of the water will go
toward irrigation on private, non-Indian
lands. Most likely, that subsidized wa
ter will mainly grow alfalfa for cattle,
giving ranchers an indirect but substan
tial interest in the A-LP project. Ironi
dilly, since the Utes have prior water
rights, they could leg<\lly seize water
now used by fanners and ranchers offthe
reservations. Indeed, the threat of the
tribes appropriatingwater now being il
legally used by only a handfui of non
Indians drives much of the sUpJX>rt for
the Animas-La Plata project. Should the
dam proceed, state money will supple
ment hundreds of millions of dollars
offederal funds, all to suck up almost
one-fifth of the remaining flow of the
San Juan River, by de-watering its
headwaters.

Water conservancy districts also
mobilize their powers to influence
elections. In a local county commis
sion or state legislature race; this po
litical machine can playa decisive
role. Even without direct and formal
involvement by the district, its offic
ers' extensive contacts serve as a po
liticalbase-which may be one reason
why most county commissions in
Colorado have ranchers on their
boards, and why, until a few years ago,

.? the state legislature had more ranchers
than lawyers. These representativ~sdili
gently defend the undemocratic and
Byzantine system ofstate laws that con
stitute their JX>litical roots, and sit on the
committees (in Colo,rado that is theAg
riculture Committee) that write the laws
on water. When some of those state
representatives go on to serve in the
US Congress, they again seek out
committees that allow them to fund
water projects, and to otherwise rep~

·resent their political bases in the
ranching communities.

Thus Senator Campbell, whose
membership inthe "world's most exclu
si~e club" grants,him tremendOus JX>wer,
has stated that the Animas-La Plata
project is his highest legislative priority.
The two Endangered fish species in the
San Juan River, which so far have

blocked construction of the project, ap
parently inspired Campbell's election
campaign pledge to dismantle the En
dangered .Species Ac(.

Water conservancy districts not
only help politicians acquire office, they
also'stand ready to assist the officials in
power. One of Senator Brown's chief
advisors .on enviromnental issues, Greg
Hobbs, is the attomey for the Northern
Colorado Water Conservancy District
and was recently nominated by Gover
nor Romer to the Colorado Supreme
Court. In 1993, Hobbs persuaded Brown
to block areas in the South San Juans .
from Wilderness protection under the
Colorado wilderness bill, because of

. "water rights" held by a local rancher.
Such "rights" constitute a relatively new
class of legal claims. In 1982, Interior
Secretary James Watt issued an order
abdicating assertion of public (fl?deral)
water rights on public lands, in favor of
rules issued under state laW-written by
and for water conservancy districts and
their ranche( constituents.

State Wildlife PolicyAssists Ranchers
Sunilar to water policy, wildlife

policy in Colorado serves ranchers.
Many wildlife laws were originally
based on ranchers' desire to exterininate·
predators and rodents. Today,,state law
still charters local predator and rodent
control districts. These districts serve
two purposes. First, they set local regu
lations to determine which animal spe
cies can be authorized to live on private
lands within their boundaries. If a land
owner fails to exterminate a species of
rodent designated a nuisance species by
the district, the district's agents can en
ter the land, kill all the rodents, and bill
the (perhaps unwilling) land owner. If
that person refuses to pay, the land can
be seized by the state. Predator and ro
dent control districts also raise money;
These funds are pooled with money ap
propriated by nine counties throughout
Colorado, along with money provided
by the Colorado Division of Predator
Control, the Colorado Division ofWild
life, and the national Animal Damage'
Control (ADC)agency.
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Animal Damage Control spends
millions of dollars to coordinate the
work of killing animals between local,
state, and its own employees. As is the
case with water, such coordination en
genders a network of informal and ad
ministrative relationships between local
ranchers and trappers and state and fed
eral officials. Those relationships pro-'
vide ranchers with additional money,
information, arid access to elected offi
cials. As far back as the 1930s, ADC
(then called the Bureau of Biological
Survey) used its extensive network of
local and state contacts to squash a move
to ,significantly cut its Congressional
appropriations. More recently, the leg
islature passed and Governor Romer
signed a bill transferring all control over
"depredating wildlife" from the Colo
rado Wildlife Commission to the state
Commissioner ofAgriculture, who over- '
sees the Division of Predator Control.
Aside from changes in regulations
governing predators, this may also
serve as a conduit for the further trans
fer of funds toward killing predators.
ADC would likely cease operations
entirely in any state that did not par-

,tially match federal funds.
As another informal aspect of this

network, the governor traditionally re-

serves for ranchers several seats on the
Colorado Wildlife Commission, the gov
erning board of the Colorado Division
ofWildJife (DOW). Until recently, four
out the eight commissioners were ranch
ers, though that is now down to three,
including the former wildlife chair for
the Colorado Cattlemen's AssOciation.
Not surprisingly, the Wildlife Commis
sion and DOW have been very hostile
to endangered species protection. The
Commission has consistently fought
against including Colorado habitats in
either a Gray Wolfor a Grizzly Bear re
,covery plan. DOW will Ilot even write
recovery plans for most ofthe state-listed
endangered species, and often advocates
against federal listings ofspecies within
Colorado. Nevertheless, in late Novem
ber 1995, Governor Romer struck an
agreement with Interior Secretary Bab
bitt to give a greater advisory role to state '
wildlife officials in decisions on conser
vation ofsensitive species. While on the
surface, full communication, between
government entities is laudable, once
again ranching interests will have a seat
with federal officials in back room de
cisions on conservation matters.

In short, ranching influence on 'state
wildlife bodies weakens environmental
policies and feeds money back into

/

rancher hands'. The Commission and
DOW are required by state law to reim
burse ranchers for damage done by
"game animals" to their private property
(including livestock, even if grazing on
public lands). DOW recently annoUnced
that in the absence of any information
to the contrary, the agency will gener
ally accept ranchers' damage claims at
face value, without examining any evi
dence ofactual damage. Clearly, the time
invested by ranchers in serving on pub-

, lic boards and commissions pays for it
self. But rancheJs in the legislature
believe that is not enough, and have in
troduced a bill (which has already passed
the Colorado House as well as key Sen-

, ate committees) to change the method
for calculating "game damage" claims.
The bill, HB 1027, appropriates just un
der a million dollars for the first year to
pay for the increased damage claiffis
anticipated under the new fonnula. This
attempt to transfer hunting funds to
ranchers amounts to "takings" legisla
tion, holding wildlife hostage to the abil
ity to pay for their use of habitat on
private lands. If it passes, DOW will
have even less money for species recov
ery programs, and maintaining all wild
life-"game" and non-game alike-will
appear to "cost" more.

illustration by Martin Ring
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Fiscal Policy Buttresses
Rancher Control

Fiscal policy is perhaps the most
powerful mechanism by which ranch
ers retain financial, and thus also po
litical, power. ~ro-ranching fiscal
policy involves three brqad types, di
rect subsidies, tax breaks, and improp
erly secured loans.

Mosfofthe dozens ofmajor subsi
dies to ranchers flow from the federal,
not the state level. These range from the
obvious to the obscure. PerhaPs most
egregiously, a laIge proportion offederal
land man'agement costs-including
fence, road. and water tank construc
tion--:-subsidizes grazing permit holders
or mitigates damage exclusively caused
'by livestock. In the obscure category
falls the annual appropriation (almost
$30 million ~ 1994) to the Foreign Ag
ricultural Service for the promotion of
American agricultural prbducts oversees
(one of the smaller ofseveral subsidies
to boost overseas agricultural sales). This
may appear trivial in both fiscal and po-

, litical terms, but that is not how the
ranching industry views this program.
Overseas markets are the solution to the
ranching industry's decades-long prob
lem ofAmericans' growing dissatisfac
tion with beef. ,Thus the National
Cattlemen's Associatiol1 pushed hard for
'NAFTAauthorization, and the new-born
National Cattlemen's BeefAssociation
(consolidating the NCA and the National
Live Stock and Meat BoardlBeefIndus
try Council) has put foreign market de- '
velopment~ the top of its agenda.

As with existing water and wildlife
policies, fiscal policies involve local
state-federal relationships that serve
ranchers. Indeed, state institutions often
serve as vehicles for federal payments.
For instance', subsidized irrigation wa
ter from federal dams is sold directly to
water conservancy districts, which then
par.cel it out to individual rimcheis and
other irrigators. State agricultural col
leges, funded partially by the federal
government, are chartered under state
law to provide,services for agricultural
interests. These services often consistof
prostituted biological information de-

signed to bolster ranching interests in
federal land management controversies.
In New Mexico, for example, the Range
Improyement Task Force, a body char
tered by the state legislature to assist
ranchers, and funded by both the fed
eral and state governments, provides
skewed biological information that the,
Forest Service then uses as the basis
for decisions on management of our
public lands.

"Below-market fees for public lands
grazing'have garnered the most attention
from the media and casuaI observers as
a subsidy, but even here the real scan
dal~and one of the'keys to ranching

\
political power-has been ignored: One-
half of the grazing fee goes not to the
federal treasury but back to grazing ad
visory boards to spend much as they
please. Until very recently, these
rancher-controiIed institutions typically
spent grazing fee money on such uses
as killing predators and building fences
and water developments. Though Rep
resentative David Skaggs (D-CO) re
moved statutory authority for the grazing
boards in the 1994 Appropriations Act,
Domenici's bill would revive them with
a vengeance; and even Babbitt's "range
reform" regulations include an approxi
mation of the boards, albeit with some
environmental representation, renani.ed
"Resource Advisory Councils." In what
ever capacity and under whatever name,
grazing advisory boards will be domi
nated by ranchers; if the past is any'in-'
dication, they will serve as mini-political
machines, spending their money on

, ranching propagandaand other self-serv~
ing political interests. As with water con

,servancy districts and predator control
districts, state laws regulate expenditures
by grazing advisOry boards.

. In Colorado and many other West
ern states, agricultural land is taxed not
at its assessed worth, but at a fraction of
its value. Though this can help abate the
transformation of open space ranches
into residential development, it provides
no permanent protection: In fact, many
ranchers collect their tax breaks for
years, waiting until the price is right to
sell the ranch to housing developers.·In

other cases, ranchers pay lower taxes
even where there is no threaI ofresiden
tial development. Instead, tax policies
should 'support explicit conservation
goals, recognizing permanent conserva
tion easements as the vehicle for lower
ing land assessments.
. ' Tax breaks to ranchers may also'

subsidize other extractive industries. In
Wyoming, for instance, large swaths of
public land are leased by oil and mining
companies for grazing. In these cases,
corporations may graze public lands not'
primarily to produce beef, but to take
advantage ofagricultural tax breaks on
t:4eir adjacent private lands, which oth
erwise would be assessed at tJie value of
their subterranean reserves.* Oil and
mining industries thus also have'adirect
stake in public lands grazing policies.

Perhaps the most insidious link be
tween ranching and another in9ustry in
volves the loans made to ranchers by
banks. As Charles Bowden and Michael
Binstein pointed out in Trust Me:
Charles. Keating and the· Missing Bil
lions (1993), ifyou owe me fifty dollars,
I've got you over a barrel; but ifyou owe
me fifty thousand dollars and your as
sets art; worthless, you've got me over a
barrel. Using this yardstick, many banks
are '''over a barrel," having issued sub- .
stantialloans to ranchers, secured by the
collateral ofpublic land grazing perinits. ,
On the infumous Diamond Bar allotment
of the Gila National Forest in New
Mexico, a Texas bank that is part of the
Farm CreditAdministration issued loans
to a rancher, using as collateral his per
mit to graze 145,000 acres of National
Forest land (most within the' Gila and
Aldo Leopold Wildernesses). The
rancher only owned 115 acres ofland.

,When the Forest Service determined that
livestock were destroying the riparian
habitat of the Gila Trol;!t, a.fede~al1y

listed Endangered species, and (reluc-
o tantly) propos~ reducing stocking, the

bank enlisted Senator Domenici to suc
cessfully pressure the agency not to re
duce stocking rates, bui to instead send
bulldozers into the world's first protected
wilderness to create sixteen huge stock
tanks---essentially reservoirs-to draw

. .
• In like fashion, Representative Wes Cooley (R-OR), the House sponsor of the Public ,Rangeland Management Act reportedly has used the agricultural

assessment on his ranch to lower the tax burdep for his manufacturing business. •
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the cattle out ofthe river channel. (Gila'
Watch and other enVironmental groups
have so far kept the bulldozers out ofthe
Wilderness.)

. The Fann Credit Administration'
supervises a whole class ofUSDA-char
tered ag'riculturallending institutions that
are owned by the ranchers and other ag
riculturists who borrow from it. These
federal land banks, started in 1917 with
government seed inoney, issue tax-ex"
empt bonds, most of which are bought
by other banks and insurance companies.
Hence, if the federal land bank system
starts failing, it may precipitate larger
failures throughout the nation's finaIicial
system. Banks everywhere thus have an .
interest in turning grazing lease pennits,
which the courts have long ruled are
privileges that can be withdrawn in fa
vor of public interests, into property
rights. Likewise, attempts to reclaim
public ownership ofwater flowing from
public lands would be opposed by banks
that have issued loans using this water
as collateral. Perhaps that is why Bab
bitt, though he suggested retaining un
claimed water in public ownership, did
not even try to reclaim the water given '
away since 1982.

illustration by William Crook Jr.

Indeed banks play a majo~ role in
. supporting the ranching agenda in
.public policy. At Babbitt's May 1993
grazing hearing in Grand Junction,
Colorado, several banks submitted tes
timony vehemently opposing a raise in
the grazing fee and 'other changes in
grazing policy. Senator Domenici's
Public Rangeland Management Act
would prop up these imprudent banks
and ranchers by forbidding reductions
in permitted grazing on public land al
lotments that have been ·so mortgaged
(thus putting legislative imprimatur on .
the idea of grazing permits as private
property rights).

State and federal funds also support
the banking-ranching nexus. The ColO:
rado Agricultural DevelopmentAuthor
ity, for example, issues tax-exempt
bonds to banks for the amount of loanS
the banks make to ranchers and other ag
riculturists. Because the bank does not
pay federal tax on the interest from the
bonds, it can offer interest rates substan
tially below commercial rates. But rather
than pay the bank back directly, the
rancher pays off the loan to CADA,
which then pays back the bank-with
interest. This mechanism ensures that the

state agency assumes the risk if the
rancher' fails to make paymen~s. Be
tween the tax-exempt bonds and· the
bankers' no-risk guarantee, ranchers
have access to capital not always
available to other private business in- .
terests. The banks, of course, support
ongoing'expansion of the agricultural
sector, no matter what the environ-.
mental costs, to continue making these
safe and profitable loans.

The links between banking and
ranching interests· coincide in Repre
sentative Wayne Allard (R-CO), a
Senate candidate who has introduced
legislation to gi ve, away the BLM
lands to the Western states and who
has fought a,gainst minimum in-stream
flows for water on Forest Service
lands. Allard even went so far as to
introduce legislation requiring all Na
tional Forest planning documents to be
amended if they have the intended or
inadvertent result of protect~ng a
population of any animal on National
Forest lands! The congressman, him
self a large animal veterinarian from
a rural area, has hired a bank execu- .
tive, Mike Bennett, to represent him
on environmental issues.
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CONCLUSION Emphasizing ranching culture is
not to dismiss the larger corporate in-

The ranching establislurient em- terests that constitute the majority of
ploys many other public mechanisms ranching operations. But between
to exercise political power within 10- banking and oil company lobbyists
cal commu.Uities, each serving as part .representing the larger financial inter-
of the base ofa national political pyra- ests in public lands grazing, and so-
mid. For instance, USDA's Natural phisticated "family farmers" who can
Resource Conservation Service (for- trot out old pickup trucks for public
meriy Soil Conservation Service) pro- admiration, the institutions that serve
vides financing for locally run the ranching establishment are as care-
"conservation" programs, which typi- fully cOl1cealed as they are pervasive.
cally serve as aids for, or mitigation Over the last three decades, much
·of, ranching. One ofthe programs run of tlie conserv:ation community's re-
by NRCS is a class of agencies called sources has gone to pressure Congress
Resource Conservation Districts, char- to protect public lands. Meanwhile,
tered to provide (among other ser- the My Use movement has made full
vices) public education about use of community institutions which
conservation issues. However, RCDs are buttressed by federal and state
are selective abouttheir education: An funds andoften chartered under state
RCD in southern Colorado refused to laws. Just as the Christian Coalition
sponsor a slide show about wolf re- uses fundamentalist churches within
covery, terming it "too controversial,"· communities as political launching
until forced to do so by the Conserva- pads, so ranchers use water conser-
tion Service state o·ffice. Such institu- vancy districts, predator control dis-
tions, which are not generally viewed tricts, grazing advisory boards, banks
as ranching oriented, allow local com- and similar institutions to siphon
munity organizers to use federal funds money, disburse patronage, and get
to further ranchers' political agendas. their message out to the masses.

Within state legislatures, most of With work, however, wildlife pro-
these mechanisms are only understood ponents can overturn this system. Ur-
by their ·beneficiaries-the ranchers. ban legislators can be educated about
who employ them for their own ad- these abusive ·institutions and wged to
vancement and those who serve a sit on the committees writing the laws
ranching constituency. Ranchers who . governing them. On the federal level,
do not themselves sit on the multitude allies can be found among fiscal con-
of boards, comniissions, and elected servatives by advocating budget cuts
offices that provide their livelihood, targeted not only at environmentally
understand whom ~o talk to keep their damaging programs, but at seemingly
subsidies flowing; their reliance on the unrelated subsidies, such as loan guar-
public tro·ugh engenders a constant antees and agricultural export promo-
political engagement that has become tion programs.
the dominant icon ofranching culture, .On the state level, initiative «am-
beyond even the barbed wire fence, paigns can strip funding from indefen-
the pickup truckor the rifle in the cab. sible programs like predator control

Ranchers are very politically ac- boards, or can mandate the election of
tive for another reason as well. Ranch- water conservancy board members,
ing is seaSonal work. In the spring and thus opening these institutions to
fall, ranchers labor very hard, but - greater public scrutiny. State laws gov
throughout the rest of the year, with , erning corporations· can even· be
the aid of massive subsidies which . amended to prevent public property
keep them from having to work out in from being used as collateral in private
the field, many ranchers become part- business transactions. By refocusing
time lobbyists. on state legislatures and laws,.and
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< changing the operating. rules of the
state-·chartered vehicles for commu
nity organizing, conservationists can
change the ground rules-and the key
players-in the national debate over
our public lands. I

Michael Robinson is executive di
rector ofSinapu, Colorado swolfrecov
ery and ecosystem restoration group.
Sinapu, named after the Ute worrl for
"wolves, "can be reached atPOB 3243,
Boulder, CO 80307; (303) 447-8655.

The spring 1996 issue ofSinapu s
publication, Colorado Wolf Tracks, re
ports that the US Senate has passed
DomenicisPublic Rangeland Manage
ment Act, SB 1459. Sinapu warns that
the House will plDbably also approve the
bill, and urges readers to tell President .
Clinton (White House comment line 202
456-1111) whatthey think ofthe act.

illustration by Martin Ring
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T·he
Bul·lmoo.se
Party
by PJ Ryan

I •

, \

P
eople have occasionally asked
where your kindly editor stands
politically, as' Thunderbear

commentary seems to be all over the
political map. Republican? (No.)
Democrat? (Not bloody likely.)

I am a proud member of the
Bullmoose Party, founded by Theodore
Roosevelt in 1912. There aren't many
of us left, which is a pity.

The Bullmoose Party was the clos
est thing to a successful third party that
this country has seen. It grew out of a
conjunction of political forces that
have an eerie resemblance to present
day politics; that is, weak, ineffectual
Democrats and arrogant, reactionary
Republicans.

Former President Roosevelt be
lieved that the ideals of his -"Square
Deal" had been abrogated by his suc
cessor, President Taft, whom he be
lieved, rightly or wrongly, to be
favoring the strong over the weak, and
that the nation's natural resources were
being systematically looted. Roosevelt
called for greatly expanded w~lfare

programs and government regulation
ofindustry, the elimination of injustice,
the creation of equality of opportunity,
and the conservation of the environ
ment, and believed that the judiciary's
primary obligation was to protect hu
man welfare rather than private prop-

erty. (It is ironic that Theodore
Roosevelt, dead in his grave at
Sagamore Hill National Historic Site
for 76 years, seems to have more po
litical pizazz than Clinton, Dole, or
Gingrich!.) ,

Naturally, the Republican Party of
1912 wasn't buying this and Roosevelt
lost out to Ta~ in the Republican pri
mary. Undaunted, Teddy founded' his
Bullmoose Party. (He called it that, he
said, because he felt like one.)

The Bullmoose Party carried Cali
fornia, Michigan, Minnesota, £ennsyl
vania, South Dakota, Washington, and

, 27% of the popular vote, enough to
lose the election for Taft and win it for
the Democratic candidate, Woodrow
Wilson. ' .

Today, however, it would seem
that a present day Bullmoose environ
mental party could go all the way
against sniveling, ineffectual Demo
crats and arrogant, reactionary Repub
licans. I wonder who the standard
bearer might be? I

PJ Ryan works for the National Park
Service and publishes "theoldest alterna
tive newsletter in thefederal government"
(Thunderbear. POE 2341, Silver Spring,
MD 20915, $13.50 peryeat~. The article
above isfrom the July 1995 issue (#178).
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Ecosystell1 Integrity, Sustainability,
and the "Fish Wars"
by Laura Westra

FISH WARS

Conservation officials, as well as environmental ethicists and conservation
biologists, talk often these days ofecological integrity and ecosystem management.
For the new language and the emerging paradigm to be meaningful, however, the
ethics of "integrity" and of the ecosystem approach must provide practical guid
ance for public policy; they must suggest ways to support sustainability for all and
fairness in dealing with those who are vulnerable. In a world where bunger is the
constant compaDion of millions, primarily in less developed countries, and malnu
trition is too often the lot of the poor even in the richest nations, global policies to
support food production and fair distribution must remain a primary concern.

Oceans and other large water bodies that could alleviate global hunger are be
coming increasingly polluted and over-exploited instead. Exemplifying these prob
lems, Canada has recently been the site of two major controversies, or "fish wars,"
one of which nearly turned to violence. In the 1980s, Newfoundland fishermen
slowly red\}ced their cod stocks, with the complicity of provincial and federal gov
ernments more interested in present votes than future sustainability. In spite of the
dire predictions of scientists, the fishers continued to push for increased quotas,
with the misplaced confidence that the fish would somehow always be there. In
1992, the cod population crashed, depleted beyond possible recovery for the fore
seeable fufure. Fishery crashes.may well become a common occurrence, if eco
logical requirements such as the ones suggested by the principle of integrity are
not followed (Hutchings and Myers 1994; Sea Shepherd Log 1994).

~~_.-.-=-_ ..
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Land Ethics

The principle of integrity (PI), recognizes a) the inter- .
relation between human and non-human nature and'their
"connaturality" and kinship; b) the intrinsic value of natu- '
ral/evolutionary processes (KarT 1995; Kay and Schneider
1995; Ulanowicz 1996); and c) the foundational value of
life-support systems for ecological sustainability (Goodland
and Daly 1995). It also acknowledges that d) ecological
sustainability is primary, as it alone supports economic and
social sustainability (Goodland 1994; Westra 1995). There
fore e) at the most basic level, that is, at the life level-the
dichotomy between anthropocentrism and non-·
anthropocentrism is false. "Preferences" sometimes address
want-interests, sometimes need-interests; but at the basic,
survival level only, we have no interests that are completely
separate from those of all other life, so their "values" and
our "values" coincide. .

The problem erupted again in March 1995, this time ac
companied by international contlict and legal disputes. The fish
in question was turbot (haddock). On 10 March 1995, the story
burst out on the, front page of Canada's national newspaper,
The Globeand·Mail:

Four warning bursts ofmachine gunfire across the bow
brought the Spanish trawler Estai to a halt after afour-hour
chase through thefoggy Atlantic....

The problem was one ofoverfishing beyond the 200-mile
limit in the Grand Banks off the coast of Newfoundland: Use
of guns in defense of fish stocks is almost unprecedented in
Canadian history; but Newfoundland's premier; Clyde Wells,
argued that Canadians in many fishing villages have had to
watch their communities slowly die as European vessels fished
large amounts ofcod and flounder from 1988 to 1993, and have
seen Spanish vessels take as many as 50,000 tons ofturbot over
the last three years, despite Canada's own 16,300 ton limit (and
the Spaniards' legal limit ofonly 3400 tons).

The Spanish trawlerEstai was hauled in, its crew returned
to Spain, and its captain jailed until the ambassador of Spain
posted the $8000 bail for him. Fisheries Minister Brian Tobin
had the unqualified support not only ofthe fishing villages but
also of Prime Minister Jean Chretien, and all of Canada, not
withstanding the strong condemnation by EC officials and the
charges of"piracy" levied against Canada.

For our purpose, the most important aspect of the con
troversy was captured by the wording on a placard waved
by one of the 6000 demonstrators waiting for the captured
ship to dock. It said, "This is a WORLD Fishery, not a Span
ish one" (Globe and Mail 3-13-95). These sentiments were
echoed by Newfoundland's premier, who insisted Canada
is acting "on behalf of the international community".as it
moves to punish and eliminate these activities, which are
"an offense to mankind."

Increased quotas, even if sought to support traditional
lifestyles, do not necessarily constitute a desirable "value." For

instance, although native people in the Amazon have claimed
to be living harmoniously with nature and they are indeed less
disruptive to natural processes than commercially exploitative
foreign practices in the area, their goals and those of con
servation biology do not necessarily mesh (Redford and
Stearman 1993). Canada and all other countries must learn
to gradually reduce their overall economic goals, else they
will face complete extinctions of specific fish and of their
traditional lifestyles.

From the scientific perspective ofan ecosystems approach
(and ofcomplex systems theory), there is no guaranteed "safe,"
sustainable commercial catch and no clear linear causality be
tween the overfishing of, say, cod and its extinction (U1anowitz
1996). Climate changes,' increases in UVB because ofozone
depletion, and increased pollution from dumpirlg in the oceans
and toxic precipitation are all contributing causes, too. Hence
it is not accept$le to argue for high catch limits on the basis
ofearlier quotas.

Further, neither Canada nor any other c0\¥ltry should sim
ply focus on the economic aspects ofa natural "resource." The
value of naturaI ecosystems far transcends this narrow .view,
as plants and animals all fulfill specific functions which are
lost if the species go extinct, or even if their numbers fall be
low those necessary to fill their niche.

In a discussion ofecosystems and sustainability in fisher-
ies, Hammeret aI. (1993), exp1~: .

Whereas species diversity is a property at the population
level, the functional diversity, what the 'organisms do and the
variety ofresponses to environmental changes, espedally the
diverse space and time scales to which organisms react to each
other and the environment, is a property of the ecosystem

To view ecosystem health only as instrumentally valUable
is to ignore the larger picture and the life-support and bench
mark functions of the wild, in landscapes ofappropriate geo
graphical size (biomes). Hence, primary concern should focus
on the wild (core areas), even when sustainability is the issue
in question (Noss and Cooperrider 1994). Sustainable agricul
ture, sustainable forestry, and sustainable fisheries will not fol
low unless sustainability ofwild ecosystems is addressed first.
This long-:term perspective has been anticipated and in fact
required by North American and global regulations and trea
ties, all ofwhich include future generations in their reach.

In essence, there is a basic difference between land
scapes utilized (however carefully) for the implementation
of human goals-thus managed rather than protected, and
accorded only instrumental value-and those left wild. The
latter can be valued both for themselves and as the basis of
all other "goods." Wild landscapes support not only the
biota within them, but also indirectly the life ofeverything
else. Such a concept ofecosystem integrity is now present
in The American Fisheries Draft Position Statement on Bio
diversity (Winter and Hughes 1995).
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In swn, the'ethics of integrity re
quires embracing 1) principles ofrespect
and preservation for wild (that is
Wlexploited) areas; and 2) protection of
ecosystems for their own intrinsic value
and to permit them to maintain their life
support functjons. TIlese first-order prin
ciples in turn entail second order rules:
3) restraints 011 all technological activi
ties involving toxic, hazardous, or ge
netically manipulated subStances, which
should not be permitted if there is any
chance they might have a nrgative or an
Wlpredictable impact on core and buffer
areas; and 4) acceptance of additional

,limits to hwnan "culture" activities, that
is, to all non-basic hwnan wants, through
a) zoning regulations, and b) qualitative
and quantitative regulations regarding
the use of so-called natural resources.
'This last implies that limits must be im
posed on how much can be taken, as well
as what caD. be taken, from the standpoint
ofecological sustainability.

To return once again to the "fish
wars," here we have traditional lifestyles
at stake. People have lived by fishing
from time immemorial. No doubt, fish
ermen in both NewfoWldland and Spain
can reach back through generations to
show their traditional dependence on the
boWlty ofthe seas. But fisheries have not
remained "traditional" in either tech
niques or sizes of catches. Faster, big
ger boats, huge nets, radar, and other new
technologies ensure larger and larger
catches for multiplying humans with
steadily expanding demands and often
with incomes to sustain a wasteful
lifestyle----untiI fisheries cmsh. Already,
many areas are too Polluted for contin
ued use, and this double-hazard scenario
ofoverfishing and pollution is repeated
all over the world.
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As an alternative for some sort of
fish-dependent subsistence, many na- '
tioQS are turning to aquaculture; but the
environmental prognosis for this grow
ing industry is not good. In short, if we
turn away from natural fisheries and
their losSes, and try to supplement them
through aquaculture, we open the door

. to another set of environmental prob-
lems, 'including destruction of man
groves in the tropics, organic pollution
of coastal areas; and displacement of
what few sustainable local fishing cul
tures still survive. Thus, overfishing may
be forcing us to yet another hazardous
and wlsustainable option. "Aquaculture
is the aquatic coWlterpart ofagriculture"
(Beveridge, Ross, and Kelly 1995).
Largely because ofthe problems ofnatu
ral fisheries over the last twenty years,
aquaculture has increased exponentially,
and now acCOWlts for 17% ofthe world's
fish harvest.

L~e agriculture, aquaculture has
deleterious effects on the" environment
and on hwnan health. It affects biodiver
sity in several ways: a) "through the con
swnption of resources"; b) "thiough
the transformation process itself'; and c)
"through the production of wastes"
(Beveridge et al. 1995). Its effects on
biodiversity are both direct and indirect.
Releasing "exotic genetic material into
the environment" is a direct impact,
changing "the biotic components of an
ecosystem," thus indirectly caUsing pos-

o sible loss ofhabitats or alterations in eco
system fimctions (Beveridge et al. 1995). _

In Conclusion I have argued for the
ethics of integrity and for strict regula
tions, including reduced quotas, to re
solve "fish wars."Also needed are large
marine reserves, off-limits to fishing,
parallel to the continental reserves pro
posed by The Wildlands Project (Noss

, 1992). The Sea Shepherd Conservation
Society's account of the global "fish
wars," although far less favorable to
Canada's interventions, also suggests
drastic world-wide regulations to redress
the problem (Sea Shepherd 1994).

Neither "values" embodied in en
trenched lifestyles and occupations
nor any other "national vision" will

iIlus,tration by Sarah Lauterbach
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resolve the "fish wars." What was required in the Grand
Banks in March 1995 was precisely what happened: the
imposition ofa multinational, global regulation, supported
by law, but also by force, if necessary. In the future, how
ever, such forcible stoppage ofoverfishing should be based
on the needs ofall life for wild ecosystems, not the narrow
economic interests of anyone nation. I

Laura Westra, Ph.D. is an Associate Professor at the Uni
versity of Windsor (Department of Philosophy, Windsor,
Ontario, N9B 3P4 Canada) and author ofAn Environmental
Proposal for Ethics: The Principle ofIntegrity.

Dependence Day
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It would be a quieter holiday,' no fireworks
or loud parades, no speeches, no salutes t.o any flag,
a day ofstaying home instead of crowding away,
a day we celebrate nothing gained in war
but what we're giyen-how the sun's warmth
is democratic, touching everyone,
and the rain is democratic too,
how the strongest branches in the wind
give themselves as they resist, resist
and give themselves, how' birds could have no freedom
without the planet's weight to wing against, .
how Earth itself could come to be
only when a whirling cloud of dust
pledged allegiance as a world
circling dependently around a star, and the star
blossomed into fire from the ash of other stars,
and once, at the dark zero of our time,
a blaze of revolutionary light
exploded out of nowhere, out of nothing,
because nothing needed the light,
as the brilliance of the light itself needs nothing.

-John Daniel
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The Caribou Commons
A Project to Protect the Caribou of Man~toba*

.by W.O. Pruitt (Editor) INTRODUCTION

All Caribou in North America are considered to be the same
species, Rangifer tarandus, although they do fonn several sub
species of varying degrees of distinction. Caribou are gregari
0us and usually fonn bands of 10 to 50 individuals or loose
herds often larger than 1000 animals (Banfield 1974).

BARREN GROUND CARIBOU

Rangifer tarandus groenlandicus typically make long mi
grations between the summer range on the tundra and their
winter range in the taiga. In recent years the number of Barren
Ground Caribou appears to have increased (Klein 1971). This
may be due to a decline in hunting pressure, or it may reflect
improvement in sampling methods such that more are being
counted.

The Barren Ground Caribou are normally out of the range of
direct human influence. Factors-with the greatest influence on .
Caribou numbers are climate, predator populations, hunting, and
changes in vegetation (Klein 1971). Currently, much of the winter
range of Barren Ground Caribou remains relatively natural. In
Manitoba, the forest-tundra and northern parts of the taiga that the
Barren Ground Caribou use during winter are not economically
viable for forestry, consequently little or no fIre control is exer
cised there unless human habitation is threatened.

WOODLAND CARIBOU

Rangifer tarandus caribou are generally found in the taiga
all year .round, although many Woodland Caribou of the Cape
Churchill (Manitoba) group spend considerable time on the
tundra (Campbell 1994). Their diet consists of whatever veg
etation is available at the time, with lichens, sedges and green
vascular plants being preferred (Darby 1979).

Woodland Caribou are sedentary or their movements be
tween summer and winter ranges are relatively short, usually
less than 50 kilometres (Darby and Pruitt 1984). During win
ter the Caribou are gregarious, but individuals scatter in spring.
Large patches of stable-age or "old-growth" coniferous forest
with a minimum of edge are necessary for Woodland Caribou
(Johnson 1993). In recent historic times, Caribou did not, as
far as we know, use the grassland region.

* Boreal Ecology (1995) Class Project: This document.is the latest in a long series of annual projects by my IV Year Honours Zoology class in Boreal Ecology
at the University of Manitoba It may be the most important of all because it fits Manitoba into the continent-wide context of The Wildlands Project. The
Boreal Ecology class this year consisted ofAllan Benoit, Ryan Brook, Greg Dyck, Ian Gilchrist, Lori Nichols and Heidi Wiebe. My role has been, as usual,
instigator, gadfly, devil's advocate and editor. .
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Woodland Caribou have suffered a cOnsiderable de
cline since the early 1900s (Bergerud 1974). AIthough there
is vigorous debate over the exact cause of this reduction,
mbst agree that it is human-related (Bergerud 1974; Johnson
1993). Humans have indirect effects through logging
(Cumming and Beange 1993) and increased forest fIres
(Schaefer and Pruitt 1991), and direct effeets in the form of
huntiIig (Jackman 1973). Currently the greatest problem for
Woodland Caribou is habitat loss (Bergeiud 1~4).

It appears that Woodland Caribou cannot tolerate hu
man disturbance in any form. Development in southeast
ern Manitoba has resulted in almost complete extirpation
there. This may also be ·due to the nematode
Parelaphostrongylus tenuis, which has become a serious
problem following the rise in White-tailed Deer
numbers (Edmonds 1991). I

Other than regions of local population extir
pation, the range of Woodland Caribou in
Manitoba has not undergone any significant per
manent changes (Johnson 1993). Therefore, if the
habitat lost to fIre, forestry and human develop
mentis allowed to return to its natural state, Cari
bou will likely repopulate these areas.

)

Traditional Use
Traditionally, Caribou were a major part in

the diet of Inuit, Chipewyan, and Cree peoples.
Scattered bandSof nomadic hunters using primi
.tive weapon~ have, in recent decades, however,
been replaced by hunters based in settlements and
firing high-powered rifles from snowmobiles, .
motorboats and aircraft (Miller 1987). Barren
Ground Caribou are especially vulnerable be
cause they live in the open and travel in large,
conspicuous herds. Their traditional migration.
routes make them especially easy to locate at cer
tain times of the year (Bergerud 1974).

Caribou Range .
Before the arrival of Europeans, Woodland

Caribou ranged over most of Manitobaexcept the
southwestern corner of the province. While some
27 Woodland Caribou "herds" are believed to re
main in th~ proviDce, they have been extirpated

Manitoba (Johnson 1993; Figure ·1). Barren
Ground Caribou of the Beverly and Qamaniruaq
herds migrate into northern' Manitoba to winter
in the taiga and forest-tundra. The Cape Churchill
and Penn Island herds are questionable as to their .
subspecifIc status (Campbell 1994). Of histori- I

cal interest is the question of whether Woodland
Caribou ever inhabited the Duck Mountains and
Ridirig Mountain regions of the Province.

Forest Fires
, Fire is a pillt of the natural ecosystem in Manitoba,

recycling plant communities. Natural fires result in a
mosaic of uneven-aged forest stands.' Burned areas con
tain many deadfall~which severely limit .the movement
of Caribou, thus decreasing, their use of these areas
(Schaefer and Pruitt 1991). Bergerud (1974) postulated
that fire can create a habitat mosaic with suitable areas
becoming available on a rotating basis. This can only
occur if the fire cycle is considerably longer than the
present SO-80 years. Because forest fires can make large
areas unsuitable fot Caribou, more land must be set aside
for them to meet their minimum requirements than cal
culations of simple animal intake/habitat production
would suggest (Schaefer and Pruitt 1991).

Figure I.

CAlUBOU HERD RANGE

Legend
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NATURAL REGIONS

Manitoba is 650,000 square kilometres in area, generally
of low relief, rismg gradually from sea level along Hudson Bay
in the northeast tp over 600 metres elevation in the southwest.
The Precambrian Shield extends from the southeastern comer
northward along the east side of Lake Wmnipeg and beyond
its north end. The Shield rarely exceeds 30 metres in relief and
lies between 120 metres elevation in the southeast and 240
metres in the northwest.

Manitoba can be divided mto 12 natural regions: Arctic
Tundra, Northern Transition Forest, Hudson Bay Lowlands,
Precambrian Boreal Forest, Manitoba Lowlands, Aspen/Oak
Parkland, Western Upland, Souris Till Plain, Tall Grass Prai-

, rie, Turtle Mountain, Pembi~igerHills and the Assiniboine
Delta. These have been described by Manitoba Natural Re
sources (1992). We will only consider the regions of impor
tance to Caribou.

Arctic Tundra
lbis natw'al region lies primarily along the coastof Hudson

Bay in the northeastern comer of the province. The area is
mainly fl1}t with scattered rock outcrops. Palaeozoic sedimen
tary and Precambrian igneous basement rock predominates.

"Low Arctic" conditions prevail in this region and tundra
communities cover upland areas (Shay 1984). The region is
cirpetedwith vegetation composed of lichens, mosses, sedges,
rushes and patches of grass. Dwarf Black Spruce (Picea'
mariana), White Spruce (P. glauca), Tarnarack(Larix laricina),
willows (Salix spp.), birches (Betula spp.), Jack Pine (Pinus
banksiana) and Trembling Aspen (Populus tremuloides) oc
cur in scattered groups (Mill~r 1987). Permafrost limits drain
age, resulting in very wet ground and scattered lakes.

In Manitoba, the Arctic Tundra region is almost exclu- ,
sively Crown land, with almost 50 percent of it comprising
the Cape Churchill Wildlife ManagementArea. Although part
is being considered for Natiopal Park status, the CCWMA is

also being considered as part of the impact area
for the proposed "spaceport" east of Churchill.
(See discussion under Hudson Bay Lowlands.)

Unprotected Areas

• Campgrounds and Roadside
Picnic Areas

Hudson Bay Lowlands
. Thick deposits of glacial and marine clays

overlie Palaeozoic sedi~ents of this region
.(Thomasson et al. 1980). Itis generally flat and
contains vast amounts of peat. The entire region
is still rebounding, south to north, from the weight
of the continental ice sheet, resulting in a series
of abandoned beach-ridges differing in age. Very
low (recent) beach-lines tend to be covered with

Northern ~sition Forest
This region lies south of the tI1ndra and north

of the closed coniferous forest and is the third
largest region in Manitoba. (It should not be con
fused with the mixed deciduous/coniferous for-
est of the northeastern US and southeastern
Canada', which south of the border sometimes is
given the name of Transition Forest, but is more
often calledAcadian Forest in the Maritime Prov
inces.) The region is underlain by Precambrian
rock covered with a thin layer ofglacial till. There
is considerable evidence of glacial activity.

Climatic conditions are rigorous and per
mafrost is widespread. The vegetation consists
mainly oflow shrubs and scattered spruce with
an underlying mat of lichen. Lichens are an im-

. poitant winter food for the Caribou. Muskegs
and bogs are common throughout. Moving
northward through this region, the upland for
est becomes more sparse and the trees more ,
stunted and deformed until they disappear, giv
ing way to the tundra.

Figure 2
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peat. The high (older) beaches are well-drained and have large
trees and abundant lichens.

This region is included within the limits of "Akjuit," the'
proposed "spaceport" east of Churchill. The spaCeport would
subject the region to overflights, sonic booms, and fuel leaks
(solid as well as hydrazine) from rockets as large as Taurus
(72,800 kg) and Delta ill (230,000 kg). .

Precambrian Boreal Forest (taiga)
This is the largest natural region in Manitoba, covering

almost 40 percent of the province. The podzol soil is underlain
by Precambrian rock of several types., sedimentary as well as I

igneous. Glacial till covers the bedrock in many areas, often
forming eskers and other glacial deposits. White Spruce, Black'
Spruce, Tamarack, Jack Pine and Balsam Fir (Abies balsamea)

are well adapted to this environment. Lakes, streams and bogs
are common features of the landscape.

This region is under extreme pressures from clearcut log
ging (for dimension lumber and pulp), flres, sports hunting and
aboriginal hunting. Manitoba's only Provincial WI1demess Park
is in this region. Since the park was established, the rate of
environmental pillage in it has actually increased: mineral pros
pecting, fly-in angling and sports hunting camps, leasing of
lakes for commercial exploitation of wild rice (with accompa
nying use of rice machines and chemical fertilizers and herbi
cides) as well as ditching, damming, and blasting drainage
channels through rock ridges.

Manitoba Lowlands (taiga)
This region is underlain by Pala~ozoicsedimentary rocks

covered by deposits of glacial till and 'glacio-lacustrine silt and
clay. Low-lying swamps and bogs are common. Ancient beach
ridges mark the past existence of Glacial Lake Agassiz.

This region is undergoing intensive exploration for pos
sible mineral deposits, undoubtedly because part of it has been
proposed for National Park status..

PROTECT~DAREAS

The types of parks and "special places" in Manitoba in
clude ational Parks, Provincial Parks, Provincial Forests and
WIldlife Management Areas. Many of these areas must meet
the demands and objectives, of several cQnflicting interests:
tourism and recreation, timber-cutting and mining, or lill

touched wilderness for the preservation of species.
National Parks are intended to preserve representative

natural areas of significance for the benefit of present and fu
ture generations (Watkins 1990). Management in these parks
is to reduce interference with natural processes by creating 5
zones with different intensities of use: a special preservation
zone, wilderness zone, natural environment zone, outdoor rec
reation zone and a park services zone. Commercial explora
tion, extraction or development of natural resources are
generally not permitted, but sport angling, cottaging, commer
cial development (general services, lodges and outcamps),

Manitoba is one of the worst provinces

in Canada for protection of parks from

commercial exploitation.

water cOntrol structm:es, utility and transportation corridors and
travel by motor boats (but not off-road vehicles) are allowed
(Watkins 199()). At present Manitoba has only one National
Park, Riding Mountain. Part of the Cape Churchill Wildlife
Management Area and a tiny bit of the Manitoba Lowlands
are being considered for National Park status.

Provincial Parks are expected to meet the demands and
objectives of several conflicting interests, similar to National
Parks. Manitoba has 58 Provincial Parks under 7 different clas
sifications: Natural Parks, WIlderness Parks, Recreation Parks,.
Heritage Parks, Recreation Trailways, Recreation Parkways and
Recreation Waterways, eac~ with a different purpose and de
gree of human activity (Manitoba. Natural Resources, Parks).
Manitoba allows forestry, flsheries management, mining, hunt
ing, wild rice harvest, cottaging, commercial development,
water control structures, utility and transportation corridors,
some agriculture and all forms of mechanized travel in its Pro
vincial Parks (Watkins 1990).

The present Provincial Government has proposed new
park guidelines that give primacy to commercial uses overpark
values. Boundaries of present parks, and new parks, will be
adjuste4 to eliminate all areas with even slight potential for
commercial activities from within park boundaries.

Wildlife Management Areas are tracts of Crownland set
aside to provide wildlife habitat fOr the education and enjoy
ment of the people of Manitoba. WMAs may also be used for
agriculture, forestry, recreation, 'gravel extraction and other
resource uses, as well as habitat modification for "game"
(Manitoba 1990). Until recently no permanent structures were
allowed in WMAs; but in'1990, the provincial legislature
changed the law to allow Ducks Unlimited Canada to construct
their previously illegal'main offlce building in a WIldlife Man
agementArea Therefore, the category ofWIldlife Management
Area no longer has any'meaning in Manitoba.

Provincial Forests were established to reserve land for a
perpetual growth of timber (Forest Act 1987). Many of these
forests have since been overlain with Provincial Parks but con
tinue to be Provincial'Forests as well. Provincial Forests are of
two types: forest reserves, used for both recreation and timber
extraction; and forest management licence areas, which are used
for timber extraction only. The owner of a licence has rights to
the tre,es only, and must use sustained yield management
(Manitoba Natural Resources 1990). At present, three forest
management licenCes exist in Manitoba-held by Pine Falls
Paper Co. (formerly Abitibi-Price Inc.) since 1979, Repap
Manitoba since 1989, and Louisiana-Pacific, which has just
been awarded a hotly-disputed licence in western Manitoba.
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PROPOSED GUIDEqNES FQR PROTECTION '

Manitoba is one of the worst provinces in Canada for pro
tection of parks from comn:i.ercial exploitation. Some of the
policies recently proposed by the Manitoba Round Table for
Natural Lands and Special Places still favour economic inter
ests above ecological ones,

The first objective of the Round Table plan is to "keep
representative areas of Manitoba's natural regions in an undis
turbed state to maintain biodiversity and sustain natural pro
cesses." The goal is to protect 12 percent ofManitoba, through '
legislation, from commercial activities such as logging, min
'ing and hydroelectric development, with represe~tative areas
from each biologically distinct region. Yet the Provincial Gov
ernment would "re-define the boundaries of these designated
areas to ex~lude areas pr~ently committed to commercial log
ging, mining or hydro development" If these areas are already
protected, it is because they were previously found to be bio
logically important; such boundary shifting is, therefore, in
direct conflict with the first objective of the plan.

One of the Round Table policies states the intent to
"Honour legitimate land use, access and resource harvesting
rights of individuals, businesses, organizations and aboriginals,
by allowing those uses and rights to continue." These are the
same rights that have allowed the current levels of commer
cial development to degrade the areas. In other words, all eco
nomic development which was supposedly banned under other
sections will be allowed under this portion of the new policy.
Another section advocates the sale, lease or rental of Crown
land and resources in natufallands and special places. This is
just the opposite of recommendations by the Manitoba Envi
ronmental Council and would clear the way for increased pri
vate ownership and increased commercial development.

In general, most of the policies of the Round Table ad
vocate "sustainable development" within the boundaries of
the natural lands and special places which are supposed to
be kept in an undisturbed state to maintain biodiversity and
sustain natural processes. If protection of natural areas is
the main objective, then economic and commercial devel
opment, even if sustainable, must be banned completely
from the areas designated as the 12 percent of Manitoba to
be protected.

HUMAN INTERACTION WITH
WOODLAND CARIBOU

Recreation
In Jasper National Park alpine tundra range, Woo,dland

Caribou declined dramatically in the 1960-708. The decline was
correlated with a 1271 percent increase in human activity and
harassment (Stelfox 1985). In contrast, a study of HighArctic
Svalbard Caribou (Rangifer tarandus platyrhynchus) in late
winter failed to disc6ver how the short-term behaviouralre
sponses, such as trauma and energy expenditure, could affect'
the well-being of the animals (Tyler 1991).'
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Transportation Access and Human Hunting
" Woodland Caribou mov~mentmay be affected by arti

ficial barriers such as snow berms, railways and roads
(Curatolo and Murphy 1986; Dau and Cameron 1986). Of
ten Car,ibbU will cross roads if these are found on traditional
routes (Johnson 1985; Jo~nson and Todd 1977). Klein
(1980) suggested that if there is an increase in predator ac
tivity or hunting along these routes the animals may avoid
the crossings, disrupting traditional movement patterns and
thereby effectively decreasing the range or fragmenting the
herd into smaller components.

As Caribou become more accus'tomed to highway traf
fic, Caribou deaths increase as roadkills (Edmonds and
Bloomfield 1984). Johnson (1985) beli~ved that collisions
remain a major threat to Caribou, Warning 'signs may be
effective in reducing mortality from collisions with motor
vehicles (Johnson 1985).

In Manitoba, Caribou are classed as a big game ani-,
mal. Human hunting is a significatl;t mortality factor for
Caribou. Bergerud (1985) suggested that there can be no
harvestable surplus of Caribou when natural predation pres-

. sures are present. In a study of Mountain Caribou, Johnson
-(1985) surmised that human-caused deaths (including hunt
,ing) may have equalled recrui trnent between 1972 and 1983.
Between 1967 and 1983 illegal hunting of Mountain Cari
bou made up 75 percent of the observed mortality, with all
hunter-caused mortality occurring in September through
November. Road access increases the hunting opportuni
ties (Benoit, in prep.; Jackman 1973). Indeed, Stevenson,
(1986) suggested.that "the effects of access on caribou may
be so severe that there is little value in modifying logging
practices to'maintain caribou unless road closure is included
in the management plan." The closing of all hunting in some
areas of Caribou range is believed ~o reduce the "threat of
inadvertent poaching" - the shooting of Caribou mistaken
as other game species (Johnson 1985). '

Forestry
Some wildlife managers believe that the harvesting of

trees is not initially detrimental to the Woodland Caribou
(Johnson 1993). Some also believe that changes in the for
est compos'ition due to' timber harvesting have allowed the
expansion of Moose (Alces alces), deer, and Gray Wolf
(Canis lupus) at the expense of Caribou (Wildlife Branch
flies in Johnson 1993). More certainly, with the change of
habitat and increased access came influxes of both alien
species and hunters (Bergerud 1985; Bloomfield 1980). The
increased access to Caribou range decreases habitat by per
mitting logging and increasing chances of fire. Logging and
fires reduce the uneven-aged climax stand's of forest re
quired to produce arboreal lichens that sustain Caribou
through the winter (Cook 1972) to regenerating patches of
even-aged stands. Edmonds and Bloomfield (1984) reported
that, in~berta, WoodlandC~bou did not feed in clearcuts
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larger than 2 hectares (I ha is rougWy 2.5 acres) and were Known to
cross a larger clearcut only once in 4 years. Bergerud (1985) claimed
that the Woodland Caribou of the Slate Islands, Ontario, had'high den
sities during logging in the 1930s; and today, in the absence of White
tailed peer and Gray Wolves, thriv'e in distUrbed se!X)nd-growth forests
following both logging and forest fire. Schaefer and Pruitt (1991)
found, however, that "uneven-aged" or "stable-aged" ("old-growth.")
Jack Pine forests in southeastern Manitoba-although having smaller
terrestrial lichen crops than younger·, even-aged stands-had more
favourable snow cover conditions which allowed these lichens to be
available more readily.

Another forestry-related activity that may be detrimental to Wood
,land Caribou is the control of spruce budworm (Choristonera spp.). It
has been suggested that these infestations cause the slow denudation
of branches which allows light penetration through the canopy to create
favourable conditions for arboreal lichens (Ahti and Hepburn 1%7).

- Scarification (mechanical preparation of seed bed) and herbicide
treatment used in "regeneration of forests" can hinder the establish
ment and growth of lichens (Eriksson 1975). Eriksson (1975) found

, that Reirideer were reluctant to cross treated areas. Other chemical
treatments may be harmful, such as fertilizing with ammonium ni,trate
and urea, which affect the winter foraging of Reindeer (Eriksson 1980).
Stevenson (1986) suggested that partial cutting allows retention of
some arboreal lichens and that partial cutting and small patch harvest
ing may improve forage. lichen growth on the remaining trees.

Mining
Mining itself usually has little direct impact on Caribou range, as

long as the mine is not located on a mineral lick or in calving or rut
ting areas (Johnson 1993). Increased development and accessibility
are the heaviest impacts of mining, because mines may require many'
employees, creating large urban centres. Lichens are very sensitive to
,airborne contaminants, so smelter emissions have a long-term effect
on surrounding Caribou habitat (Klein 1971),

Hydroelectric Developments
The direct effects of a hydro transmission line itself 9n Wood

land Caribou may be minimal, but roads developed along the line are
a threat by allowing increased access to caribou range (Johnson 1993;
Crichton 1990), Reindeer herders in Scandinavian countries noticed
that the sound produced by hydro lines seemed to disturb Reindeer
(Klein 1971). Also, changes in light, moisture, snow and wind in the
cleared areas may deter Reindeer from crossing these unfamiliar lines
for one or two years after they are built (Klein (971). Transmission
lines and roads increase the .chance ofCaribou being spotted and taken
by hunters or natural predators such as wolves (Johnson 1993).

Hydroelectric dams create severe problems for Caribou. The dams
and resultan~ flooding reduce available habi tat and deny the Caribou
migration routes. In Scandinavia new waterways, lowered water lev
els downstream. and unsafe ice were found to disrupt migration routes
of Reindeer. Death traps in the form of ice shelves and slanted shore
ice are caused by variable water levels (Klein 1971). Dams also mean
increased access and development in the area, thus adding to the threats
Caribou herds may face (Johnson 1993).
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Figure 3

CARlBOU COMMONS

Phase Two
The second phase of the Caribou

Commons should take place between
50 and 100 years from the onset of the
project (Figure 3). In addition to the
usage criteria established in the initial
phase, the' following criteria will be
enacted:
1) Forestry activities will be disallowed

in all reserve areas, including Provin
cial Parks and Forests.

2) Major roads will be,open to restricted
I access only.

3) Minor roads will be.closed.
4) limited-use private lands will be

bought for incorporation into pro
tected areaS.

5) Coounercial fishers on lakes Manitoba,
Wmnipegosis, and Wmnipeg will be
allowed to continue.

Phase One
The initial phase of the Caribou Commons project (Fig

ure 3) should begin immediately and be completed within 50
years. The establishment of the initial protected areas will in
clude setting the following criteria for usage:
1) Treaty rights of aboriginal peoples with respect to hunting,

trapping, and access to the land win continue.
2) Registered traplines will remain in operation at the discre

tion of the individual trappers.
3) Winter roads will remain in operation but with access lim

ited to ab<?riginal communities.
4) Campgrounds will be closed.
5) No new outfitters' licences will be granted and existing li

cences wili not be transferable.
6) Hydroelectric transmission lines and

facilities will remain in operation
but with decreased contact between
employees and Caribou.

7) Restricted scientific studies may be
undertaken.

8) Areas will be cooperatively managed
with aboriginal peoples.

9) Sports hunting will be permitted
through licenced outfjtters only.

10) No new mineral development will
be permitted.

Legend

[J Phase One: 0-50 yrs.

[] Phase Two: 50-/00 yrs.

~ Phose Three: /00-/50 )TS.

fJ A1anagemenr Areas
~

• L'nprOlccred Areas

Because o( the vast regions of land in northern
Manitoba still considered "pristine wilderness," our "Cari
bou Commons" scheme deviates markedly from the core
bu"H~r-corridor approach of The Wildlands Project
(Foreman et al. 1992). Within Manitoba our proposed "core
reserve" encompasses the entire northern portion of the
province and extends southward along gradients to where
human intervention becomes insurmountable.

Our proposal is for establishment of the Caribou Com
mons in three stages, over the course of 150 years. Each
successive phase will involve the incorporation of additional
land into the Caribou Commons ..

THE CARIBOU COMMONS
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Phase Three
The final phase of the Caribou Commons project would

begin 100 years after the onset and be completed 150 years '
after the onset of Phase One (Figure 3). Along with the previ
ously-described criteria, Phase Three will involve the follow-
ing measures: , ,
1) Cottage areas will be regained by the Crown through attri

tion. Existing cottages may not be sold, but may be passed
on to direct descendants.

2) Crown land leases within protected areas will not be renewed.

Management Areas
Caribou currently inhabit some of the areas to be retained

for human and economic development. To preserve these herds
it will be necessary to establish, beginning in Phase One, the
following management guidelines:
1) No hunting will be permitted other than that provided forI

by aboriginal treaty ,rights.
2) Buffer zones or agricultural, forestry, mining "interfaces"

will be designated where appropriate.
3) Caribou herds will be monitored intensively, but not intru

sively.
4) low-impact human and economic development will be al

lowed in selected areas only.
5) Strict anti-poaching measures wilJ be enforced.
6) Herds in critical danger may be relocated or augmented.

GUIDELINES FOR THE CREATION OF THE
CARIBOU COMMONS

Phase One
The regions to be protected by Phase One of the Cari

bou Commons were chosen after detailed analysis of hu
man use within the current and historical range of Caribou
in Manitoba (Figure 1). The southern limit of the Phase One
Caribou Commons is delineated by the northern boundary
of forest licences held by Pine Falls Paper and Repap
Manitoba Inc. Because of current agreements, it was felt
that these licences must be respected. The region known as
the "mineral belt" was also excluded from the Caribou
COI~mons because of its economic importance and the ex
istence of large human populations and operating mines.

We mapped a transportation and hydroelectric "buffer
zone" extending from the mineral belt to the northeastern
pOrtion of the province. We recommend this zone because
it is the main access to·the north for vehicles and hydro
electric transmission lines.

Phase Two
Phase Two of the project increases the area of the Cari

bou COIpmons southward. The areas previously excluded
because of forest licences are now incorporated.

In southeastern Manitoba the boundary of the area is
to avoid the high concentration of private cottages in the
Provincial Park system (Figure 2). The Interlake Region is
also incorporated into the Caribou 'Commons as far south
as the existence of large, contiguous areas of Crown land.
Because of high human population and resource develop
ment in west-central Manitoba, this area was left as a zone
of human occupation.

Phase Three
In the final phase of the project the protected land en

compasses the full historical range of Caribou in the Prov
ince of Manitoba (Figure 1). The area excluded is that of
intense hum;m usage (transportation, hydroelectric trans
mission lines, mining, private land ,and agriculture). Al
though the vast bulk of the land required for the full
development of the Caribou Commons is already owned
by the Crown, a minimum, of private land is required.

SUMMARY,

The Caribou Commons IS designed as an effort to pro
tect the habitat of Caribou in the Province of Manitoba so
that their long-term survival can be assured. Because of the
negative effect humans have on Caribou, a reduction in
contact is required to preserve them in Mailltoba. This
project has endeavoured to limit the interactions between
humans and Caribou wherever possible. Although we may
not be able to eliminate human intervention into Caribou
habitat, this project enables us to reduce it dramatically.
Also, by basing an ecological reserve on a wide-ranging
urigulate, numerous other species of plants and animals will
benefit from the decrease in human development of their
natural habitats.

A balance must be achieved in order to satisfy the needs
of the Caribou and the needs of. the human population. For I

this reason, the establishment of the full Caribou Commons
outlined in this report cannot be accomplished in a short
time period. By breaking it into three phases over a period
of 150 years, the Commons can be realized.Ibis time frame
will enable human populations to establish alternative eco~

nomic enterprises that do not rely on the land needed for
the continued survival of the Caribou and other species. It
is hoped that the creation of the Caribou Commons will
allow future generations of humans to continue to enjoy the
natural communities of plants and animals in Manitoba. I,

WOo Pruitt is Professor of Zoology at the University of
Manitoba. His rese.arch interests are adaptations ofmammals
to northern environments; particularly to winter and snow. In
1973 he started, QJld stilloperates, Taiga Biological Station in
the Shield country northeast ofWillllipeg.
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North, South, East and West
Toward an Inter-Hemisphere Conservation Corridor

by Jim Thorsell

A C_hieving conservation in Cen
tralAmerica has been no easy
task. Poverty, civil distur

bances, population growth, land ten
ure issues, and often the lack of
political will have been obstacles to
the establishment of a functional net
work of nature reserves throughout
this biologically diverse region.

Nevertheless, a rudimentary park
system does exist and an ambitious re
gional project to link protected areas in
a continuouS corridor has been underway
since 1990. Named Paseo Pantera-or
Path of the Panther- the project has suc
ceeded in mapping the existing and pro
posed reserves and identifying missing
links. A data bank has now been developed using GIS techniques. Peace dividends, con
servation benefits, cultural heritage interests and indigenous rights are blended in the Path
of the Panther and all agendas are combining to promote the concept.

While the Path of the Panther corridor is 1000 kilometers in length and is limited to
this small region, the potential for linking it with protection efforts elsewhere to fonn a
40,000 kilometer trans-hemisphere green corridor presents an exciting prospect. Such a
green belt could extend from the European continent through Asia to the Far East 1Id
across the Bering Strait. It would continue south through North America, hook up with
the Path of the Panther and connect with another proposal linking the protected areas of
the Andes down to the farthest reaches of the southern hemisphere.

A bold but feasible concept. Here is an outline of the possibilities:

-. South America--'A concept for a continuous chain of protected areas extending through
the Andes from Tierra del Fuego to Colombia was developed by various IUCN mem
bers at a recent meeting in Ecuador. An IUCN General Assembly Resolution on this
w~ passed at the General Assembly in Argentina in January 1994.

• Central America's Paseo Pantera is well advanced in its planning and is being imple
mented now by the various governments involved, with support from the Wildlife
Conservation Society.

illustration fly Andrew Paschetlo
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• Mexico---Currently a missing link in the North American chain
but with the stimulus ofNAFTA and the growing conservation
awareness in the country, the potential certainly exists.

• USA-AGreat Divide Trail and a Pacific CrestTrail now link
'up two separate networks ofprote~areas from the Mexican to
the Canadian borders. The proposed Northern Rockies Ecosystem
ProtectionAct andThe WJ..1dlands Projectwo~d reinforce the link
age in the American section.*

.• Canada-A series ofprotected areas along the spine ofthe Rocky
'Mountains is also unified through the concept of a Great Di
vide Trail which runs up to northern British Columbia. There is
but a short gap before the extensive St. Elias World Heritage
park system, consisting of five major contiguous national and
provincial parks, tlkes the corridor on into Alaska.

Perhaps it is ambitious enough to stop here with a "Corridor
of theAmericas" but a further extension to Asia and Europe could
also be envisioned:
: ~eringia-The concept ofa Beringia international heritage cor

ridor has been agreed to in principle by the presidents ofthe US
and Russia, and detailed studies have been conducted.

• Siberia/Mongolia/Northern China-Another missing link in
the chain but, once again,. the potentials. are there,. needing
to be studied.

• China/Central Asia-Here UNESCO has been promoting the
restoration of the Silk Route, the old Marco Polo trail from
Beijing to Venice.

• Europe--:...North from Venice becomes problematic, but corri
dors could be indentified through the Alps to Geneva or alter
natively up through the border parks system ofeastern Europe
and on to the Baltics and even into Lapland.

Ofcourse legs and branches on all these options can be plot
ted and other variations exist. Yet the essential concept ofa global
green corridor linking a series of nature reserves, cultural sites,
and other heritage resources is clearly feas~ble and already partly
in place. The challenge now is to find a suitable fonun where this
can be discussed by representatives ofthe existing corridor projects,
and then to gain endorsements from the respective governments.
A daunting process indeed, but that is what was originally thought
about the Path of the Panther! I

Jim Thorsell has field experience in over 400 national
parks in 80 countries. He is Senior Advisorfor Natural Heri
tage for the International Union for Conservation ofNature
(Rue Mauvemey 28, CH-J196 Gland, Switzerland). He coor
dinates IUCNs workfor UNESCO.s World Heritage Conven
tion and serves as the headquarters contact for the IUCN
Mountain Protected Areas taskforce.

• Editor's note: The Wildlands Project. Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society.
and allied groups are well on their 1m)' to designing a Yellowstone to Yukon
(Y2Y) corridor. See Harvey Locke's article in WE winter 1993/94 as well as
recent TWP updates. -JD
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Body of Owl

Early summer. Mice mow the grass with
their bodies as they run. A light wind.
A river and a grove ofpine trees.
Soft light and cool air. The sun pulls

its SO-degree day into the night
as ifpulled through a needle. 
The scree~h owl is as still as a stick.

Above the mice, the blond spruce pine cones·
hold on to their secrets for as long

. as they can. The owl is all eyes.

The mouse doesn't even whimper
as the owl strikes. And the owl
doesn't cry as / climb,
climb
into the body ofow!.

-Linda Young

_Ba~red OwllJy Darren Burkey



A PLACE IN SPAq:: ETHICS, AESTHETICS, ANI> WATERSHEDS

by Gary Snyder; Counterpoint (1627 I St' NW, Sui te 850,

Washington, DC 20006): 1995: $25; 263 pp.
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retrospective on the Beat generation
and the now classic "Smokey the Bear
Sutra." What did the Beats have that
we need?the power of the unfettered
imagination to transform life, some- I.

thing that is "more basic and mo're
revolutionary than any political pro
gram based on 'civilized abstrac
tions. ", Snyder also~ explores such
issues as "sacramental ecosystems"
and the relevance of ecological sci
ence to the basic questions of human-
ity, namely "who we are, how we exist
and where we belong."

The.essays in "Aesthetics" are an
inspiration for those who would regain
a placed-sensibility of the interrela
tions of organic and cultural forms. Or
those wh9 would seek words that still

.have earth clinging to their roots, oth-
erwise called "bioregional narratives."

The es-says in "Watersheds" are a
fitting cOnclusion. St. Heriry observes
in Walden that only one in a million
exemplifies the principles for which
she or he speaks. Wild Earth has no
typical reader; likely we are all com
mitted to overcoming the human-cen
tered philosophies that motivate the
destruction of the wild. Yet call our
philosophy what we will, be this
reinhabitation, restoration, conserva
tion: or preservation, few ,of us ac
knowledge let alone close the gap
between principles and practice.
Those who do live out their philoso
phy are exemplars, to whom we
should give single-minded attention.
Snyder is one who does. A Place in
Space offers us an opportunity for a
sustained meditation on the practice of
the wild.•

-Reviewed by Max Oelschlaeger
(Center for Environmelllal Philosophy,
University of North Texas, Denton,
Texas, 76203), author of The Idea of
Wilderness.

Gary Snyder needs no introduc
tion to Wild Earth s readers, and the
majority of the twenty-nine essays
contained in A Place in Space are re
prints, at least one having been pub
lished in this journal. Should you
consider adding the book to a shelf
already groaning under a heavy load?
Without a doubt, yes.

One simple reason is 'that few
manage to keep abreast of Gary's
work: he is an imaginative and prolific
writer whose works appear in unex~

pected places. Thirteen of the essays
have been written since the 1990 pub
lication of The Practice of the Wild,
and all of them express deep insight
into wild nature in a remarkably spare,
direct style. Snyder's voice is arguably
the clearest and most commanding in
a crowded theater of nature writers,
environmental scientists, conservation
biologists, and, others who engage
themselves with the issues of habitat,
species, and sustainable living. The
collection spans nearly forty years, a
virtue in that no reader can miss the
constant center and inexhaustible
depth of Snyder's.work.

More than anything, A Place in
Space gives me hope that the task of
creating bioregional cultures that al
low room for biodiversity, ecological
integrity, and human flourishing is'not
so conceptually complicated as to lie
beyon~ the realm of possibility. Snyder
believes that the first step begins with
the simple realization that we are of
and about the earth: every human lives
within and is a part of a place in space.
Each of the three sections-headed
"Ethics," "Aesthetics," and "Water
sheds" -'--fleshes out this elemental
principle, drawing on Snyder's rich
experiences and later reflections.

. "Ethics" avoids philosophical jar- .
gon, offering instead such pieces as a

illustration by Libby Davidson
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THE PRAIRIE KEEPERS: SECRETS OF THE GRASSLANDS

by Marcy Houle, Addison-Wesley Press (1 Jacob Way, Reading, MA 01867);

1995; $20 (hardcover); 224p.

Author Marcy Houle was a gradu-
,ate student at Oregon State University
when she was assigned to a Fish and
Wildlife Service study of hawks on the
Zwnwalt Prairie, a 200 square mile area
in northeast Oregon. Bounded by the
Hel1s Canyon complex to the north and
east, and the Wallowa Mountains to the
south and west, the Zumwalt is said to
harbor one of the highest concentrations
ofbuteos on the continent. The grassland
is privately owned by ranchers who have
grazed and farmed the area for a century.
Houle's task was to assess hawk num
bers, species; distrib~tion, reproductive
success, diet, and most important, why
the Zumwalt has so much hawk activ
ity. Her research was ultimately aimed
at providing answers to the queStion of
how to manage grassland ecosystems for
biodiversity.

As Houle notes at the beginning of
her book, natIve grasslands are.greatly
jeopardized throughout North America.
She dbesn't list the reasons why, how
ever, either at the outset or anywhere else
in her story-which is just as wel1 for
her purposes because if she had, her
book's premise would be susp.ect.
Thoughagriculture--farming and
ranching-has led directly to th_e devas
tation of native species across the Great
Plains and mountainous West, Houle
contends that private ownership and live
stock grazing are the salvation of the
Zumwalt, and by extension, grassland
ecosystems in general. .

As a story, The Prairie Keepers is
engaging-both lyrical and humorous.
Houle, the fresh-faced, naive, Julie
An<4"ews-like character, walks into a
rural community peppered with
oddba11s, both benevolent and hostile,
and a 'social milieu that resists newcom- .
ers and new ways. Nevertheless, she
fmds allies, including a Forest Service
biologist, a Soil Conservation Service
employee, and some local ranchers who
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take an interest in her work. There are
. amusing escapades with stuck trucks, a
testosterone-crazed bulJ, and cocky m,ale
bureaucrats' looking to show off their
cleverness to Houle (who finds most of
them boorish and selfish instead). Her
descriptions of the birds themselves are
the best parts of the book. Elegant and
inspiripg, the hawks reveal to Houle not
only their food habits and habitat
choices, but also the private dr.amas of
their wild lives, which include show
downs with nest predators and anguish
over the death of fledglings.

Unfortunately, Houle does not con
fme her musings to birds and hinterland
eCcentrics, but attempts to argue for the
preservation of a particular, iura! way of
life, using limited scIence (her own re
search) and a predictable litany of pro
livestock rationalizations. She seems to
have drawn her own character as a rather
naive, idealistic young woman who
wanted to fit in and be liked, for her de
sire to believe in the goodness of the
ranchers and their appealing lifestyle
overwhelms her skepticism about the
effects that lifestyle has on the land.

Houle contends that livestock graz
ing benefits wildlife because cows are
"primary grazers." They ~e rough,
low-quality forage avoided by other her
bivores, such as deer, antelope, geese,
ground squirrels and pocket gophers;
and they simultaneously promote re
growth of the young, succulent shoots
that the "secondary grazers" prefer. If the
"wolfy" plants became prevalent, Houle
claims, " ...there would be no available
food for many species of wildlife, the
'overmature plants' not being acceptable
food ...in historic times, in places'where .
there were no bison, like the Zumwalt
and much of Oregon, early settlers al
most starved because there were so few
deer and antelope and other ammals..."

What are the problems with this line
of reasoning? First, the species Houle

, names as beneficiaries of livestock graz
ing are relatively common, if not down
right "weedy." Many tolerate, or even
thrive in, distu,rbed areas, so long as they
are not killed outright and the ground is
not so pulverized as to offer virtually no
food or shelter.

Second, it is true ~t some animals
wil1 not eat "wolfy" plants, but many
others simply prefer not to eat the dry
vegetation, any more than we would pre
fer to eat shredded wheat if we could get
fresh cinnamon rolls. Also, the plant con
dition that Houle derides as
"overmature"-a term foresters also use,
for ancient forests-provides other ser
vices to grassland systems, including
structural diversity, nestiDg and hiding'
cover for birds and small mammals, and
probably hydrological benefits, by catch
ing wind-blown snow that would other
wise be swept away and by holding·
moisture in the tangle ofdead and slowly
rotting vegetation at ground level.!

In the Zumwalt region, the pre
dominant native grass species are bunch
grasses, like Bluebunch Wheatgrass and
Idaho Fescue, which tolerate light graz
ing. The deferred rotation grazing
scheme that Houle says most ranchers
use on the Zumwalt probably would not
drive out the native bunchgrasses if ear
ried out conservatively. However,just as
foresters have defended their logging
practices because "there's stilJ Douglas
fir and ponderosa pine out there"but do
not acknowledge that they've eliminated
a11 the age and structural diversity of the
forest., so too do Houle and other live
stock advocates ignore the qualitative
changes that cows impose on individual
plants and plant communities.

The third error in this argument over
the necessity of primary grazers is that
the ecosystem has already provided it
self with them. As Houle herself states,
Bison and Elk willingly, even content
edly, eat the "shredded wheat" that other
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Since Houle was out of her area of
expertise when talking about grazing
manlffials and range conditions, her tired
arguments in that arena can be dismissed
more readily than her findings with re
gard to the buteos. It does indeed appear
that hawks and other raptCirs thrive on
the Zumwalt, in greater numbers and
diversity than almost anywhere else on
the continent. Since many people typi-

. cally associate these birds of prey with
wild landscapes, the wealth ofraptors
in an area managed for an exotic ani

mal is puzzling.
Moreover at least

one' other re
searcher has

found some
species of
. buteo to

f a v 0 r
I a,r g e

\

to Oregon's present wealth of Elk, the
primary reason appears not to be rancher
benevolence-for in fact, most of the
Elk live on public. lands, much of it
ungrazed by cows-but a continuous, .
relatively ~tact,and diverse range of
habitat, from dry canyon bottom to cool,
timbered mountaintop. Unlike most re
gions of the West, where Elk winter
range is either grazed by or hayed for
cows, and swnmer range is also grazed
by cows, Elk have a ,great deal of the
public lands of the Hell'sCanyon eco
system all to themselves.

One wonders, if Houle had been a
wolf; fish, or Bighorn Sheep biologist,
would she have come to the same glow
ing conclusions about livestock grazing
and ranchers. Houle neglects to men
tion, for example, tl1at Bighorn Sheep
were once numerous'in the region, as
evidenced by Indian pictographs
found throughout the area. Recent
transplants of Bighorns into the
Wallowa Mountains have failed
due _to mixing ofthe wild sheep'
with their domestic cousins,
who transmit diseases to the
wild herds.

animals spurn. Ifwildlife managers are
truly concerned about biodiversity, they
will promote native primary grazers, not
exotic ones: As Houle and any other bi
ologist should know, the primary grazer
niche is only so big, and as you fill it with
cows, you leave less room for native
species. In addition, the energy that goes
into the Bison or Elk eating Bluebunch
Wheatgrass stays within the eC<Qsystem,
instead ofbeing transported out, as hap
pens to cattle. After a native herbivore
dies, that eneIgy is transferred to preda
tors, scavengers, and decomposers such
as fungi and bacteria.

The Hell's Canyon area adjoining
the Zumwalt is presently home to some
of the largest Elk herds in the country
(roughly 14,000 in Wallowa County
alone). But, as quoted above, few native
ungulates were found in northeast Or
egon at the time of white settlement.
While it's not clear whether Houle be
lieves large native grazers were histori
cally rare because the land had not yet
been endowed with c~ws, or thinks deer,
Elk and Pronghorn simply never got here
in large numbers, she clearly implies that
the reason for the current abundance of
Elk is the ranchers' wise management.
Houle does not consider two other pos
sibilities, one more theoretical, with re
spect to the historic situation, and
another observable today, regarding the
prosperous Wapiti.

So~e researchers theorize that na
tive American hunters were responsible'
for suppressing herbivore populations in
various regions of the West, including
the, Intermountain grasslands. TIle ad
vent ofhorses, especially, made Indians
highly efficient predators. Whether tllis
was the cause of the depauperate fauna
of eastern Oregon is speculation, but it
is at least as plausible as the idea that
North American manlffials had to wait
around until European settlers intro
duced·cows before they could really
thrive in their native habitat. With regard

• Houl!l cites J.T. Lokemoen's work in Colorado. In contrast, C.O. Littlefield, S.P, Thompson and RS. Johnstone (1992) found on the Malheur National Wildlife
Refuge 10 Oregon that wintering Rough-legged Hawks, a species not studied by Houle, preferentially used "idle" land-land not currently grazed or mowed,
where the hawks' major prey species, montane voles, were more plentiful. In addition, their paper cites anotherby Lokemoen (Duebbert and Lokemoen 1977)
that reports nests ofAmerican Bitterns, Northern Harriers, and Short-eared Owls in an undisturbed grassland, but none in annually grazed areas, over the course
of a 12 year study.

Northern Harrier by Sky Jacobs
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The danger ofa treatise like The Prairie Keepers is that it turns "what could work here" (cows and hawks can
coexist in this particular plqce) into "this has to work everywhere" (cows are ne~essary for ecosystem integrity).

holdings of private rancWand over ad
jacent, "idle" but otherwise similar habi
tat: What could be the cOl111ection, if
any, between ranching and raptors?

Some explanations that come to
mind are, first, as Houle states, nesting
raptors are not very tolerant ofhigh lev
els ofhuman activity. SinCe most West
ern ranches are large spreads with few
people on them, the hawks are probably
left alone for the most part (notwith
standing the occasional trigger-happy
cowboy). III addition, the species that
Houle studied (Red-tailed, Swainson's,
and Ferruginous Hawks) subsisted pri
marily on Northern Pocket Gophers and
Belding's Ground Squirrels, rodents that
tolerate, even prefer in the case of the
ground squirrels, areas with short veg
etation. Because these particular rodents
appear to do fine on rangelands in mod
enitely good condition, the hawks should
do well, too, so long as they aren't be
ing shot or poisoned.

The reason why the Zumwalt is es
pecially attractive for buteos, more so
than other places in which the range is
in relatively good shape, may be the
unique configuration ofmountains, can
yons,and prairie in northeast Oregon. A
more ecologically diverse region would
be difficult to find in NorthAmerica The
enormous.vertical re~ef, in a relatively
small area, allows a greater variety of
species and larger populations to exist
than would be found in a more typical
Western landscape. Each species can
meet its precise habitat requirements
in essence, more niches are available.
This was true before the cows, and if
cows vanish from the Zumwalt, it will
continue to hold, and in fact diversity
may increase, so long as the land is pro-

--tected from major development.
Which leads to Houle's gJ;eatest

fear, that this special little part of the
West will be "discovered" and destroyed
by condos, ORVs, and groups like the
Hell's Canyon Preservation Council,
which is proposing a 1.5 million acre
Hell's Canyon National Park The author
seems particularly confu~d in her dis-'
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cussion ofpublic land management and
agencies, as well as the impacts of hu
man hikers versus munching cattle, and
the causes of "boomtowns" and home

.development. She taJks about how 0 RVs
run rampant in National Parks: they do,
ma few places, like snowmobiles on the
roads ofYellowstone; but for the most
part, it is other public lands, not National
Parks, that encourage the ATV's, dirt
bikes, and jet boats. She decries the "ag
gressive" tourists trampling parks to
death. Apparently she is unaware that tlle
threats to ecosystems within National
Parks come primarily from activities
such as livestock grazing, logging,
stream dewatering, dams, and air pollu
tion-that occur outside park bound
·aries. And despite these problems, the
~ environments of most parks re
main more complete, more fully func
tioning, than the lands out~ide.

Ironically, Houle laments the fact
that the American populace is increas
ingly out of touch with the land, yet re
jects the notion of public land. Are we
to just read about the beneficent ranch
ers who live in harmony with the earth,
and be satisfied with that? Maybe we can
look at the private land as we lean over
a barbed wire fence?

No doubt the small towns at the
base oftheWallowa Mountains, perched
at the edge of the Zumwalt, are being
transformed. I saw this for myself on a
recent visit. Scenery, not herefords, is
becoming the most valuable commod
ity in the region. Interestingly, the rela
tively strict land use laws ofOregon (part
of the bureaucracy that Houle deni
grates) act to slow the development of
this area. While believing that the ranch-

. ers she admires so much would only give
up the land .and their way of life if
"evicted" by "untenable laws and sky
high fees," she turns a blind eye to all
the other forces that drive people away
from family farming, including irresist
ible pro~ts from selling and developing,
competition with agri-business, and dis
illusionment (usually of the younger
generation) with the hard, often dull

business of running cattle, moving irri
gation pipe, and driving two hours to get
to town for shopping or a movie.

Certainly, more peacemakers like
Marcy Houle are needed, who look for
the good in those individuals and
groups that others say should be en
emies. As she admits in her book, Houle
turned out to be a better PR person than
a biologist, and she did get a munber
of ranchers to take an interest In rap
tors. She also got them to realize that the
BLM, Fish & Game, and other agency
folk were real people, and vice versa.
The danger of a. treatise like The Prai
rie Keepers is that it turns "what could
work here" (cows and hawks can co
exist in this particular place) into "this
has to work everywhere" (cows are
necessary for ecosystem integrity).
The author is overeager to make sweep
ing statements when the'science, even
for her study area, is limited and the con
clusions are based on some faulty as
swnptions ofcause and effect.

Finally, she makes the common
error of confusing what is significant
socially with what is important bio
logically. Houle may long for the days
when travelers never packed lunch, as
an old-timer tells her, because when
they got hungry they just stopped at
the nearest farmhouse, whether some
body was home or not. But tqe wolves
and the Bighorns didn't ge{any "free
lunch" from the ranching way oflife,
and neither does the p!1blic. The

.Zumwalt Prairie might, in many ways,
be a nice exception to the rule; but
when it's just 128,000 acres out of the
hundreds of millions of acres in the
West grazed by cows and sheep-land
where species like Lahontan Cutthroat
Trout, Black-footed Ferret, Columbia
Sharp-tailed Grouse, Bison, Masked
Bobwhite, prairie dogs and many oth
ers have been either excluded or are
threatened due to livestock-that's
small comfQrt.•

-Reviewed by Mollie Matteson
(POB 3975, Eugene, OR 97403), wild
life biolagist andfree-lance writer .
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GRASSLAND: THE HISTORY; BIOLOGY, POLITICS, AND PROMISE

OF THE AMERICAN PRAIRIE

by Richard Manning; Viking Press (375 Hudson St., New York, NY 10014-3657);

1995; $23.95; 306p.

/

Richard Manning's new book,
Grassland, is a 'well-written and tho'r
ough overview of what is probably our
most abused ecosystem-the sweep
ing grasslands that run east from the
slope of the Rockies to trees in the
Midwest that signal the end .of the
prairie. Manning's book takes us on a
far-reaching journey through the poli
tics, history, and ecology of this broad
landscape.

WIllie little of the information
Manning has collected is new, he has
done a superb job of reporting. He
goes beyond mere recounting of facts
or quotes; he does what all good re
porters should do but few achieve
he provides perspective and insight as
well as facts. Manning has also ac
complished something that is perhaps
more difficult than shedding light
upon some obscure piece of original
research-he has managed to capture
numerous ideas in one lucid synthe
sis. The incredible amount of informa
tion in the book's 300 pages ranges all
over the map, from the politics of range
wars to the literature of the plains.

Manning is obviously enchanted
with the landscape; yet for the most
part, he avoids being captured by the
agrarian myth and cowboy fantasy.
Although he occasionally misses the
opportunity to point out obvious para
doxes, such as a wheat farmer in Mon
tana who has plowed up thousands of
acres of native grasslands t9 grow an
exotic grass then complains about a
proposed gold mine that will "tear up
the country," he nevertheless makes a
convincing case that the attempt to
domesticate the grasslands has pro
duced a landscape of failed dreams
and paradigms precisely because 4tey
were settled and brought under the plow.

Manning also discusses some of the
landscape restoration ideas that offer a
positive future in the region, such as the
Big Open and Buffalo Commons. I
would have liked a bit more attention to
these ideas- in my view, not onIy are the
plains our most abused ecosystem, they
also offer our greatest hope for major
ecosystem restoration.

For most of the book I kept say
ing to myself, Manning"s got it right.
He presented all the reasons why this
landscape should never have been
settled; and indirectly at least, he pre
sented many reasons why we should
think of it~ a potential wildlands res
toration site.

Still, in tI-ie end, one senses that
while Manning intellectually appreci
ates the fallacy of Great Plains settle
ment and agriculture, he can't quite
accept its failure as inevitable or de
sirable. At a gut level, he feels some
what ambivalent, I suspect, about the
statistics and facts he relates. He
seems to conclude that there was
something noble in the cause of Great
Plains settlement, however rrnsguided
it niight have been. I may be reading
more into it than Manning really,sug
gests, but I get the feeling that for the
author what began as a fairly clear task
of documenting the history and abuse
of the grasslands as both a place and
a metaphor, left him feeling less cer
tain about his original thesis.

After taking us 011. a journey
across miles, ideas, and paradigms; he
doesn't quite know how to end the
book. For example, he gets side
tracked attacking animal rights activ
ists over hunting and other'issues that
are only tangentially related to the
topic at hand, and certainly shouldn't
be discussed in the closing chapters.

This is an expansive book, one
that admirably matches the

vastness and sweep of the
. landscape discussed.

Musing.over what we should do with
the plains, he asks should we graze
them with cattle, or is there hope for a
new kind of agriculture based on na
tive plants? He doesn't really answer
these questions, and in light of all he
has.said earlier, he should be very sus
pect of these ideas. I think, despite the
critique he has offered, he still wants
to see the plains and its people s~cceed

as a human 'enterprise. It's like he has
produced a smoking gun, a dead body,
and -a suspect, but ,doesn't want to
press charges,

The plains are still an umesolved
problem, for Manning and for the na
tion. Maybe that is as it should be, for
one of the major intellectual problems
of the historic past is the assumption
that the plains could be categorized
and explained easily in one or two
good ideas or models as wi th
Frederick Jackson Turner's "frontier"
paradigm or the myth that water fol
lows the plow. Maybe Manning's fi
nal tentative conclusions are better
reflections of reality, and neat tidy
endings are illusions.

Anyway, these are minor criti
cisms. Considering the breadth of the
topic Manning chose to cover, he has
done a superb job. This is an expan
sive book, one that admirably matches
the vastness and sweep of the land
scape discussed.•

-Reviewed by George Wuerthner
(Box 3975, Eugene, OR 97403). wil
derness explorer. author. and TWP
board member
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Pand,ora's Remaining Gift

HOPE, HUMAN AND WILD: TRUE STORIES OF LIVING LIGHTLY ON THE EARTH

by Bill McKibben; Little, Brown & Company (34 Beaco~ St, Bo~ton,MA 02108-1493); 1995, $23, 227p.

Devoted as it is to a meliorative vi
sion, Bill McKibben's new book does
not seem likely to elicit anything like the
international acclaim given his 'gloomy
study of global warming in The End of
Nature six years ago: I suspect that he'll
not be swprised; the first sentence ac-'
knowledges that "for those concerned
about the environment, this is a strange
season of wairing, a hard time for hope."

. Indeed it is. Simple greed, willful self

delusion, and the absence of campaign
fmance reform are driving an all-out as
sault on the environment and the regula
tions that protect it. A particularly
egregious example is the industry
backed legislation to end US compliance
with the Montreal Protocol and its
amendments. One of the bill's twospon
sors, Republican majority whip Tom
DeLay, asserted that the'sclentific basis
for.the link between chlorofluorocarbons'
and the destruction of the ozone layer
for which three scientists earned the

, Nobel prize in Chemistry last year-is
"debatable." The bill's co-sponsor, Rep
resentative John Doolittle, waS given to
understand the extensive peer review
process to which the laureates' research

, was subjected. His res~nse: ''I'm riot
going to get involved in peer-review
mumbo-jumbo." When those who estab
lish public policy can so cavalierly dis
miss our primary tool for understanding
all ll<1tUraJ. systems, a paean to hope like
Mr. McKibben's new book can seem in
adequate, even perversely naive,

Sadly, neither the import nor the real
value of Hope, Human and \¥t'ld is apt
to become.widely apparent unless (or
until) large-scale environmental crises
and the foundering of growth-dependent
economies impinge upon personal,
middle-class comforts in industrialized
nations! forcing most of us to confront a
materially diminish~ life. Then "true
stories of living lightly on the earth" will
seem eerily prescient,.and we will hun-
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ger for actual visions of how to "produce
, decent human lives with less money, less

energy, less wood. Less stuff."
In widening circles of significance,

like a stone dropped into a' pond, Bill
McKibben's stories move outward from
his own rural h?me in upstate New
YOlx'sAdirondack mountains to the Bra
zilian city of Curitaba, to the populous,
state of Kerala in southwestern India,
bringing home in the end a recognition
that there are "ways to live that both sat
isfy human desires and pay attention t6

. the limits placed on us by the planet."
The result is a paradoxically hopeful
"primer for retreat" from the "untenable
heights" of economic expansion and
consumption which industrial societies
temporarily occupy, The.effect is to re
vivify two familiar dicta: small is beau
tiful; and think globaiIy, but act locally.

. Against the ba<;kdrop of accelerat
ing global deforestation, Mr. McKibben
first invites us' to view the regenerating
forests of the !';lortheast as "an expand
ing frontier of recovery that, given infi
nite human care and nurturing, might
follow the waves of destruction across
the continent and1hen aro~d the world:"

, He offers us examples of community
supported agriculture, value-added local
industry, and non-exploitative tourism as

. ways to bolster regional self-reliance and
sustainability against the tyranny of a
global consumer economy..

One could cugue that this "explosion'
of green" in the most crowded corner of
the nation is anomalous, i consequence .
more of benign neg!ect than deliberate
restoration. Or one could even observe
that this ecological renaissance was
made possible-and is rendered insig- ..
nificant- by the westering movement of
agribusiness 'and timber industries to
richer plunder. But this is to miss the
point and the method of the book.

In Curitaba, Brazil, Mr. McKibben
discovers a city made attractive, humane,

and ricWy diverse by progressive plan
ning, civic pride, and municipal risk
taking under the leadership of a
visionary mayor. Rather tllan a sterile
"money-making machine," a down
town shopping district is designed as
"a place for Iiving - the exact and ex
citing opposite of a mall," prompting
the consideration of whether by chang

.ing the conditions under which people
live, we cannot evoke the capacity in,'
human character to respond to "nonma
terial pleasures." To be sure, the picture
of Curitaba and its citizens is anecdotal,
impressionistic, but it is not blinkered:
Mr. McKibben sees the trash in the river,
and the greed and corrup~on that turn a
community recycling program into in
voluntary servitude.

At this pomt, however, the reader
who recalls Mr. McKibben's promise to
deliver "strategies for retooling our so
cieties and economies" may wonder
when an assemblage of vignettes and
pithy observations will give way to in
ductive synthesis in a plan of action. Yet
this is precisely the point at which the
reader should relenquish expectations of
sustained, syncretic analysis, and submit
to the book's 'rich, fugal design of con
trapuntal themes.

In Kerala we are presented with a
state that within ,a century has trans
formed itself from a caste-ridden,
misogynous, colonial society to levels of
literacy, heath care, family planning, and
social equity exceeding those in most
Western countries. This is accomplished
on an annual per capita GNP of $330,
less than one-fiftieth of the US standard.
The cumulative effect of many examples

is to make concrete and vivid the find
ings of the United Nations Development
Programme's 1994 Human Develop
ment Report: essential qualities ofhuman
life are not dependent upon large-scale
economic gro~thor individual accumu
lation ofwealth. We need not resign our-
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selves to the terminal environmental
degradation that is the inevitable corol
lary ofsuch unrestrained growth. To push
the reader beyond the specious morality .
play in which the evils of monolithic so
cialism are subdued by the virtues of
corporate capitalism, Mr. McKibben
limns a society morally transfigured by
(leftist) ideals of voter education and
(Marxist) ideals of redistllbuted wealth.
Rather than touting a political model or
ideologic alternatives to democracy,
however, he considers the actual results
of these applied ideals as simple object
lessons in civic "commitment to fair
ness," or as efficacious demonstrations
of intersecting self- and public interest,
from which we have "much to learp.."

Observing that Keralan social ide
als are sustained in the face of chronic
unemployment, by the workers who
must bring home their pay from 0ilfields
in the Persian Gulf, Mr. McKibben
quotes a development expert's com
ment that Kerala is "a bloated social
welfare state without the economy to
support it." To raise such doubts about
sustainability, without providing vi
able solutions, has led captious read
ers to criticize his visio'n as'
unsophisticated.

Again, though, Mr. McKibben's
larger purpose does not embrace
overarching economic analyses; for
those one must turn, for example, to Jer
emy Brecher's and Tim Costello's
thoughtful prescriptions in Global Vil
lage or Global Pillage for "economic
reconstruction from the bottom up." Nor
should the tough hope in this book be
confused with the self-delusional wish
ing of a Gregg Easterbrook inAMoment
011 the Earth. The cumulative effect of
Mr. McKibben's interwoven narratives
is an invitation to understand that eco
logical cycles operate on far larger scales
and far longer chronologies than waste
ful, impetuous market economies can yet
accommodate, and that sustainable liv
ing turns upon reconci'ling the ~er
ences. We are reminded in many artful,
indirect ways that the promise of a tech
nological fix only increases the likeli
hood that we will not constrain our

appetites in time to avert tragedy. Most
important, this bqok offers the antidote
to passivity and powerlessness in actual
solutions. However incomplete or inad
equate each may in itself be to averteco
logical umaveling; the attempts emerge
not from existing institutions_but from
people who actually live, in affected
communities and countrysides, "people
who are currently on the outskirts of
political life in every nation on earth."
As a more productive alternative to fear
and threat, Hope offers us the essential,
the only basis for the profound attitudi
nal and behav-
ioral changes we
must make if we
are to avert glo
bal tragedy.

One 'way to.
get at the virtues
of Hope, Human
and Wild is to re
gard it as il se
quel, not so
much to 'The End
of Nature as to
the earliest and
most enigmatic
account of the
Fall. Eight .or
nine centuries
before Christ, the
Greek Hesiod-
who shared Mr. McKibben's interests in
social justice and the difficulties of liv
ing the Good Life- told the story in his
Works and Days of how Zeus, "as the
price of [Prometheus's theft of] fire,"
sent to humans "the sheer, impossible
deception" of Pandora, bearing all the
gods' gifts. Only after she was possessed
in marriage did these gifts, scattered
from a great jar, appear as "a sorrow to
men who eat bread." If we had forgot
ten how persuasively Mr. McKibben can
interpret this darkest part of the story, he
linked his earlier diagnosis of reduced
fossil fuel use with the central theme of
this book in a terse article for the New
York Times Magazine just before Hope

. appeared. 'The sweet dream that we'll

aU grow rich enough to turn green is sim
ply that-a dream, and-one that will turn

into a nightmare if we try to follow it";
the prescription is the same as Hope's,
but the tone is bluntly heretical: "brute
,objectivity requires new ideas about
wha,t constitutes sufficiency." Tone
makes aU the difference.

Hope. Human and Wild does more
than interpret the curious end of Hesiod's
story. "Hope was the only spirit that
stayed tht:re in the unbreakable closure
of the jar, under its rim, and could not
fly forth abroad, for the lid of the great
jar closed down first and contained her.
This was by the will of cloud-gathering

Zeus" (trans. Lattimore, ll. 59-1(4). Mr.
McKibben's book pries open the lid, al
lowing us to glimpse a simple, profound
truth that our own experience will con
fum: no matter how great the human
weakness and suffering, no matter how
great the evil, no'remedy is possible
without hope. Our culture's myths re
quire constant reconfiguration to cush
ion the losses of faith, to dampen the
shocks and accept the changes that rush
upon us. Without such redemptive vi
sions as Mr. McKibben's, the future may
soon appear to us under the paralyzing
Dantesque inscription, "abandon all
hope, ye who enter within." •

- Reviewedby Midwel Wilson. as
sociate director of Sagamore Institute
and humanitiesprofessor at Paul Smith s
College (Paul Smiths, NY 12970)

Adirondack Landscape, watercolor painting by Bill Amadon
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THE COMING PLAGUE: NEWLY EMERGING DISEASES IN A

WORLD OUT OF BALANCE

by Laurie Garrett; Farrar. Strauss and Giroux (19 Union Square West. New

York. NY 10003); 1994; $25 hardcover; 750p.

That humanity had grossly un
derestimated the microbes was no
longer. as the world approached the
twenty-firs-l' century. a matter of,
doubt. The microbes were winning.

We who concentrate on the charis
matic mega-fauna lament that humans
have put an end to evolution. Quite the
contrary; as Lawie Garrett reminds us,
evolution is proceeding apace, acceler
ated by human hubris. True, the evolu
tion is that ofbacteria, viruses, and other.
microbes; but anyone who reads The
Coming Plague mustconclude that these
'will affect our societies deeply.

The Coming Plague is interdiscipli
nary and will be a valuable source docu~
ment in many fields. Garrett knows how
bacteria and viruses mutate. She relates

.those mutations and their consequences
to human actions in the natural world.

In writing the book, Garrett has
drawn on her o~n extensive experience
in Africa, as well as research from
around the world. The result is a thor
ougWy researched, well documented,
extensively foot-noted record of the
rapid emergence and dissemination of
such life-threatening diseases as Ebola,
AIDS, Hanta, Lassa, Toxic Shock Syn
drome and Legionairres. Chapters inter
esting to a knowledgeable biologist will
also be intelligible ~o a lay person, so
well does she explain the concepts of
recombinant DNA, genetic mutation,
and diseasesjumping species.

Unlike ,most disease specialists,
Garrett searches for the environmental

, and ecological vectors of disease. She
weaves the emerging plagues into their
surrounding cultural.: ecological, and so
cial conditions. She recogm:z.es the critical
roles played by human over-population,
pollution, toxic agriculture, global de
struction of habitat and species, and na
ive trust in antibiotics. Economic
imperialism, women's subordinate sta-
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tus, rapid transport and war, have all in
fluenced the grim picture now evolving.

. Garrett puts disease in a global and
historical context. She tracks epidemics
through history. She recounts the course
of modem health care-from certain
optimism that antibiotics could cure and
technology eradicate most diseases, to
the current global village where Ebola
is only a plane ride from an African town
to New York City.

The Coming Plague is also an un
biased report of the sequence of events
in the AIDS, Hanta, Ebola and other epi
demics. She offers fascinating insights
into key scientists, bureaucrats and poli-

. ticians involved in battles against epi
demics. The reader is left with
unabashed admiration for scientists
wh~-withfew supplies, no forewarn
ing of the diseases they might find, still
less how to treat them - ventured into
unfamiliar territories and cultures, and
in some cases, died.

However, this book is more than
a tribute to dedicated scientists; it is
an astounding expose of the political
maneuvering surrounding interna
tional aid. As one disgruntled scien
tist muttered, "The politicians are
worse by far than the viruses."

The result is a depressing list of
mega-projects whose impacts worsened
conditions fOf'humans but vastly im
proved the situation for ~crobes,of re
ligious and tribal disputes manipulated
by the super powers, ofobscene amounts
of money squandered on military forces
with the consequent disruption of stable
populations and ecosystems. Disease
moved in to take advantage oflarge pools
of starving people. Garrett neitherjudges
nor condemns; she reports. The Coming
PlagUe is very clear on 40w the intrave
nous drug culture and sexual promiscu
ity have amplified the spread of disease.

She lists 'the ecological effects of
well meant programs: spraying to

eradicate malaria-carrying mosq~itoes
resulted in the sand fly that carries
Leishmania donovani moving into the
.vacant niche. Some of the book's most
intriguing passages have to do with
genetic mutation and the transfer of
disease from animals to humans. One
such example is the mild Snowshoe
Hare virus which in 1992 caused en
cephalitis in more than 100,000 people
in northern Russia.

"It's almost an axiom," warns im
munologist Sir MacFarlane Burnet, "that
an action for short tenn human benefits
will, sooner or later, bring long-ienn eco
logical or social problems which demand
unacceptable effort and expense for their
solution. Nature has always seemed to
be working for a climax state, a provi
sionally stable ecosystem, reached by
natural forces, and when we attempt to
remold any such ecosystem, we must
remember that Nature is working against
us" (p. 213).

Garrett is clear about the conse
quences of unbridled human numbers.
'The extraordinary, rapid growth of the
Homo sapiens population, coupled with
its voracious demand for planetary
dominance and resource consumption,
has put every measurable biological and
chemical system on earth in a state of
imbalance" (5.50). In 1994, "with nearly
6 billion huinans crowded onto a planet
that had been occupied by fewer than
1.5 billion a century earlier, something
had to give. That 'something' was
Nature" (551).

Viruses are infinitely more adapt
able than humans. After reading
Laurie Garrett's aSsessment of the
havoc humans have wreaked on natu
ral systems and of Nature's responses,
one can only conclude that natural se
lection is in~eed in full operation at the
apex of the foOd chain! •

-Reviewed by Trudy Frisk,
Kamloops, BC, Canada.
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THE WISDOM OF THE SPO~TED OWL: POLICY LEssoNS'
FOR A NEW CENTURY

by Steven Lewis Yaffee; Island Press (1718 ConnecticutAve. NW,
'Washington, DC 20009) 1994; $26.95; 434 pp.

Arguably, the Spotted Owl issue is
the most controversial environmental !

pOlicy issue in the history ofthe United
States. Like other major issues such as

.Hetch Hetchy, Echo Park, the' Wilder
ness Act, and the Alaska Lands Act, the
Spotted Owl issue has been debated in
the national arena by major policy play
ers, including the President. Some ofthe
characteristics that made the issue so
veKing will also make future issues vex- .
ing: the issue encompas~ed a vast land
scape, it affected private and public
lands, it affected a significant economic
enterprise, scientific knowledge was in
complete and complex, it involved fun
damental value differences, and interest
groups on b9th sides used every lJ,venue
in the American political system to fur
ther th~ir cases.

Steven Yaffee's The Wisdom ofthe
Spotted Owl examines the controversy
in detail. In the first of three sections, /
Yaffee traces the Spotted Owl case
through the fall of 1993, draws broader
lessons from the specifics of the case,
and offers a series ofproposals for how
we can better deal with such complex
environmental policy issues in the future.
At least for someone from outside the
Pacific Northwest who was not directly
involved in the issue and followed the
Spotted Owl case with general interest,
this section seems comprehensive and
even-handed. Inoeed, Yaffee's may be
the ·definitive version of "what hap
pened." Future accounts mayditfer in in- .
terpretation and emphasis, but they will
be hard-pr~ssed to offer more relevant
details than Yaffee offers.

The Spotted Owl case stresses that
the case had lengthy precedents, with its
beginnings traced back to 1972 when
biologists studying the owl discovered
its reliance on old-growth habitat. For'
most of its·history, the Spotted Owl case
was not a federal endangered species is~

sue. Rather, the issue was driven by state

endangered species laws, the National
Forest ManagementAct's proVisions for
species diversity, and a desire by many
of the parties lnvolved-'--especially the
Bureau of Land Manageme.nt and the
Forest Service-to prevent the species'
from being federally listed as a Threat
ened or Endangered species, which
'would move the issue outside the admin
istrative control of the BLM and Forest
Service. This effort came to naught
when, after environmental groups inter
vened, the Spotted Owl was listed as
Threatened in 1989.

In the second section of the book,
Yaffee examines five main problems
underlying the Spotted Owl controversy.
First, a diverse set of interests and mo
tives, extraordinary huge stakes, uncer
tainty over the science and the
economics, and conflicting values and
time frames complicated the Spotted
Owl issue.

.Second, the United Statesfolitical
system is not designed to respond to
complex problems well-the system .is
fragmented, reactive, and (;risis-oriented.
Part of the reason for this design is that
the framers ofthe Constitution were very
concenied with centralized authoritY arid
hence did not ~ant to make it too easy
for the central government to exercise
that authority. As our environmental (and
social and economic) problems become
more complex, the federal government
will continue to have significant prob
lems in dealing with these issues. Two
major alternatives to address this exist:
to reduce the role of the federal govern
ment in policy (the Gingrich approach),
or to increase fundamentally the capac-

. ity ofthe federal government to deal with
problems (as occurred in the Progressive
Eraand during the New Deal-World War
IT period). .

Athird problem is the role ofinter
est groups in making policy. Such
groups-on all sides-have incentives

to cloud the facts and overstate their in
terests. Also, due to the multiplicity of
access points in the American politiCal
system, these groups can always find
another law or institutional venue to fur
ther their cause (e.g., if you fail within
the Forest Service policy process, you .
can.tUrn to the courts; i~ the NFMA
doesn't work, you can try the ESA). This
makes agreement on a complex policy 
issue difficult. Yaffee also notes the dif
ficulty of coalitions speaking with one
voice, an issue of rising significance
within the environmental community. A
weakness in this chapter is his failure t9
discuss the privileged position of busi
ness in the American political system: it
has ready funds, existing organizations, .
and special access to government.

A fourth general problem is the na
ture of existing natural resources laws,
namely the Multiple Use SustainedYield
Act, the National Forest Management
Act, and the Endangered Species Act.
Problems with these laws include the
damage done by multiple demands, the
unintended effects of forest planning
(e.g., smaller clearcuts led to increased
forest fragmentation) and its subjuga
tion to the power of the appropriations
process, and the effort to protect ecosys
tems with.a law designed to protect in
dividual species.

A final problem leading to the
Spotted Owl controversy was that agency
values (especially for the Forest Service)
and standard operating procedqres were
counterproductive in dealing with a
nonroutine situation. Among the prob
lems within the OIganizational culture of
the Forest Service thatYaffee points out
are its post-World War IT "can do" in
dustrial approach, its inability to toler
ate dissent, its strong socialization, and
its poor use ofpublic participation. The
FS had three responses as the Spotted
Owl issue evolved: to ignore it, to deal
with it through standard operating pro-
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cedures (which didn't work), and to ~t strategically on
behalfofthe agency itself. Another major part ofthe prob
lem was poo~ leadership within the FS. This lack of lead
ership was partly responsible for the lack of dialogue
among groups within the region, which helped lead to the
intense polarization over the issue.

In the final three chapters of the book, Yaffee of
fers his vision of the future in environmental and natu
ral resources policy. He sees,significant parallels
between the late 18008 and the late 1900s, and believes

. a new movement analogous to the Progressive conser
vation movement is needed. I concur on these points. Our
society and political system are faced with heightened is
sue complexity and reduced governing capacity. The in
creased complexity is due to expanding and conflicting
public values and ambiguous and conflicting norms. The'
reduced capacity is due to declining slack in our stressed
natura1 systems, diminishing government fiscal resources,
fragmented power due to the tremendous rise ofinterest
groups, and limited vision and insufficient guidance. Al
though his observations are accurate, I think Yaffee takes
the status quo too much for granted. On fiscal realities,
for instance, he does not discuss the importance of the
antitax rhetoric that has so changed the national political
picture in the last twenty years. As a nation we have the
capacity to pay significantly more taxes; we are the least
taxed developed,nation in the world, so this is an issue of
political leadership and education rather than fact. Turn-
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ing to fragmented power, he fails to discuss reasons why
business has the potential to dominate the political arena,
and offers only a very brief discussion of the new con
servation movement.

There are reasons to be optimistic, though. Conflict,
Yaffee writes, creates windows ofopportunity for change;
there is a generational shift in leadership occurring within
olJ!political system, including in the Forest Service; some
aspects of our public land management approach have
worked well and give us something to build on; and we
are in a period ofrapid development ofnew ideas for land
management My own work on public lands politics leads
me both to agree and disagree with Yaffee on two ofhis
points. I agree that we are in a period ofpotentially dra
matic change in public lands policy, a period more open
to change than any since the foundation of public lands
,management in the late 1800s and early 1900s. It is also
clear tbatsignificant change within the Forest Service is
under way in terms ofincreased professional diversity. I
am more skeptical when Yaffee writes, "Part of the rea
son to view this process ofrevitalization and renewal with
optimism is that the core theories and operating principles
ofthe Forest Service are not wrong, they just got bogged
down in the values of the 1950s and 1960s;and need to
be updated in a real (not token) way for the 1990s" (pp.
324-325). I don't think the Forest Service-or the natu
ral world-will be well served by updating Gifford
Pinchot for the twenty-first century. The agency would
be better served by replacing Pinchot with Aldo Leopold
as its touchstone thinker. (I sent this suggestion to the
Forest Service as part of its reinventing government ini- .
tiative. A year later, I am still waiting for a response.)
Leopold's land ethic could serve as a much stronger
grounding than "the greatest good of the greatest num
ber in the long run," or multiple use and sustained yield. .
These latter phrases leave the Forest Service in charge of
determining what is in the public interest; and as its past
behavior has demonstrated, it has been biased to further

. a particular private interest and it has not handled public
participation well. Similarly, despite its rhetoric, the For
est Service has not been good at science-based manage
ment (see Schiff's Fire and Water, 1962).

To improve the Forest Service, Yaffee recommends
a series of ch?nges: creating new mechanisms to bridge
the agency-nonagency boundary; improving organiza
tional management, especially leadership; improving in
formation gathering and analyzing; and developing ways
to promote creativity and risk-taking within the agency.
He recommends changing the long-standing agency prac
tice of frequent transfers. This technique has been used
to build organizational loyalty and preventemployee cap
ture by local interests, but it sacrifices local knowledge
and commitment to a place. He also argues that the For
est Service should be a leader in new land management

Northern Spotted OwllJy Peggy Sue McRae
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approaches, in brokering compromise, rather than dragging its feet
fighting for the status quo. Regarding information analysis, Yaffee
writes, "Many respondents [to his interviews] felt that the FS and.
others had filtered information strategically, or interpreted infor
mation in an obviously biased manner. Others felt that agency of
ficials had lied outright at times in the courSe of the debate" (p.
348). Is this a surprise? It seems very naive to me-as a political
scientist-to expect an agency to interpret information in an unbi
ased manner. Agencies, like ihterest groups and people, have their
own biases and these will influence their interpretation of infor
mation, either consciously or subconsciously. Indeed, many schol
ars suggest that there is no such thing as unbiased information. So
to suggest that the Forest Service-or any agency-will become.
a purveyor oftruth, justice, and the American way seems too much
to hope for. Some ofYaffee's suggestions come out of the rein
venting government school ofthought, but my own work on p~b

lic lands'suggests that it will be extremely difficult to change the
dominant idea on which an agency or policy is based. Efforts since
the mid-1960s to shift the thinking within the Fore~t Service have
not changed much so far.

In his final chapter, Yaffee recommends four ways to build
better policies: (l) shifting and clarifying the objectives ofresource
policy: a stronger focus on ecosystem level biotic health through
a variety ofpolicies, laws, and agencies-not just the ESA-and
new public lands designations modeled on Wild and Scenic Riv
ers, such as national conservation lands, national multiple value
lands, national commodity lands; (2) changing incentives and pro- .
viding opportunities: reducing federal subsidies for use of re
sources from public lands and effective regional scale planning;
(3) enhancing the capacity of individuals and institutions; and
(4) public resource management as a model ofexcellence.

Yaffee closes by writing that "'new perspectives,' the 'new
forestry,' 'ecosystem management,' and 'landscape ecology' ;md
whatever other slogans arise in an agency fond ofsuch labels, must
bear fruit in order for the agency to regain an image oftrustwor
thiness and legitimacy, an image that has been tarnished by the
events ofthe spotted owl and other recent controversies. The win-·
dow ofpossibilities is open now, and change must not be ofa to
ken or simply rhetorical nature" (p. 377). This relates to the
fundamental question raised in the final two sections ofthe book:
can we reform the policy process and the Forest Service so as to
avoid the polarization and conflict that was so apparent in the Spot
ted Owl case? Yaffee does a good job of suggesting ways to re
form the system, but this begs a larger question: Will incremental
reform do the trick, or must we move in bold new directions? Bet
ter process will definitely help, but what can it offer if segments
ofsociety have fundamentallydifferent values? These larger ques
tions will form the landscape ofenvironmental policy in the twenty-
first century. • .

-Reviewed by Chris McGrory Klyza, coeditor ofThe Fu
ture ofthe Northern Forest, author oftheforthcoming Who Con
trols Public Lands: Mining, Forestry, and Grazing, 1870-1990, and
political science professor at Middlebury College (Program in En
vironmental Studies, Middlebury College. Middlebury. VT 05733).

SLIDE MOUNTAIN OR THE FOLLY OF

,OWNING NATURE

by Theodore Steinberg; University of California Press

(2120 Berkeley Way, Berkeley, CA 94720); 1995; $24.

Hardbound,212p.

In Roughing It Mark Twain recounts an apocry
phal tale that poses a tough legal question. When a
landslide sends Morgan's ranch down Slide Mountain
to cover Hyde's valley farm, who now owns the land?
Law books, deeds on file at the courthouse, and wit-

. nesses all support Hyde's claim; but the judge rules·
for Morgan. IfGod decides to move Morgan's ranch,

, he reasons, then man will have to live with it. The I~w

provides Hyde poor consolation: he still owns the in
undated soil; The tale, a practical joke perpetrated by
locals on a new lawyer, suggests the absurdity ofone
of,our culture's strongest convictions: that nature is an
ownable commodity.

-History professor Theodore Steinberg uses the
story to begin his review of five real legal disputes,
each confirming his thesis that our fixation on own
ership of nature and the accompanying law ofprop
erty have "not just confused but impoverished our
relationship with the natural world." But having am
ply supported his thesis, Steinberg then refuses to
place blame where it belongs. Instead he claims that
"in the majority of cases the law of property works ,
quite well to help control and own the natural world."
This reluctance to deeply question our zeal to own
natur.e diminishes an otherwise well-documented and
valuable book.

The first case concerned NativeAmericans and a
shifting river. As original human occupants of North
America, the Omaha Indians, according to Lewis and
Clark, "had no ideaofexclusive possession ofthe soil."
However, as white settlers moved in, they tried to sal
vage a portion of the land they'd roamed for genera- .
tions by agreeing to a treaty setting aside reservation
land hard by the Missouri River Then the river moved.
When it did, land that had been part of the Omaha's
Nebrnska reServation ended up across the river in Iowa.
There, white settlers claimed it.

The Omaha sued to regain the land. The trial fo
cused on how nature had moved the river. If the shift
resulted from accretion (gradually shifting soil), it be
longed to the settl~rs; if from avulsion (sudden build
up ofsoil), it belonged to the Indians, Mostofthe shift,
t4e judge ruled, had been caused by accretion. The
Omaha were awarded only a small portion ofthe land.

Steinberg notes that while property law doctrines
serve to portray our legal or economic relation to the
land, they fail miserably to address the environmental
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and social relations between people and land. To
the settlers the land had become like a home. "But,
as Steinberg points out, envisioning the land as
a house. that they built "meant denying that it
once belonged to the Omaha," and ~'repressing

the role that an uncontrolled Missouri played in
delivering the property into the hands of the
white people." To the Indians the land was not
their exclusive possession, but open ground from
which they should not be banished. According
to the settlers' law, nature had rendered even that
minimal claim illusory.

The second case also concems a body of wa
ter, its shifting character, and shifting characteriZ4
tion. Louisiana's Six Mile Lake had once been a
wide body of water. It narrowed as current.depos
ited newly-formed land (alluvion) on its banks.
Oassifying the lake became critical because under
state law, alluvion along str6aIIlS belongs to the
adjacent landowner, while alluvion along lakes be
longs to the state. The Louisiana Supreme Court
held that Six Mile Lake was a stream. Then the court
reversed itself, deciding that even a lake with a cur
rent sufficient to carry silt-one that looks like a
river-can still be a lake, especially if it has always
been called a lake.

Thus, narning nature invests natural objects
with legal consequences. As Steinberg notes, how
ever, names cannot defme the physical reality of a
lake. Nature is too elusive for that.

More elusive water, this time percolating sub
surface water: is the subject of the third legal dis
pute. When settlers began pumping ftom
underground aqUifers in the Arizona desert to irri
gate cotton crops, leg:iJ. battles began over whether
water belonged to th~ surface landowner or to the

. flfStto fmd andpump the water (the traditioDaI prior
appropriation law of natural·resources). First the .
Arizona Supreme Court applied the prior appropria
tion rule, then it reversed itself and ruled for the sur
face owners.

Steinberg asks whether, in light of our depen
dencyon water, the man owns the water or the water
owns the man. Considering how courts and laws
vacillate, one might also wonder whether artificial
rules impoverish what could be a noble relation
ship with nature.

Steinberg's fmal two cases raise us from the
mundane (underground) to the sublime (overhead).
Can a landowner demand natural weather condi
tions? A group of farmers su¢ their neighbors to
stop them from seeding clouds, claiming it had
caused a drought in their area They won a limited
victory. According to the court, technological in-
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terference with their weather could only be justi
fied if necessary in the public interest. ill the eyes
of the law, this case indicates, ownership rights to
the weather depend on the needs of the public.

The final case-actuallY'a series of ex
amples-applies property law to an even more
abstract aspect of the natural world. "In a culture
in which everything must have an owner," he
shows, "even something as diffuse as airspace
could become property." III reslxlIlse to the crush
of high-rise building in New York City, the city
restricted airspace above each lot tllat an owner
could fill. Then it created a market for that air in

. the form of Transferable Development Rights
(TDRs). Steinberg recowlts battles forTDRs over
several famous buildings including Grand Central
Station and Trump Tower. He notes ruefully that
"while claiming to solve some problems, [[DRs]
force the ideology of exchange further into the
marrow'of daily existence."

In fact, New York's churches, in particular
Park Avenue's St. Bartholomew's Church, firmed
to trading theirTDRs to promote church programs.
St. Bart's.needed the money-in effect it felt it had
to destroy itself to save itself. The courts refused.
Steinberg wonders about the "sanity of a culture
in which the goal of preservation is reached only
through destruction."

Insane though he has prov.en it to be;
Steinberg surprisingly concludes that universal
ownership ofnature is workable, indeed inevitable..
He sees the only real difficulty on the margins. But
the viability of legal and ethical propositions is
commonly tested on the margins; judges pose
sometimes outrageous hypotheticals to test the
sturdiness of a lawyer's argument. The great value
of this book is in its use of real cases to challenge
an entrenched but outdated legal institution.

Having failed to challenge universal own
ership, Steinberg mismterprets the passage from
Thoreau's Walden with which he concludes. He
claims that Thoreau dreamed about owning a
slice of the earth. Bu~, in fact, Thoreau de
bunked the notion of land ownership. Thoreau
believed he already "owned" all the land that
mattered - the aesthetic, not the productive part.
He walked freely through it and coveted no
deed. Steinberg concludes that, because we be

.lieve we cannot afford to let e;my of nature alone,
ours is an impoverished culture. Because ,he
fails to deeply question modern property law,
however, he fails to confront the culprit.. .

-Reviewed by Michael Martin, a lawyer and
writer who lives in Fairfax, VA
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GUARDIANS OF THE PARKS: A HISTORY OF THE NATIONAL

PARKS AND CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION

by John C. Miles; Taylor and Francis (1900 Frost Rd., Suite 101, Bristol, PA 19(07);

1995; $29.95 hard~over; 363 p. with photographs and index

America's NationalParks are preCious fragments of
God's earth desperately in need of guardians who care
about them and are willing to stir the public pot and raise
a ruckus, without fear or favor.· The parks are inad
equately protected by their assigned protectors at the
National Park Service, who spend too much time in
waltzing willingly to political t.une callers and in fool
ish bureaucratic restructuring, assiduously avoiding the
tough issues of park abuse andmisuse.

This new book is not about the National Park Service,
at least,not directly, but rather about the citizen organiza
tion that serves as "watchdog" for the parks. The author,
John Miles, has compiled useful data concerning the exter
nal and internal struggles of the National Parks and Con
servationAssociation. At times NPCA (fonnerly'National
Parks Association) may not have been as effective as pos
sible, but through the years has been led by energetic indi
viduals wholly committed to the' parks cause, including
Robert Sterling Yard, Devereux Butcher, Fred Packard,.
Anthony Wayne Smith, and now, for theyast fifteen years,
Paul J>ritchard. To its credit, NPCA has often been willing
to take on the agency it watchdogs, in contrast to the Ameri
can ForestryAssociation, the chronic public front and apolo
gist for deeds and misdeeds of the US Forest Service.

I recall how Devereux Butcher, as a case in point,
fought with all his might to 'keep National Parks from
being reduced to popcorn playgrounds. He protested con
struction of a commercial tourist development at fla
mingo, a prime wildlife location at the .
edge of Florida Bay in Everglades Na
tional Park. The~, after being forced out.
of the National Parks Association, he
launched his own monthly publication,
National Wildland News. In the issue of
November 1960, he reported as follows:

Hurricane Donna, in September,
seemed an expression ofoutraged nature
striking back at man:S violation ofone of
the world:S truly superb nature sanctuar
ies-Everglades National Park.

When Everglades National Park was
established in 1947, the National Park
Service had an opportunity to show it had
discovered the present day needlessness of
resorts inside the national parks, and to
demonstrate how a great naturesanctuary
should be administered. Instead, it clung

to the outmoded concept ofthe stagecoach era that hotels
are necessary in the park:S heartlands. Without overnight
accommodations, reasoned the Service, visitors would not
get the kind ofexperience they should have. Whereupon the
Service aUthorized, under Mission 66, a big yachting-fish
ing resort ofthe kind that are a dime a dozen in Florida, to
be builrin the heart ofthe sanctuary.

After the Flamingo development was flattened by
Hurricane Donna, Butcher suggested it be rebuilt near
the park entrance, while restoring the natural scene at the
site. But the Park Service ignored such opportunities, then
and thereafter.

Miles traces the growth of NPCA to its. present mem
bership of nearly 500,000. With this new strength, hopefully
its best days are yet to cqme. An appreciable number may
have joined in response to direct mail solicitations, but NPC,A
does much good work, as in exposing and resi~ting the Con
tract with America's park closure scheme, spreading .the
gospel through the March for Parks, and stimulating the or
ganization of local park friends grOilpS.

. Of course, those friends should always champion the
parks fIrst and foremost; and avoid cooption by park super
intendents. Grassroots groups need to stir the pOt and raise a
rud.'Us-indeed, we all need to.•

-Reviewed by Michael Frome, Ph.D., author of
Regreening the National Parks and Chronicling the West
Thirty Years of Environmental Writing, scheduledfor spring
1996 release by Mountaineers Books

Mount Clarence Kin~ (Kings Canyon National Park) by Evan Ca~tor
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OUR LIVING RESOURCES

by US Department ofInterior-National Biological Service
(Washington, DC 20240); 1995; $44; 530 pp.

Here it is. The long-awaited first (and maybe the last) publica
tion of the National Biological Service, the new department formed
by Babbitt to bring honesty and accuracy back into the conservation
of our living resources. It's a beauty with co"lored photos and graph
ics, tight little vignettes of many US animals and plants, portraits ofa
few ecosystems and ecoregions, and mini-essays on special issues (cli

ornate change, non-native species, habitat assessments). You fall into
enthusiasm and hope, entranced by stylishness, the tight semi-scien-

". tific Writing, and the continental coverage. You may even feel proud
that you contributed an article (as I did on the status and trends of the
Sky Island ecosystems of the Southwest). Then you step back: What·
are America's major ecoregion hot-spots? What are the major issues?

Slowly, the glitz fades. The coastal temperate rainforests (pacific
. I

Northwest), North America's grandest wetland (the Everglades), and
the San Francisco Bay and Columbia River drainage basins are not
mentioned. The grossest gap is the Everglades. The melaleuca tree
invasion, the plight of the Snail Kite (well, one paragraph, with no
mention of the Everglades and water flow issues), the devastating scale
of wetland loss, and the pollution by the sugar-industry receive no at
tention. Even Bill Wilen's article about the nation's wetlands skips
the Everglades. The article on the Florida Keys grays out the Florida
River, which collects sugar-plantation biostimulants that contribute
to the demise of coral reef fish and other near-shore critters. Simi- "
larly, there is no vignette of the Northern Spotted Owl; and no trend
or statusreport on migratory salmonids and smelt along the northern
Pacific Coast..

Readers ofWild Earth will search in vain for the Big Picture view
required for large mammals. There is no discussion of habitat corri
dors or the deleterious impacts ofhabi'tat fragmentation. Those re~

ers in search ofconservation biology principles will find them scattered
and scarce. Concepts like survival habitat (the minimum habitat size
required for short-term survival) and minimal viable population vs. re
covery populationhave apparently not yet entered the thinking ofNBS or
the majority ofits contributors.

In talking to the much beleaguered Ron Pulliam, the Director of
NBS and one of the most admirable biologists trying to make a differ
ence, he insisted these omissions were not intentional. Let's hope so
and give NBS the support it needs just to survive. Confronted by ya
hoo politicians who wish conservation science would just disappear,
Our Living Resoun::es can be useful in persuading others that biodi
versity matters. The book has fine vignettes on everybody from the
Tarahumara Frog to the American Ba4ger Numerous small mistakes
(e.g., the Chiracahua Mountains are in Arizona, not New Mexico, as
stated) are easily forgiven. It's neither the misinformation nor the
disinformation but the selective uninformation that casts a cloud.•

-Reviewed by Peter Warshall, conservation biologist and an edi
tor ofthe Whole Earth Review
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LIFE ON THE EDGE: A GUIDE TO

CALIFORNIA'S ENDANGERED NATIJRAL RESOURCES

by Carl Thelander, editor in chief; Heyday Books "
(pOB 9145 Berkeley, CA 94709); 1994; $45 paper
back; 550 pp.

If you live in California, this is among
the top five books ever written on your state
and the state ofyour state's biodiversity. Life"
on the Edge is a loving web of texts: Native
American prayers and origin stories, histori
cal narratives on the fate ofCalifornia wild
life and on the causes of the problems
(especially waterworks), scientific vignettes
of every threatened population from fringe
toed lizards to whales, quotes, interviews
with the scientists most intimate with the
wildlife, fun poems. These texts are inter
twined with eye-contemplative (vs. calen- .
dar-pretty) illustrations: photos, distribution
maps, drawings, cartoons, NatiyeAmerican
paintings, etchings, any image that works.
Life on the Edge should become the standard
text for California K-12 and no naturalist or
conservationist should be without it.

Life on the Edge originated as Southern
California Edison's educational manual for
its employees who work within endangered
species habitat. Its popularity led to this 550
page titanic volume-authored by a private
consulting firm (BioSystems), Con Edison,
and Audubon, and distributed by Heyday
Books (one of the great small publishers of
gentle but robust information). Kind of Wild
Earth exorbitantly well funded. Life on the
Edge is so attentive to interconnectedness
that the preface describes the process and is
sues involved in choosing the appropriate
kind ofbook paper in an inadequate market
world.

If you want to publish your own
bioregion's history on the destiny of its wild
life and its entanglement with human life,
this is the best book I have seen. It vibrates
with an impressive educational hope. It is a
model of the "new" enviro-history that needs
to balance the commodity and conquest his
tory of the past. As E.O. Wilson poiiJts out, it
takes the abstraction "biodiversity" and gives
it everyday value. In short, a rare gem. •

-Reviewed by Peter Warshall
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SILICON SNAKE OIL: SECOND THOUGHTS ON

THE INFORMATION HIGHWAY

by Clifford Stoll; Doubleday (1540 Broadway, New York,

. NY 10036); 1995; $22.hardcover; 247pp.

The main ingredient of "silicon snake oil" is "a tech
nocratic belief that computers and networks will ~ake a
better society" (p. 50). They will not; Clifford Stoll ex
plains. Networking, in fact, may draw our attention away
from the real world. Networks "isolate us from one an
other ~d cheapen the meaning of actual experience" (p.
3). The Illternet conveys data, but data are not knowledge.

An astronomer at the University of California at Ber
keley, Stoll has been involved with networks since their
creation and is a cOmputer security expert. Nevertheles,s,
he has become increasingly ambivalent about networking
and computers in general. Silicon Snake Oil shows the li
abilities of electronic library catalogs, computer shopping,
computer information services, computer modeling, com
puters in schools....

Stoll writes in the rust person, and the issues he ad
dresses reflect his persoUal concerns. The book is not an
exhaustive critique of computers. Effects on the health of
users and on the job market are not discussed, for instance.
Stoll's views on electronic (e-) mail and on the World Wide
Web illustrate his perspective.

Like the editor of Wild Earth, Stoll views the rust class
postal system, not e-mail, as "one of the wonders ,of the
twentieth century" (p. 166). Iris certainly more reliable.
Stoll's brother on the east coast mailed him a postcarda
day. for two months. At the. same time Stoll sent himself
e-mail from five different remote accounts. All the post
cards arrived; five of the e-mail messages failed to make
it. The postal service often successfully copes with incor
rectly addressed letters; the Internet never. E-mail mes
sages all look alike and lack warmth. E-mail letters are
often carelessly written. (Because a computer user can
easily correct errors if he so ch~oses,he is likely to write
sentences before thinking them tluough~) If one belongs
to news groups or lists, one's e-mail may be largely junk
mail. Cyberspace sorelybcks "genuine editors" to sepa
rate the dross from the gold.

As for the World Wide Web, "it's easy to make fancy
home pages"; but, when seeking in(ormation on the Web,
even networking experts are likely to become lost "in a
twisty maze of cross-referenyes" (pp. 196-197). The Web
is suited to key word searches, but key word access is not
equivalent to good indexing. As with computer searches
in general, the researcher does not know what material he
misses. Reliance on th~ computer arbitrarily narrows the
field of rfsearch. .

Whatever the effectiveness of computer searches, the
days of the Internet may be numbered. The system will
deteriorate if a means of forcing users to pay for sending
and receiving information is not put in place, Stoll says.
Currently users do not help to fund the infrastructure or
management of the system. Viewing it as free, they flood
it with messages. Already the system 'slows down when
many users request files from one location. Increasing
bandwidth is touted as a fix. Such an increase, Stoll says,
would have no more effect on electronic congestion·than

.increasing highways has had 'on traffic congestion.
The book is not well organized. Chapters tend to,£iag

ment into individUal, though highly quotable, paragraphs
and sentences. The disorganization must be due in part to
the fact that Stoll wrote portions on a computer (he invites

"readers to guess which portionS and provides the answer
in.a cryptogram). An index partially ccimpensates; and, as
Stoll mixes humorous accounts of his experiences with
general observations, the book is entertaining.

. In the opinion of this reviewer, Silicon Snake Oil is a
must for individuals and organizations owning or think
ing of buying a computer and modem. Many readers will .
find it therapeutic. Learning that even computer experts

- regard software manuals as frustrating, Tor example, is
comforting. All should find it thought provoking. Would
you be more effective if'you jettisoned·or at least decreased
the use of your modem? Are the massive investments by
organizations in networking a waste of resources? Stoll
forces us to ask such questions. .

Contrary to popular belief, "the Internet, that great
digital dUmpster, confers not power, not prosperity, not
perspicacity," Stoll states. It is a purveyor of facts and
a consumer of time. Government officials, teachers, li
brarians, joum~ists,and con·servationists need to hear
and heed his words. •

-Reviewedby ¥ary Byrd Davis, Yggdrasil Institute
(POB 131 Georgetown, KY 40324), editor o/Eastern Old
Growth Forests: Prospects for Rediscovery and Recovery
(Island Press 1996)

."

cartoon by L.]. Kapf
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LANDSCAPE AND MEMORY

by Simon Schama; Alfred A. Knopf (20] East 50th St., New York, NY

]0022); ]995; $40; 652 p., illustrated.

Schama's main

concern is with the

fears, desires, myths,

and religious

concepts that shape

our reactions to

nature and turn it

into the human'

category of

landscape.

Although it has much to say about forests,
rivers, and mountains, Landscape and Memory,
the monumental new book by Simon Schama,
is not so much a work of "nature writing" as it
is a cultural history. Schama's main concern is
with the fears, desires, myths, and religious con
cepts that shape our reactions to nature and turn
it into the human category of landscape. "Be
fore it can ever be a repose for the senses," he
writes, "landscape is the work of the mind. Its
scenery is built up as much fro~n strata of
memory as from layers of rock."

In each of the three main sections of the
book- "Wood," :'Water," and "Stone"
Schama shows how the human imagination has
romanticized or demonized nature. His ex
amples, bolstered by dozens of reproductions'
of engravings, photographs, and landscape
paintings, are intriguing even when somewhat
arbitrary. We learn how Yosemite and the red
wood forests became quasireligious,

l quasipatriotic shrines, and how the ancient
scheme to carve Mount Athos into rpe fonn of
a man inspired Gutzon Borglum, relentless self
'promoter and Klansman', to create the monu
ment at Mount R~hmore. Schama's erudition
ranges fro~ Robin Hood to Bernini to the mod
ern Gennan painter Anselm Kiefer, and he is a
sensitive interpreter of visual as well as written
evidence, able to draw out the nuances of a
painting or sculpture in the light of its own time.

Yet Schama is not entirely at home in the
outdoors, as certain details reveal. He describes
the peasants hired as guides for an early ascent
of Mont J?lanc as "skeptical" because they car
ried candles and tinder with them in case they
had to spend a night on the mountain. "Prudent"
might be a better word. He alludes flippantly to
the fear of Father Fabri, who navigated the Nile 
in 1483, that "wallowing hippos" would "attack
their boats· and devour the passengers in their
slick, pink maws." Fear of hippos is well justi
fied, as Africans and travelers in Africa knOw.
Still, Schama's journey to the Polish forest, de
scribed early in the book, proves that he is not
content to reach all his conclusions in the library,
a,nd inspires some vivid, though densely
worked, description:

Much of the woods lie under water.
Fallen trunks' lying across the course of
streams create black ponds, twenty feet
deep, and odorous peat-swamps filled with
frogs and thunderfish and covered with a
gray.coating of algae from which, during
sprin.g and summer, blades of iris and
marsh marigold sprout, like tufts ofhair on
a bald man spate.

In the end, Lan.dscape and Memory
seems to imply that everything is landscape.

r While Bill McKibben's The End 'oj Nature
concluded with anguish that human beings
have changed the environment so profoundly
that even our weather is artificial, Schama
takes this same idea as a calmly accepted
starting point. Maintaining that people have
been altering natural ecosystems "since the
days of ancient Mesopotamia," he holds that
"it is this irreversibly modified world, from
the polar caps to the equatorial forests, that is
all the nature we have."

The quotation from Thoreau that.
Schama chooses to begin and end the book
seems intend.ed to make that point. Thoreau

. writes, "It is in vain to dream of a wildness
distant from ourselves. There is none such.
It is the bog in our brains and bowels, the
primitive vigor of Nature in us, that inspires
that dream." Schama appears to interpret
this as meaning that wildness is always
qualified, that the earth has been domesti
cated. But Thoreau, though he located him
self on the margiri between town and forest,
reCognized that raw wilderness still existed.
You can see this in the wariness that per
vades his book The Maine Woods, in par
ticular his deranged-sol1l1ding description
of the harsh rock summit of Mount
Katahdin. If Landscape and Memory is
sometimes l1l1satisfying, it is because the
author seems more interested in manicured
Arcadias and ornamental fountains than in
serious wilderness.•

- Reviewedby Geoffrey Wisner (12 Suf
folk St. Apt. 2 Cambridge, MA 02139), who
frequently reviews books on African and en
vironmental topics
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Reviews

WHY WE GARDEN: CULTIVATING A SENSE OF PLACE

by Jim Nollman; Henry Holt & Co. (115 W. 18th St.,

New York, NY 10011); 1994; $25 Hardcover, 312 pp..

Should wilderness advocates care about a
book on gardening? Perhaps not unless it's Jini
Nollman'sJatest work, Why We Garden: Cultivat
ing a Sense ofPlace. This book is not about gar
dening in the typical sense. Rather, it invites us
to see "plants as collaborators" and organic gar
dening as a doorway to the sacred in nature, a por
tal perhaps as valid as the wilderness. "Nurturing
a sense of participation'with nature through the gar
den," writes Nollman, "expands the context of our
attention-our ~atering, our planting, our harvest
ing, our enriching- beyond the garden wall, now to
include the ecosystem we inhabit, our sense of com
munity, and even the Earth itself."

This work sends an arrow to the heart of what
may be a significant failing of the enviromnental
movement. "What the environmental community
may lack most," suggests Nollman, "is an ability to
engage people in their daily lives in a positive cre
ative and joyful manner." "Daily" is the key word
here and as both.a wilderness activist and passion
ate gardener myself, I believe the author has indeed
identified a vital element conspicuously absent in
most front-line environmental writing. Nollman cau
tions deep ecologists against anointing "wilderness
as the only true font of the sacred." When they exalt
wilderpess to the exclusion of the rest of the world,'
he feels, they deny the "equally. sacred potential of .
the 'middle ground' that lies in the center of all our
lives, [and] limit their important message to a wil
derness pries!hood."

Prairie scientist Wes Jackson makes a related
point in his wonderful book, Becoming Native to This
Place. ''To treat wilderness as a holy shrine and Kan
sas or East Saint Louis as terrain of an altogether "
different sort is a fonn of schizophrenia. Either all
the earth is holy or none is. It is possible to love a
small acreage in Kansas as much as John Muir loved
the entire Sierra Nevada. This is fortunate, for the
wilderness of the Sierra will disappear unless little
pieces of non-wilderness become intensely loved by
lots of-people."

In an era where wildness is unraveling all
around us, it is vital to link our backyards, our gar
dens and countrysides to tlle wilderness, if not in a
physical sense (though sometimes this can be done
as well) then in a spiritual one. The sacred resides in

. them all. The rougWy 70 million gardening house-

YEA! GARDEN, linoleum cut by Suzanne DeJohn

holds in this country represent a bounty of potential
wildernes's advocates who could be drawn into the
fold through a newly articulated relationship between
gardening and the environmental exigencies of our
time. Nollman lays the grOlmdwork for this relation
ship, offering the garde\l as the essential tool within
the center of profane society, which can remold cul
ture "to embrace the sacred onadaily basis."

Some wilderness advocates disdain gardening
because our brellk with nature can be traced to the
introduction of agriculture; yet this may be precisely
the terrain to begin the healing of our culture.
Nollman thinks so. "Gardening's greatest gift is the
control of humans by Nature," he asserts. This is the .
lesson of tlle garden; and from the first page, the au
thor sets to the task of excising antiquated garden
ing terms that promote domination and have
obscured this lesson since the beginning of agricul
qrre. He replaces worn out terminology with a more
participatory language that treats "plants as living
things (even living bemgs), soil as an ally, and the
garden as a guide and mentor aiding us in our struggle
to reConnect with the Earth at the place we live."
Following the seasons, the book's chapters offer 12
"conceptual" gardens (The ,Political Garden, The

. Predators Garden, The Weed Garden, The Soil Gar
den, The Sacred Garden...) which explore in pro
found and witty ways the notion that plants may
indeed collaborate with us in recovering our sense
ofpla~. '

. .-------_..

/
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Wendell Berry advises us to invest
in the millennium by planting Sequoias.
I took Wendell up on his sagely advice,
as did Nollman who wri-tes eloquently
about the value of such acts in/his chap
ter The One Tree Garden.' In comparing;
the Sequoia he planted to awe-inspiring
places like the Grand Canyon or
Alaska's. Mendenhall Glacier-places
that embody a "temporal charisma"
which helps us understand our place in
time-he makes an important point
about the inaccessibility of the grand
places that most commonly stir our love
of wildness. Photographs and passion
ate nature writing of such places are in
capable of affecting Nollman "in any
way commensurable with the daily ex
perience I glean so easily while sitting
with that little sequoia....Because the
little sequoia grows right here in my
own yard it keeps the fire lit better than
anything else in my life."

. Indeed, the "deep gardening" that
Nollman articulates so well keeps the
fire lit for increasing numbers of us.
Hope resides in that fire for, as he asks,
"unless we figure out how to heal the
Earth from the place we already live, is
there any real hope of healing it any
where else?" Why We Garden is a pas
sionate call to link the wilderness to the
organic garden-"the single most mean
ingful and accessible step any of us can
take to end the hegemony of the central
ized technological fix that has become
so central to our lives and so debilitat
ing to our ecosystems." •

-Reviewed by Daniel Dancer,
Underwood, WA, environmental photog
rapher, artist and gardener.
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There is no name for this happiness

Even as.
1 tamp the dirt
around these urgent stems and vagrant roots
their names escape me'
flyaway like flawed introductions
Cineraria, torn label, gives me the slip
Salvia, Campanula, Corlopsis cut loose'
like fugitive prayer flags.

Left behind 1pr~d the earth
sing an untitled song to golden ragamuffins
pray the violet creeper, that drifter,
escapes the edges ofits. box.

. Locked in a deeper place
(pale forget-me-not)
plain words remain
water, rock, mother and tongue.

Alone at night
1 wander the house
not knowing when to eat . ,
or go to bed. 1 think that 1 will come to nothing.
1 do not know what to call this time,'
solitary, brimming.

The flowers, beautiful outlaws,
grow in their rich dark.
1 know. When 1 don't sleep 1 watch them
the purple faces ofstrangers
turning this way and that.
I'll show you when you co'me visit'
these gardens, these unnamed delights.

-Marty Williams



Announcements

NEW Road Report
Northwest Environment Watch

(NEW) recently released a study con
cluding that the Pacific Northwest,
famous for its salmon streams, now has
more roads than it does streams. NEW
tallied more than half a million miles of
public streets, highways, and logging
roads in the watershed-defined Pacific
Northwest and detailed the damage they
cause. Copies of"Roads Take Toll on
Salmon, Grizzlies, Taxpayers" are avail
able for $2 from NEW, 1402 3rdAvenue
#1127, Seattle, WA. 98101; http://
www.speakeasy.orglnew.

Marine Predator Restoration'
The Biodiversity Legal Foundation

(BLF) Marine Conservation Program is'
underway in response to continuing loss
and fragmentation ofcoastal marine habi
tat, severe overfishing, and the failure of
state and federal governmentS to protect
biological diversity on our public coasts
and in marine ecosystems. For informa
tion, contact Biodiversity Legal Founda
tionlMarine Conservation Program, POB'
18327, Boulder, CO 80308-1327.

Forest Ecosystem Health
The Citizens' Forest Ecosystem

Health Initiative (CFEHI) outlines policies
and programs to maintain and restore the
health offederal forest lands in the West.
The initiative details the role of fire in

, restoration, other restoration techniques,
plans for conserving old growth and re
ducing roads, and general community
management and involvement. The
CFElll is a joint product of the Klamath
ForestAlliance and the Northwest Ecosys
tem Alliance. To request a copy, write
KFA, POB 820, Etna, CA 96027.

Bioregional Workbook
Discovering Your Life Place: A First

Bioregional Workbook, by Peter Berg, is
an educational tool· based on Planet Drum
workshops to help people realize their
relationships with local natural systems.
Intended for all ages, it introduces the
concepts ofbioregionalism, and olTers
map-making exercises as well as suggest
ing strategies for living in place '
sustainably. For information contact Planet
Drum Books, POB 31251, San Francisco,
CA 94131; 415-285-6556; e-mail:
planetdrum@igc.apc.org.

Pacific Crest Trail/FundraisingTrek
Walkin' Jim Stoltz is hiking the

2750-plus-mile Pacific CrestTrail as a
fundraiser for the Northwest Ecosystem
Alliance, Predator Project, and Southern
Utah Wilderness Alliance. Walkin' Jim has
walked over 20,000 miles through
America's wildlands over the past 22
years. To raise money.for the groups, Jim
is asking supporters to pledge at least one

.cent for every mile he walks. Pledge
sheets and more information are available
by calling Carla Neasel at 406-585-9607.

Report on Fee Hunting as. Viable
Alternative to Grazing ,

Forest Guardians recently released a
study showing that fee hunting opportuni-

. ties within th~ San Pedro ParksWilderness
Area in northern New Mexico could
provide an ec~nomicallyviable \lItemative .'
to commercial livestock production. Con
ducted by Dr. Brian Roach ofthe Univer
sity ofCalifornia-Davis, the report
determined that 41 Elk hunting permits
would be needed to provide 25 ranchers
with an alternative source of income equal
to that generated from cattle production.
The report found that in most cases the Elk
hunting lx;nefits are more than twice the
value ofthe benefits ofcommercial live
stock production. In addition, the protec
tion of this watershed area from livestock
grazing would benefit all who rely on
water from ,San Pedro Parks. The report
costs $10. Contact John Homing 505-988
9126 or Dr. Roach 916-752-6"1,82.

Fifth Annu~lpeep Ecology Workshop
This year's workshop, sponsored

by the Way of the Mountain Center and
The Aspen Center for Environmental
Studies, will take place August 5-9. It
offers the unique experience ofliving
Deep Ecology in the wilds ofthe rugged
Elk Mountains. Three CEUs ofacademic
credit.are available. Workshop present
ers include Dolores LaChapelle, Max
Oelschlaeger, Robert Greenway, Jody
Cardamone and Penny Woodward. For
more information write Jody Cardamone;
Aspen Center for EnviroIimental Studies,
POB 8777, Aspen, CO 81612.

Talking Gourds
The Telluride Writer"s Guild (in

conjunction with theAh Haa School) will
host the annual Talking Gourds Retreat, a

gathering ofpoets, practitioners, and
performing artists from 28-30 June 1996 at
The Faraway Ranch on Wilson Mesa.,This
year's retreat, which will focus on educa- '"
tion, includes lectures, workshops, rituals,
and performances. It is centered around .
whatAme Naess termed deep ecology and
inspired by the work o(Dolores
LaChapelle. For information, contact Judy\
Kohn, Director, 970-728-38&6, POB 1590,
Telluride, Colorado 81435.

Silphion Project
The Silphion Project is a UK-based

group working to conserve the world's
medicinal plants. The project involves
cultivating specimens ofNorthAmerican
plants in Britain to alleviate pressure on
the genetic diversity and robustness ofthe
wild populations, and to ensure amore
consistent supply and quality ofplant .

, material. Brackenhurst College will site
the collection and take part in the propaga
tion and maintenance ofplants. A database
on the habitat, population biology, conser
vation status and collection in the wild of
each species is also being developed. For
more information contact Silphion Project,
66 Victoria Gardens, Horsforth, Leeds
LS18 4PH England, UK; pho~e (0113)
258 3194; e-mail herbaid@gn.aps.org.

Mesoamerican Society for Biology
and Conservation

The Mesoamerican Society for Biol
ogy and Conservation was formed in
January 1996 at Lake Yojoa, Honduras by
a group ofbiologists from five countries
and numerous branches ofthe biological
sciences. The new society will serve biolo
gists and conservationists throughout

. Centr~America and southern Mexico by
publishing a news bulletin,
Mesoamericana, and by sponsoring annual
congresses in Mesoamerica. Persons
interested in the society are invited to
become foun~gmembers and subscribe
to the bulletin. Institutions are also invited
to help found the society. For more infor
mation contact Oliver Komar, Zoology
Department, Ohio WesleYllll University,
Delaware, OH 43015; 614-369-0175; e
mail: ookomar@cc.owu.edu.

Canadian Population Newsletter
One newsletter ofinterest to environ

mentalists concerned about escalating
human demands on Nature isSusPop
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-.Erratum -------------------
Sharp-eyed readers noted the spring issue's back cover artwork was either
miscaptioned or depicted a decidedly muscle-bound Fisher. The critter in question
is, of course, a Wolverine. WE regrets the error, and begs forgiveness from Gulo
gulo, Martes pennanti, and artist Martin Ring (whose other illustration in the issue,
'on page 9, does portray a Fisher).

adequately. Several titles by Canadian
philosopher and Trumpeter editor Alan
Drengson, however, deserve special
mention here. The Deep Ecology Move
ment: An Introductory Anthology
(NorthAHantic Books, 1456 Fourth St.
Berkeley, CA 94710), edited by Alan
Drengson and Yuichi Inoue, otTers a
collection of articles exploring the
grassroots deep ecology n}ovement
cross-culturally. Also noteworthy is
Drengson's narrative on creating eco
logical harmony in daily l~feDoc Forest
and Blue Mountain Ecostery (Ecostery
House, POB 5885 Stn. B, Victoria, BC,
Canada, V8R 6S8; FAX 604-598-9901).
Drengson's newest book is The Practice
ofTechnology: Exploring Technology,
Ecophilosophy, and Spiritual Disci
plinesfor Vital Links (State University
ofNew York Press, State University
Plaza, Albany, NY 12246-000 I).

North America's only Magazine devoted
to the Study, Conservation and Cultivation
of our continent's Wild Flora.

Wildflower
is iIi its 12th year of publishing!

Join our North American botanical community.
Get all the news on wildflower gardening,
ecosystem res'toration, plant rescue, P9I1ination
biology, conservation of rare and common
native plants, book revie~s, new book listi~gs,

original botanical art, native plant socIety
addresses, wildflower photography, poetry,
land acquisition strategies, botanizing travel
accounts, native plant and seed sales. Plug
into a network of"current, relevant and scien
tifically accurate information about this
Continent's wild flora.

·1 year $30 - 2 year $55
We take VISA. Please include your EXPIRY date.
-Payable in USDollars to all subscribers outside Canada.

-.Cheques payable to 'Wildflower' .

JOIN US! Wildflower Magazine
4981 Highway #7 East, Unit 12A
Markham Ontario Canada L3R INI

Deep Ecology Literature ,
The literature of deep ecology (not to

mention conservation biology, environ
mental policy, Nature writing...) is grow
ing far too rapidly for Wild Earth to cover

focus on major environmental concerns:
migration and the river ofbirds, salmon of
the heart, calling th~ frogs back. Each
week the themes are drawn from naturalist
literature, poetry, and visual arts. The
performances are crafted through visual
media and poetic storytelling. They work
with writing, drawing, mask and prop
making, and explore ways to combine
dialogue, mime, and readers' theater. The
perfonnance is presented to the con1ll1U
nity in an inlportant sanctuary-a place or
natural.beauty· or an area in need of resto
,ration. F<;>r information write Nanda Cur
rent, Theater of Restoration, 530Amigo .
Rd., Soquel, CA 95073.

Theater ofRestoration
The Theater ofRestoration (fOR)

promotes the use oftheater as a means to
develop ecological literacy. The program
was developed in a community-based
homeschool out ofa shared interest in the
imaginative spirit, the natural world, and
an awareness that living on Earth requires
collaboration with nature. TOR workshops

GreenDisk Guide to Environmental
Computing

The GreenDisk Paperless Environ
mental Journal has created an electronic
environmental research encyclopedia. In
addition to listings for Web Sites, the
guide contains online databases, educa·
tional programs, and access to past and
present articles ofthe GreenDisk which
are keyword searchable for easy appli
cation. The guide contains files describ
ing computer resources on such issues'
as Biodiversity, Population and Con
sumption, Decline of Global Fisheries,
Biotechnology and Genetic Engineering,
Endangered Species Act, and more. The
guide is available in Macintosh and IBM
formats and will run on any computer. It
costs $25; included is a $30 credit to
ward the purchase of the back issues
databases. A review issue and more
information about the GreenDisk are
available at URL-ftp://ftp.igc.apc.org/
pub/GREEN_DISK! or e-mail at
<greendisk@igc.apc.org>ortoll-free 1
800-484-7616, then en~rcode #3475.

News, published in Edmonton,Alberta,
. Canada. It began in 1991 as the otgan of

the Sustainable Population Society and has
gone on to become the newsletter ofan
alliance ofCanadian population groups,
the Canadian PopulationAction Network.
The newsletter monitors population
growth in Canada, the fastest growing of
all western industrial countries. Its con
cerns include population growth in coun
tries with high per capita consunlption,
and the spread of the consum"r society to
populous cOUJ;ltries of the Orient; advocat
ing a quantitative population policy for
Canada and a more rational inlmigration
policy; and protection ofthe rich biomes
ofsouthern Canada where population
growth is concentrated. Contact SusPop
News, Box 11964, EdmontonAB T5J
3Ll, Canada, phonelFAX 403-466-2196.
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KENNETH DEWS
BOB TUDEK JR
JUNE MACKENZIE
JAN REINER
ARNOLD WHITRIDGE
ROANNA BOSTWICK
ROCKY MTN CENTER

FOR BOTANICAL STUDIES
PAT MULLISiAN '
PAUL BOHLE
JEFF MUSE
ROUND RIVER

CONSERVATION STUDIES
JAMEY THOMPSON
KARYN SCliUMPERT
ROD MONDT & NANCY ZIERENBEI
SUSAN SATER
JEREMY BORGESON
BECCA CUNNINGHAM
AMANDA CLEMENTS & TONY HOA(

PHYLLIS PERI
L, CHRISTIE
DIANE FAIRCLOTH
SANDRA KOCliER
RUSSELL SCHMIT
DOUG & SUSAN McKENZIE
BRAD MEIKLEJOHN
PETER COYOTE
STUART ALT
PARKE GODAR
CHRIS BARRETT
JOHN PALMIERI
CHERYL HARLING
KEVIN COORERAS
PAT & FRANK OBLAK
TED mUCKI
DIANE & LOWELL DODGE
KRIS VYVERBERG
DAVIPJOHNS
ALAN McCONIGIY
WM MUDD '
mARLES MER
TOM HARRIS
PATRICIA COHN
ALINE EULER
MARION BOTTORFF
RON GOLDMAN
SUSAN HOYLE
BERT FINGERHtJr
DIANA HADLEY
MT ~PRIS SIERRA CLUB
&\RRY & SANDRA LOPEZ
JON SAARI
WENDY WARRINGTON
BERN IE VAN DER BELT
RICHARD C WILSON
RAY VIZGIRDAS

• ~TSEEDS
ROWLAND ORUM
.THOMAS TAYLOR
JOANNE DUFFY
ANDREW MACDONALD
CARL WHITNEY
MOISHA BLECliMAN
·QiUCK NEAL '

GEORGE SCHALLER
DANIErlE WIRTH .
JUSTINE MAGSIG
DOROTHEA SOTIROS
JOSEPH POIQUIN

, SCO'IT BLUM
TOM & JOELLE PERLIC
ROBERT RUSHER
JOAN BYRD & GEORGE RECTOR
ELAJNE WOODRIFF
STEVE SMITH
SETH MENDELOWITZ

. PAUL WATSON
JOHN BUTLER .
MARIlYN GALLAWAY
ANTHONY HORS'ThIAN
KJ METCALF
BARBARA DUGELBY
LIBBY ELLIS
RUTH DUCKWORTH
ALICIA DANIEL
DENIS JONES
BARBARA WALKER
MARIlYN WALL

R9BERT PRICE
MIKE K~LIY

:rnOMAS FUGATE
RICHARD K. SCliEIBERLE
ROBERT LEVERETT
RDIXON ONDERDONK
THEODORE HARRIS JR.
PHIL PERSONS
MARY De La VALETIE
GLENN PARTON II
THOMAS FLEISCHNER
TONY MERTEN
WI LLIAM HILL
ELIZABETH SULLIVAN
RICHARD CliAMBERIN
DON McKENZIE
]M BRENNAN
DAVID DARR
JUSTINE MAGSIG
NORMAN GREGAS
NED MUDDJR
DENISE CLARK
ANDREA FREEMAN
JEFF STERN
DICK CARTER
RONALD D. FRENCH

. SHELIA & THOMAS FITZGERALD
DONALD KURZ
AIYSON FLOURNOY
FRANK LOSPALLtJrO
LINDA DRISKILL
GEORGE MELLOR

, LAWRENCE & LINDA HAMILTON
DANIEL CO'ITAM
CliRISTOPHER HAYNES
ALLEN TURNAGE
JOHN PARKER
JONATHON LAHR
RICK & KATIE SCHERER
CAROlYN KEHOE
KIMBERlY MINNOE
PAUL BROOKSHIRE
BRUCE MORGAN
ROBERT RUSSELL
LIZ TANKE
mARLENE FALCO
ANDREW ROBINSON
ROGER LOPER
JUDD BROWN
MICliAEL STEIN
WAI1ER KUHLMANN
JIM KLEIN
EFFIE WESTERVELT
K.C. SHANJ9AND
LEN BROBERG

_. PATRICK THORNLEY
KEN MOORE
LEON KESSMAN
RONALD HORN
RlqiARD BROWN
GARY RANDORF
BONNIE McLEOD
NORMAN RASULIS
TOM HINES·
HABIB RATHLE
SUSAN EIRICli
STUART WEIN&.UM
JEREMY TULER .

• BARBARA DEAN

JOEL DESPAIN
]LMAYS
REBEKAH HUGHES

, TROY WYMORE

DENNIS KALETA
MADELINE CASEY
ANTHPNY & ANNE ANTOVILLE
]NPCRADDOCK
ELIZABETH HAR'!LINE
RICHARD STEBBINS

, ,RICHARD VIGNOS
RICHARD CAlN
DWIGHT ROESCH
KEN EDLUND
WILL BONE
BILL & PAT WACliOB
CATHY KASHANSKI

, JIM OTIERSTROM
STEPHANIE SIMSTAT .
GARY CLAYTON .

JAMES MOORE
LIZ MCCOY
ALAN GREG9RY
mARLES PHILLIPS
RM CONFER
NANCY ADAMS
MARKRENY
ALLEN KREGER
ROBERT CliRIS HANSEN I

DOROTHY BUTLER
MARK MOVIE
ROGER HOFFMAN
PAUL TORRENCE
FRANK leBlANC
COLLEEN WILFORD
TOM MOULD
CliRIS DAVIS
GEORGE & MICKEY DEIKE
TIM HOGAN
CliARLES NEAL
JIM CARRICO
ERIK COUNSELLER
JOHN McLAUGHLIN .
RICHARD JOHNSON
JAN REINER
JOHN SEILEMAN
ELIZABETH ROBERTSON
EVAN CANTOR
PAUL KNOOP JR
HERB BEATfIE
CALVIN LINNEMANN
BRIAN WATSON
STEVEN & DANG ZECK "
JOAN ELBERS
CliUCK ADAMS
DAVID LENNETTE
ANDREW WILLIAMS
MICHAEL MARTIN
JOHN PRINCE
COLEMAN KENNEDY
DR. RODERICK NASH
JANET PELLEY
JERRY KOLAR
MICliAEL BECKLEY .
JOHN WAHL
COLE HAWKINS
JIM NOTESTINE
ALAN GREGORY

, BARRY SOCHAT

WILMA KENNEL
B,ANDERSON
JOHN LAUGAN
JOYCE KIDD
GRACE GRAY
ORIE LOUCKS
PHIL FLOYD
PAOLA BERTHOIN
CATHARINE REED
DIANE PRORAK
DAVID O'DONNELL
NICHOLAS ROSA
ROBERT HALSEY
CONSTANTORA ECONOMOU
LORAN STARR
TIM LINDHOLM
VERONICA EGAN
MAROlYN KRAFT
KEN ARMSTRONG
STEVE OVEDEN
HOWARD WILSHIRE
LISSA ADAMS
SUE TENTHOREY

'PAUL PIKE
]'NELLE CAHOON
MICliAL GUERREIRO
lYND MEYER
RONALD HORN
CLAUDIA McCUE
ROBERT MORTON
PAUL WILLOQUET
RC WILSON
JANET SEEDS
JONATHAN SEEDS
NICHOLAS BROKAW
DIANA HADLEY
HUGH ILTIS
ALAN GREGORY
ETHAN &\RNES
KAREN OWSLEY NEASE
CliARLES CEiloVlN
VINCEl\'!' VUKELICH
INA & MASON PHELPS '
CliRIS NEILL
CAROlYN GREENE
MANYA ZLATNIK
SID QUARRIER
KATHLEEN SCliRANK
SYLVIA TOGNETTI
MARC LIPNICK
STEVE & LORI MCCONALD
RICHARD ENSER
MOLlY & KEN HOFFMAN
RAY WEST
LARRY HOLBROOK
MITCH ELMORE
J LOUISE HEAD
DAVE DESERTSPRING
DENNIS CARBONI
ROBIN McCLELLAN
ROSS ARVIDSON
JON MEIKLEJOHN

SUSAN FORD
CAROLE PACKARD
JAMES DEVAIL
GARY THRONBLooM
M.K. CLEVElAND
RICHARD RHODES II

'MICliELLE SAUNDERS
CliRISTOPHER WRN
BOB DUDA
GREG SL\TIER
BEVERlY ROCKHILL
THOMAS JOHNSON
PHILIP PERSONS
BRAD & EILEEN ELLIO'IT
IAN WHITE
DANIEL EKBLAW
BRENT BRIGGS
SCO'IT PLOGER
KEITH KISLER
ROGER HOFFMAN
JEFF HEDGE
NICHOLAS FLANN
JOHN MACKLIN
,CliRIS WILHITE
JOHN FLAHERTY
BETSY RICH
LINDA BRODMAN
WILLIAM JEFF PFEFFER
PETER ZMYJ
JUDSON DRAFFAN
GARETH MANN
ROBERT C, HANSEN
REBECCA MEAD
HALL NEWBEGIN
MIKE MCCLELLAN
CODY RICE
RICK ENSER
THOMAS MURPHY
JENNIFER SHAY
SCO'IT GRAHAM
KRIS SOMMERVILLE
DANA HOOPER
COYOTE RAVEN MUSIC
MICliAEL KELlY
lANCE JOHNSON
STEVEN FALKOWSKI
JULIA WOODS
JOHN &]ANE PERRY
SUSAN LOESSER
SUE TENTHOREY
RANDY WEBB
MARY ANNE VOGELE
DAVID CARLE
PAVIA WALD
SHARON BUSSARD
ANN NAJARIAN
SANDRA HUIZING PERRY
AL TINSLEY
JENIFER MELVILLE
RICHARD WHICKER
DAVID QUAMMEN
JOSEPH CRILlY
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Support wildlife by wearing env, t-shirts
10% of profits go to environmental groups

45 BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS .
heavyweight 100% cotton
t-shirts,sweats, totes,etc

QUAN'fITY DISCOUNTS FREE CATALOG

GREAT FUNDRAISER
JIM MORRIS ENVIRONMENTAL T-SHIRTS

P.O. 18270 DEPT WE63 _
BOULDER CO'80308

(303)444-6430
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Share the Earth!

A.Survey

The first ever
international
magazine on plant
conservation

Published by
The Botanical Information Company of England,

_ Director: IHugh Synge Editor: Dr John" Akeroyd

Annual subscriJ?tion: Individual: $25
Organtzation~: $60 .

(All usual methods of payment welcome. Full
details enclosed with your free issue)

SEND FOR A TRIAL ISSUE - FREE!
Write to: PLANT TALK, PO Box 65226,

Tucson, AZ 85728-5226, USA

Discover
PLANT TALK

NOW - in time for Issue 5

W hat is happening in plant con.servation
worldwide? PLANT TALK now fills

this vital information gap. For the first time, a
quarterly magazine on plant conservation
rou'nding up news and views from all over
the globe, and keeping you in touch with new
activities, techniques and key developments.
Lively, balanced, eminently readable.

"PLANT TALK brings together the very beft
information about plant conseruation activities
around the world"

Peter Raven, Missouri Botanical Garden, Sr Louis, U.S.A.

by Mary Byrd Davis

Adescriptive inventory of old-growth forest tracts
east of the Great Plains. Featuring the essay, Old
Growth-A New Perspective;by Robert Leverett.
I paper; spiral-bound; 149 p.
price: $20 ($15 for Wild Earth subscribers)

order from: Wild Earth· rOB 455~ Richmond, vr 05477 ?to

Old Growth
In The East

Slaw Rising Smoke by Art Goodtimes $3
First Sight ofLand by Gary Lawless $7.50

Sitka Spring by Gary Lawless $5
A vailable from:

Blm:kb'erry BookJ
RRI, Box228 ~ .

~ Nobleboro, ME 04555· ""

Poems For The Wild Earth
A new collection, edited by Gary Lawless

$8.95

Envirorunental Systems Research
Institute operates conservation support

programs that assist non-profit
organizations in acquiring and using GIS

and computer mapping systems.

For information contact:
Charles Convis
ESRI
380 New York St.
Redlands, CA 92373
phone: 909-793-2853 x1529
FAX 909-793-5953

Mapping Support

~~~AUDIO PRODUCTIONS
RR#2 BOX 370 VERONA,ME 04416
T~CI & DENNIS (207-469-2552)

GRASSROOTS RADIO
for the Living Earth

ca/l or wriufor our 53p. Eco-Audio Invmtory:

$2:50
/ ........_------------------

TheJ GreenOl1S«
Paperless Environmental Journal

Box 32224, Washington, DC 20007 .
EcoNet <greendisk> Internet <greendisk@igc.apc.org> 1-800-484:7616-DISK

TURN YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER INTO A POWERFUL ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH DATABASE

In add~ion to being a searchable database, The GreenDisk is the journal 01 the environmental
movement. Each issue locuses on an important topic like the Anti-Environmental Backlash; Decline
of Global Fisheries: Biotechnology: Ozone Layer Depletion: and is a valuable compendium 01 reports,
essays and resource listings. Regular 'eatures include action alerts, press releases, an extensive
periodicals index as well as listings of the publications. meetings. educational materials· and other
projects which are the stepping stones in the path to a sustainable future. The GreenDisk is an
essential resource lor environmental activists, educators, journalists and professionals. Individual 
back issues are 510 each. and all 22 are only 5129. II you are' not 100% satisfiect.-you will keep the
disks and receive a lull refundl A one year (6 issue) SUbscription is 545 (550 outside N. America).
Mac and IBM editions are availble. Contact us via mail or Intemet <greendisk@igc.apc.org> or call
toll 'ree lor more information. URL • ftp://ftp.lllc.org/pub/GREEH_DISKI contains a review issue. We
welcome submissions if you have a project or resource you would like to have listed in the database.
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Antioch is accredited by the Commission on Institutions of Higher Education of the Noi1h Central Association of Colleges and Schools.

STAMP OUT
COYOTES

.... in rubber, that is!
Wild Earth Special

Coyote Stamp & Catalogue $7.50
(includes SIB) •

Send 32 cent SASE for Rubber Stamp
Flyer featuring Dale Thompson's SW
Mammals or send $2.50 I Refundable
for 68 page Rubber Stamp Catalogue
featuring Petroglyphs, Cactus, Nature'
Quotes of Edward Abbey + John Muir

RUBBER POET STAMPS
P.O. BOX 218-W

ROCKVILLE, UTAH 84763

800 Livermore St., Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387

The McGREGOR SCHOOL of

MJJQQft
(513) 767-6325

Work~ull-Thne, Live atHome
and EarnaMaster's in 'ourProgram

onEnvironment&Commum~ ,
r-----..., Antioch University, one of the foremost' pioneers in public-interest

higher education, now offers an M.A. dev~loped for professionals
interested in the'interdependence of environmental and social
issues. This two-year program includes three two-week, on-campus
sessions, with all other study and work done at home.

Focusing on the interfaces between values, ideas, theory, and constructive
change, the program works to foster environmental stewardship and accountabil
ity in and across communities, organizations, and institutions. Students study
social change processes, applied philosophy, economics, and policy; participate in

. case studies; and undertake individualized research projects and practica.
The program is designed for a wide variety of professions, such as environmen

tal and social advocacy and education, and government and corporate environ
mental planning and community rehitions.

The next class enrolls January 1,
1997. For information and an application,
contact our Admissions Office.

The Northern Rockies '
Ecosystem Protection Act

has been reintroduced!

We encourage you to support
NREPA, HR 852.

Ask your representatives to
support it, and work with your

local conservation groups to get
them to support it.

WE DON'T SEND JUNK MAIL!
If would like you to know all about
our environmentally sound products

you'll have to write or call us.

~..................~

*
TREECYCLE'

RECYCLED PAPER
-w~ Idf,,/~d;,

P.O. B~x 5086 Bozeman, MT 59717
\ (406) 586-5287' J
~ -'

expiration date _....:.:.-_1 _

cardnumber _

signature _

o payment enclosed
o bill my VISA I Mastercard (circle one)

o $25 membership / subscription
0$15 membership/sub. (Low Income)
0$3 Send me a sample issue.*
o $ __Here's my tax-deductible dona

tion to the Wild Earth Research Fund.

With North American wilderness'
recovery as its overarching theme,
Wild Earth focuses on biod1versHy and
wilderness issues from an ecocentric
viewpoint, and serves as the
publishing voice of its sister
organization, The Wildlands Project
Wild Earth advocates wildlands
restoration and protection, reversal of
human overpopulation, and cessation
of the global extinction crisis.

Name _

Street _

I
City State_Zip __ I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

ol'"...~11 vc;: 1-50'2--4')4-4011 I
L -=:Iease allow~ weeks for delivery..:-~
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Species Spotlight

ContrilJuting artist Heather K.

Lenz (17 Bear Mountain Rd..
\

Wendell Depot,.MA 01380),

whose artwork also appears on

pages 37, 38-:and 41 o/this issue.

is apainter and naturaiscience

illustrator. Her work has appeared

in a variety 0/jJublications includ

ing Sanctuary magazine and Paul

Rezendes S luminous.bookTrack

ing.,;md the Art of Seeing

The Ash at Dunbar Brook
Fraxinus a'!lericana pencil drawing by Heather K. Lenz
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We can still do something about it

$ Wolflakee Teslin/Allin
CD Carcross
4Z'Squanga
CD Pelly
4D Tatchun
~ klaza
~ Alsblhlk
6) kluane
$ Chlsana
~ Fortymlle
• PorcupIne

o Hart River

8 Bonnet Plume

9 Mayo
G Ethel Lakeo Moose Lakeo Tay River
f) Redstone

, 0 Finlaysono ahanni"ce La Blche
6) Smith Ri>'er
tf) lillIe Rancherla

Distribution of Caribou Herds
in the 'Yukon

Yilkoll Wild: Natural Regions ofthe Yukon
A concise guide to the ecoregions of the territory. It combine descriptions of land

form, flora and fauna with status reports, excerpt.s from repn:sentative writings and
striking colour photographs.

For your copy ofYukon Wild, and inforlllatiollon the Yukoll Wildlands Project. -contact:

CPAWS-Yuko":, 30 Dawson Road,
Whitehorse, Y.T., YIA ST6 (Ph: 403-668-:6321)

Please make cheque payable to CPAWS-Yukon, for only $lO.OO(US).

NOS PROJECT

ect is a ~ollaboration of
I'more about us in our

kOIl Wild...and help uS

Inadian North.prote

. new·

• We propose an extensive system of protected areas
based on representation of Yukon's 23 ecoregions,

all of our' wetlands, and protection of critical

wildlife habitat. The national Endangered Spaces

campaign led by World Wildlife Fund Canada
gives U~ thp 1""le .~ "~. -licje core protected-areas.

The Project provides the

insp areas together so that in

100 \ies diversity that exists
now,

• Over fifti years ago, the 24 caribou hetd ranges
shown on the map. were mostly intact. Before_

construction of the Alaska Highway, ca;ibou

moved freely over their raQges. Now, 10,000 km
of highways and roads cut into-the heart of these

herds. New mines being planned would eliminate

yet more critical range. The Yukon Wildlands

Project aims to do something about it.

• Thei'
four
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